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Abstract. 

Hinduism's two major epics, the Mahiibhiirata and the Riimiiya,:ia, are full 

of divine weapon (divya astra) combat, quests, and histories. The divine 

weapons are governed by an identifiable set of principles, which pertain to the 

energy-substance tejas or "fiery energy." Furthermore, the heroes of both 

epics possess great amounts of tejas to control and employ the divine weapons. 

By exploring the divine weapon episodes a model can be constructed of these 

principles, and in light of the completed model the episodes themselves are 

clearly depicted. The divine weapons of ancient Indian mythology have been 

previously passed over as excessive fantasy and magic. The aim of this thesis is 

to shown that they are rational creations based on a coherent internal logic. 
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Conventions. 

In this thesis I have employed standard transliteration conventions 

throughout. I have always transliterated proper names, e.g., Kr~l).a, 

Asvatthaman, and DraupadI. All Sanskrit terms have been italicised, bar from 

the four van:i,as; brahman, k~atriya, vaisya, and sudra. I have employed the 

form brahman rather than brahmal).a for the first var,:za. All divine weapons are 

capitalized and italicised, e.g., Agneya astra. Regrettably, my font is _unable to 

print a capital retroflex "r", thus I have supplied the low.er case. "r" throughout, 

e.g., r,#, and inconsistently Rig Veda. 



Chapter One. 

Introduction. 

To diminish his intensity [tejas- ], Visvakarman placed the luminary on his 

lathe, to grind off some of his effulgence [tejas-]; and in this manner reduced it to 

an eighth, for more than that was inseparable. The parts of the divine Vaishi;i.ava 

splendour [tejas-], residing in the sun, that were filed off by Visvakarman, fell 

blazing down upon the earth, and the artist constructed of them the discus of 

Vishi;i.u, the trident of Siva, the weapon of the god of wealth, -the lance of Kartikeya, 

and the weapons of the other gods: all these Visvakarman fabricated from the 

superfluous rays [tejas-] of the sun.1 

4 

In no other mythological corpus is the concept of divine weapons more 

developed and more complex than in the two Hindu epics, the l1,1ahabharata and 

the Riimayaria (as well as the related Purar,ic literature2). With numerou·s 

gods and heroes, most of whom wield at least one divine weapon, Hinduism has 

produced the most vivid and rich insights into divine weapon combat, quests, and 

histories.3 Nevertheless, the subject has been woefully neglected, so much so 

that the fallowing thesis is, as far as I know, the first academic study of all the 

1 From theVi~ru Purii(l,a (VP.3.2.8-12), translated by H.H. Wilson, The Vish(l,u Puriira, 
3rd ed. (Calcutta: Punthi Pustak, 1979 [1840]), p.215. I wish here to express my gratitude to 
Luis Gonzalez-Reimann of Berkeley University for informing me of the appearance of the 
Sanskrit word tejas. 
2 My use of the Purii,:ias is somewhat minimal. The task of researching the divine weapons 
in the epic literature was immense. Thus, I only turned to the Purii,:ias to verify arguments 
regarding the epics. An exhaustive study of the divine weapons in the post-epic Purii1J,as must 
be left for another time. 
3 Divine weapons appear throughout many diverse ancient and modern cultures. For 
example, there is Thor's Hammer, Cuchulainn's Gae-Bolg, Lugh's Spear, Apollo's Bow, 
Herakles' Club, Huitzilopochtli's Xiucoatl, Monkey's Staff, Arthur's Excalibur, Moses' Staff, 
Yahweh's Flaming Sword, Zeus' Thunder-bolt, Satan's Trident, Indra's Vajra, etc. It has 
even been suggested that nuclear weapons are a kind of divine weapon, as much of their 
symbolism is drawn from Christian eschatology. See Ira Chernus, Dr. Strangegod: On the 
Symbolic Meaning of Nuclear Weapons (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 
1986). For a further study on the importance of divine weapons and their relationship to a 
society's Kriegethik or "military ethic", see James A. Aho, Religious Mythology and the Art 
of War (Conneticut: Greenwood Press, 1981). 
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divine weapons in the Indian epic literature. 

The traditional Hindu genesis of the divine weapons (divya astras4) 

immediately highlights an important relationship that exists between divine 

weapons and the concept of tejas or "fiery energy" (see below, section I.d., for 

discussion of tejas). The celestial craftsman, Visvak:arman, puts the Sun on his 

lathe and from the excess tejas creates all the divine weapons of the Hindu 

pantheon. However, the relationship between the divine weapons and tejas does 

not end there. Embedded within the mythology is a recurring set of principles 

that pertain to the nature of tejas. This set of principles relates directly to the 

nature and function of the divine weapons themselves. Therefore, because tejas 

governs the way the divine weapons operate in the mythology, the primary aim 

of the following thesis is to locate its "intrinsic laws" and to systematically codify 

them in a working model. My main contention is that the significance of tejas 

has been overlooked, and a coherent depiction of it is crucial for an 

understanding 9f the divine weapons of the Mahabharata and the Ramaya7J,a. 

The divine weapons are rational creations of an internal logic that posits the 

existence of a type of energy in the universe - tejas - that can be harnessed by 

supramundane beings, making them more powerful. In the form of a divine 

weapon, this energy can be united with normal weapons (sastras), making them 

vastly more destructive. 

I begin this first chapter by discussing the inadequate way previous English 

translators have rendered divine weapon episodes. This will immediately 

highlight one problem concerning past interpretations of these episodes. I will 

next discuss the limited attention divine weapons have attracted in western 

4 Throughout the thesis I make no distinction between the words "divya astra", "astra", and 
"divine weapon',_ This is simply for the sake of readability. I have opted to translate the 
Sanskrit word divya as "divine" because the two words are cognate. However, it is best to 
keep in mind the range of meanings for divya, i.e., "heavenly, celestial, supernatural, 
wonderful, magical". See M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit - English Dictionary (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1988 [1899]), p.479. Similarly, astra translates as "a missile weapon, bolt, 
arrow", Monier-Williams, p.p2. However, as J.A.B. van Buitenen, vol.2, p.830, notes, the 
Sanskrit word astra "has the meaning both of 'missile' and 'incantation,' which are not always 
easily distinguishable." See J.A.B. van Buitenen, trans. and ed., The Mahii.bhii.rata, 3 vols. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973-78). Hence, my preference for the more general 
English word "weapon". 
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scholarship. Then the nature of the energy-substance tejas will be dealt with, 

which will lead to a discussion of ancient Indian ontology. The general 

characteristics of divine weapons will then be discussed, before finally turning to 

methodological issues and the interpretation of mythology. But, before 

proceeding with any of this I need to discuss the context of epic literature within 

ancient Indian society.5 

I.a. The Two Epics of India. 

The Mahabharata (c.300 B.C.E.-300 C.E.6) and the Ramaya,:ia (c.200 

B.C.E.-200 C.E.) are contemporaneous texts composed by the Aryan settlers of 

northern India. A famous line within the Mahabharata, or the "Great epic of the 

Bharatas", itself claims to contain everything,? which for the world's largest 

epic may not be so bold a statement. It is said to be over 100, 000 verses long, 

although no recension of this length exists. The traditional authorship of the epic 

is ascribed to a single person, the sage Vyas·a. However, it has clearly been 

compiled by numerous different authors over a period of approximately 600 

years, and those redactors probably drew on much older material. 8 Further 

interpolations were added later. The Mahabharata is a smrti or "traditional" 

text, rather than a .fruti or "revealed" one, and is also in the style of itihasa or 

"history". It deals with more "human" characters who possess complex and often 

5 My use of the word "ancient" throughout the thesis is only intended to refer to the epic 
period (c.300 B.C.E.-300 C.E.). 
6 All dates for Hindu texts are from Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, Hindu Myths: A 
Sourcebook Translated from the Sanskrit (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1975), pp.17-18. The 
dating of Hindu literature is notoriously problematic, thus any dates given should be taken as 
general approximations. 
7 cf.MBh.1.56.33, and MBh.18.5.38. See V.S. Sukthankar, ed. et al, The Mahabharata, 
19 vols. (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1933-72). This dal).nting publication 
of the Mahabharata in Sanskrit is commonly referred to the Poona critical edition. The critical 
edition has been constructed from approximately forty various manuscripts from different parts 
of India. Thus, most lines have corresponding lists of variant words. It is also common to find 
whole sentences and passages in the commentary, which have been omitted from the critical 
edition. These prove to be very useful as they expand and clarify many episodes, and are 
marked by an individual number followed by a star("*") symbol. 
8 Alf Hiltebeitel, "Mahabharata", in Mircea Eliade, ed., The Encyclopedia of Religion, 
vol.9 (New York: MacMillan, 1987), p.118. 
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contradictory personalities and the trials and sufferings they experience. In 

contrast, the much shorter RiimiiyaJJ,a is written in the style known as kiivya or 

"poetry". The RiimiiyaJJ,a, as a work of kavya, is idealistic and presents 

stereotypical characters; the virtuous Rama, his chaste and complacent wife Sita, 

his loyal brother Lak~ma:1;ia, and the arch-tyrant Rava:1;ia. Most scholars agree 

that the bulk of the RamayaJJ,a was written by one author, the sage Valmiki. Its 

content is much narrower in scope, and an abridged version of it exists in the 

Mahiibhiirata. Both epics do not display any similarity to what is known as 

modem history, and many of the incidents portrayed in them cannot be taken as 

historical fact. However, both epics are extensive sources of ide.as, social 

customs, and ethical pronouncements that reflect the beliefs of those who listened 

to them and moved within the culture that produced them. Hence, the two 

Sanskrit epics are a vast wealth of information on ancient India. 

The Mahabharata was originally an oral composition that dealt with purely 

heroic characters. The composers and performers of the epic belonged to the 

Suta caste of bards, who had a close relationship to their K~atriya patrons.9 

The literature that existed prior to the epic was the "property" of the Brahmans 

or priests, while the epic was the "property" of the K~atriyas, the class of 

warriors and princes. 10 John D. Smith argues that the Mahiibhiirata was 

primarily a warrior text, which dealt with the legendary heroes of the warrior 

class and their military ethics in battle. 11 The problem with understanding what 

belongs to the ancient Indian warriors lies in the fact that, in the opinion of most 

scholars, extant textual versions of the Mahiibhiirata are vastly different from 

the (hypothetical) original epic. Smith argues that the epic was reclaimed by the 

Brahman class, who in multiple redactions added their own myths, tales, and 

didactic material, ultimately quadrupling its original size over a period of 

9 John D. Smith, "Old Indian: The Two Sanskrit Epics", in A.T. Hatto, ed., Traditions of 
Heroic and Epic Poetry (London: Modern Humanities Research Association, 1980), pp.49-50. 
10 Ancient Indian society was divided into a hierarchy of four social ,classes (var!Ja); from 
highest to lowest, the brahmans or "priests", the k~atriyas or "warriors", the vaisyas or 
"merchants" and "farmers", and lastly the sudras or "servants" and "slaves". 
11 Smith (1980), p.49. 
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centuries. By the last half of the first millennium C.E. the Mahiibharata had 

become a priestly account of K~atriyan ideals. 12 The Ramiiym:,,a was subject to 

a similar process, to the extent that the hero Rama became an incarnation of the 

Brahmanical god Vi~I).u. 13 Both texts thus became sacred works, and even today 

are very influential in modern Indian society. The divine weapons represent an 

intermingling of the brahmanical and k~atriyan traditions, as both classes of 

ancient Indian society were concerned with owning and wielding the 

supramundane arsenal (see below, section I.f.). 

The main narrative of the Mahabharata is about the war between two sets 

of rival cousins: the five PaI).9ava brothers and the hundred Kauravas. 

Yudhi~thira is the oldest PaI).9ava, with Bhlma, Arjuna, and the twins Nakula and 

Sahadeva in tow. They are the sons of the five gods Dharma (Yama), Vayu, 

Indra, and the twin Asvins respectively. Their rivals, the Kauravas, are 

incarnations of demons (riik~asas), except for the eldest, Duryodhana, who is an 

incarnation of Kali, one of the Anti-gods or asuras. From birth the cousins 

constantly struggle with each other, and the illegitimate brother of the PaI).9avas, 

Kari;ia, joins the Kaurava ranks (his father is the god Surya). The Pai;i9avas ally 

· with another cousin, the avatiira l(r~I).a or Vi~i;iu's incarnation, and similarly 

have a polyandrous wedding with DraupadI, an incarnation of the goddess Sd. 

The heroes and villains of the Mahiibharata are thus "demi-gods", which places 

them in an eminent position above normal humans. This allows them access to 

divine realms, and one example of this is the acquisition and employment of 

divine weapons. The kingdom is divided between the two factions, but 

Yudhi~thira gambles away all the PaI).9avas' wealth in a dice game. The five 

brothers and their common wife are exiled into the forest for thirteen years, but 

when this time is over Duryodhana refuses to give the brothers half of the 

kingdom. Inevitably, both sides prepare for war, which leads to the eighteen-day 

12 Smith (1980), p.50. 
13 This point will be addressed in depth in chapter three, section VII, suffice to say that there 
is good evidence to suppose that Rama's divinity is integral to the whole story. 



holocaust on the plain of Kuruk~etra, in which all the forces of order (dharma) 

and chaos (adharma) are destroyed, excluding the brothers, their wife, :Krg1a, 

and a hand full of others. 
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The Ramaya"/Ja follows a similar story, with the hero, Rama, being exiled 

into the forest with his wife Sita, and his brother Lak1?m~a. Rama is an avatara 

of Vi~i:iu, while Sita is an incarnation of the goddess Lak~mi or Uma. The demon 

lord Ravai:ia kidnaps Sita and takes her to his island of Lanka (modem day Sri 

Lanka). Rama spends much of the epic trying to rescue her, and on his journey 

to the island allies with the monkey god Hanuman (the son of the wind god 

Vayu), and gathers an army of monkeys and other animals, to battle· RavaQ.a's 

demons. Rama finally slays the demon lord and is reunited with his wife. 

In both of the epics, the heroes' victories are achieved only with divine 

weapons. Thus, both epics are filled with divine weapon combat, quests, and 

hil;(torie.l;(_ The battle scenes in both are replete with divine weapons and the 

carnage they produce. Arjuna travels to the remote Himalayas to obtain divine 

weapons from Siva, the four world guardians (lokapafas), and various other 

gods. Rama obtains the majority of his divine arsenal from the divine sage 

Vasi~tha. Throughout both epics, histories of individual divine weapons are 

enumerated. Thus, it is within the epics that the divine weapons reach their most 

developed stage, while bringing to the foreground many beliefs ancient Indians, 

especially the warriors, had about the world they lived in. 

I.b. The Problem of Previous Translations. 

Previous translators have paid little or no attention to the way the divine 

weapons operate in the mythology, and this is reflected in their translations. In 

the above myth of origin (VP.3.2.8-12), it is clear that the celestial blacksmith, 

Visvakarman, forges the divine weapons from the tejas of the sun. However, 

Wilson offers four separate English equivalents for tejas, i.e., "intensity", 

"effulgence", "splendour", "superfluous rays". Presumably, Wilson did this for 
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the sake of prose, yet in doing so he has obscured the importance of tejas. This 

tendency to obscure the importance of tejas is not confined to the 19th century 

only. Take, for example, the following episodes from van Buitenen's translation 

of the first five books of the Mahabharata before his untimely death. 

[Arjuna] angrily loosed the iigneya missile at the Gandharva and burned 

down his chariot. The mighty Gandharva, deprived of his chariot, tottered and fell 

face down, stunned by the brilliance [tejas-] of the missile ... 14 

[Kr~i:ia] let loose his discus, which shone with its own light 

[svatejobhiisvaram], and the humble creatures as well as the Danavas and the 

Stalkers of the Night were cut down by the hundreds ... 15 

The five elements departed from the_ lordly Ravai:ia, for he was toppled in all 

worlds by the power of the Brahma spell [brahmiistratejasii]. 16 

Angrily the resplendent [mahiitejiih] Partha replied on that battlefield with 

thirteen stone-whetted arrows with the splendor of fire [visikhiinr;ignitejas-] ... 17 

Thus began the battle of Bharadvaja and the Diademed One, who loosed at 

each other blazing shafts [visikhiindlptatejas-] on the field of battle. Both were 

famous for their feats, both the likes of the wind in speed, both acquainted with 

divine missiles, both of surpassing grandeur [uttamatejas-]; and hurling nets of 

arrows they amazed the kings. 18 

[Arjuna said,] "I shall set a fire with the glow of my missiles [astratejas-] the 

14 van Buitenen, vol.1, p.321: MBh.1.158.28-29. 
15 van Buitenen, vol.1, p.421: MBh.1.219.4. 
16 van Buitenen, vol.2, p.756: MBh.3.274.30. 
17 van Buitenen, vol.3, p.104: MBh.4.52.20. 
18 van Buitenen, vol.3, p.105: MBh.4.53.20-21. 



forest of Kurus with the trees of their banners, the straw of their footmen, and the 

prides oflions of their chariots .. .'' 19 
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From this short list of episodes tejas is translated in a variety of different 

ways (i.e., "glow", "grandeur", "blazing", "splendor", "resplendent", "power", 

"light", and "brilliance"). This is by no means an exhaustive list of the variety of 

English equivalents van Buitenen supplies for tejas (nor is the list tendentiously 

selected to isolate some "anomalies" with his translations). All the English words 

van Buitenen settled upon clearly express a common theme, but they obscure the 

importance of tejas. This is not to say that van Buitenen did not recognise the 

insurmountable task of translating the world's largest epic, and the problems 

involved in correctly conveying the Sanskrit words into comprehensible English. 

For the record, he states 

When either by space or time, or both, the languages and the cultures they 

give Voice to are far apart, there are but few choices: translate the term anyhow, or 

leave it untranslated_ - letting it stand in the uncomprehended original form as the 

name of a name. The latter course is more suitable to a philological translation 

whose readers already know the scope of the original word. In a more general 

translation ~e translator has basically two options: to adjust the Sanskrit guest term 

to the demands of the English host sentence, bending it thus to another universe of 

discourse; or to decide on a reasonable approximation, but of course not a perfect 

equivalent, in the host language, and to go head and use the approximation 

throughout. 20 

However, van Buitenen does declare, "Other words I had to give up on, like 

tejas (usually 'splendor'), which in the various speakers' .idioms in the 

Mahabharata shifts widely in context."21 As the above examples show, van 

19 van Buitenen, vol.3, p.110: MBh.4.56.12. 
20 van Buitenen, vol. l, p.xl. . 
21 van Buitenen, vol. l, p.xli. Similar sentiments have been expressed by the translator(s) of 
the most recent publication of the Rama.yap.a. Goldman et al., vol. I, p.107, expresses 
dissatisfaction with the ambiguous appearance of the word tejas. See Robert P. Goldman, ed. 
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Buitenen does not employ his usual translation of "splendor", and his 

"approximation" of tejas is not carried "throughout." My point here is that it 

does not take a philologist to see that tejas is functioning in a nearly identical 

way in the above episodes. Firstly, it is operating as the destructive energy of the 

divine and non-divine weapons mentioned. Secondly, although it is not apparent 

at this stage, the heroes possess tejas themselves so they can control and energize 

those very weapons. If van Buitenen had used a consistent translation of tejas 

throughout, the above translations might not have been so misleading. His 

multiple translations of tejas only blur the underlying intention of the original 

authors of the text. I will suggest my own preference for a translation of tejas 

after discussing the term itself (see below, section Id.). 

Van Buitenen' s criteria for translating the epic did not require him to make 

certain connections between previously unstudied topics - namely the divine 

weapons and their relationship with teja_s. Furthermore, in translating the epic 

he had to keep in mind the general audience for whom he was catering. He thus 

made numerous compromises, sacrificing accuracy for the sake of readability. 

One such trade-off had to do with the word tejas and its full meaning, a point 

van Buitenen acknowledges. However, the nature of my study will make it clear 

that the divine weapons cannot be adequately understood without an appreciation 

of the concept of tejas. Therefore, the primary aim of this thesis is to elucidate 

that concept, and with a proper understanding of it, to show that the epics in 

general, and the divine weapons in particular, can be better understood. 

It is for this reason that throughout the thesis I have taken it upon myself to 

translate the Sanskrit where ever possible. I do not claim that my translations 

read more smoothly than those already supplied by scholars. In f~ct, I have tried 

to stick as close to the literal Sanskrit as possible, which at times makes the 

translations rather cumbersome. Moreover, I have gone to great lengths to quote 

as much of the texts as possible. The reason for this is to let the texts speak for 

and trans. et al., The Rama.ya,:,,a of Valmlki, 5.vols (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1984-1996). 
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themselves. In the words of Proudfoot, 

the analyst imposes upon himself the healthy discipline of giving the text -

read in its plain sense and construed in the context it provides itself - the 

presumptive power of interpretation.22 

I have also left the word tejas untranslated throughout, hoping thereby to 

convey the clearest meaning of the episodes to the reader. Similarly, when 

encountering epithets such as mahtUeja{t I have opted to translate them as simple 

possessive adjectives, e.g., "he who possesses great tejas", rather than the usual 

translations "powerful", "supremely glorious", etc. I have done this so that the 

reader can see the consistent pattern that will emerge around the c.oncept of 

tejas. 

I.e. Previous Research on the Divine Weapons. 

The divine weapons have received little attention from either Indian or 

western scholarship. What has been done was originally by 19th century 

scholars, who approached the study of ancient Indian religion from a historical 

perspective. Those whose interest focused on the instruments of warfare 

published elaborate studies of the various historically or archaeologically 

attestable weapons that appear in the texts. When confronted with a divine 

weapon such as the Agneya astra ("Fire-weapon"), scholars of this period 

employed the euhemeristic method then in vogue. Euhemerism was a 

methodology originally employed to demonstrate that certain deities in the 

ancient world were once historical kings. The basic premise of euhemerism is 

that ancient humans deified their kings through cultic associations over a period 

of centuries. It was a simple step for the historians to expos~ other ancient 

phenomena to its basic criteria. Hence, scholars arrived at an explanation of the 

Agneya astra on a historical basis as an ancient musket, or similar gun-powder 

weapon. In 1880, Wilbrahim Egerton writes, 

22 I. Proudfoot, "Interpreting Mahabharata Episodes as Sources for the History of Ideas", 
Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, vol.60 (Poona: B.O.R.I., 1979), p.58. 



There has been considerable controversy as to the extent to which firearms 

were known at this period. Sir H. Elliot comes to the conclusion, after examining 

all the best authorities, that they were used ... Rockets, or weapons of fire, "Agny 

astra," were certainly known at a very early period. They were a kind of fire-tipped 

dart, discharged horizontally from a bamboo, and were used against cavalry. The 

invention is ascribed by the ''puranas" to Visvacarma, their Vulcan, who for 100 

years forged all the weapons for the wars between the good and bad spirits. The 

knowledge, however, of the manufacture of gunpowder or some material composed 

of sulphur and saltpetre, and the use of projectiles, probably died out before the 

historic times, and only an inflammable projectile or naphtha ball was used tpl the 

revival of firearms from the West.23 
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Thus, the whole array of divine weapons was reduced to an ancient gun

powder weapon, which disappeared before any western contact with India. 

In 1889, in his monumental study of ancient Indian royalty, the art of 

warfare,.and the instruments of battle, Edward W. Hopkins devoted three pages 

of analysis to the divine weapons (much of it in a lengthy footnote).24 Hopkins 

was pleased that the euhemerists had provided a "rational explanation,, of the 

divya astras as gun-powder weapons. While stating that he did not believe in 

divine weapons, he sympathetically writes, 

Nevertheless, our Hindus did believe in them. They never ventured to 

interpret divine arms as fire-arms. We cannot, then, deny their fire-divine-arms as 

products of their poetry. Whether these really existed is of no consequence. The 

question is, did they conceive of fire-divine-arms as probable and natural. They 

did, and they also imagined divine arms without fire. Thus, a bow or a sword is a 

'divine arm' when given by God, or endowed by the might of the user's piety with 

superhuman power. Fire is not, therefore, a necessary concomitant of divine arms. 

Hence no reason exists for supposing that earthly fire manifested in a weapon first 

23 Wilbrahim Egerton, An Illustrated Handbook of Indian Arms ... (London: White Orchid 
Press, 1880), p.10. 
24 E.W. Hopkins, The Social and Military Position of the Ruling Caste in Ancient India 
(Varanasi: Bharat-Bharati, 1972 [1889]), pp.240-243. 
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suggested 'divine arms.' 25 

Hopkins recognizes that a divine weapon originates from the supramundane 

realm, and can be united with an ordinary weapon, which endows it with the 

divine weapon's own power. He even seems to recognize a connection between 

tejas, from ✓ tij- "to be sharp", when he writes "Fire is used not of fire, but of 

the swift sharp biting power of a weapon."26 Hopkins concludes his remarks on 

the divine weapons by stating that they are weapons of magic. 

The problem of trying to find historical explanations for the divine weapons 

is twofold. Firstly, the divine weapons are much m~re destructive than an 

ancient musket or cannon could ever have been. Arrows, as one manifestation of 

a divine weapon, are fired from bows in a manner resembling a modern day 

assault rifle on "full-auto", and many of the divine weapons have the destructive 

capability of small tactical war-heads, killing thousands in one strike. If the 

euhemeristic approach was in vogue today, scholars would not be satisfied unless 

they found ancient AK-47s, or a nuclear capability.27 

Secondly, as Hopkins seems to have understood, the fire of the divine 

weapons is not the element itself, but the more subtle energy-substance tejas or 

"fiery energy". These are not weapons of fire per se, but weapons of energy. 

Furthermore, ancient Indians did employ various weapons that were set alight 

with oils in battle,28 yet their understanding of "fire" will be shown to be vastly 

different from any 19th century interpretation of the element. Furthermore, the 

Agneya astra is but one example of a divine weapon, and there are many others 

that manifest the full range of elemental phenomena, and produce diverse 

"magical effects." All of these divine weapons, including the Agneya astra, will 

be shown to function according to the principles of tejas. _Moreover, the 

25 Hopkins (1972), p.241. 
26 Hopkins ( 1972), p.241. 
27 It is interesting to note here that William Sax, in several private conversations, has 
remarked that many modern Hindus explain the divine weapons as proof of the ancient Indians' 
knowledge and employment of nuclear arsenals. 
28 See J.R. Partington, A History of Greek Fire and Gunpowder (Cambridge: W. Heffer & 
Sons, 1960), pp.209-211. 
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constant application of "fiery" metaphors for divine or non-divine weapons in 

Hindu mythology indicates their relationship with tejas, not actual fire. 

Throughout the 20th century, elaborate studies on the military history of 

ancient India have been published, many of which contain extensive details on 

traditional Indian weaponry. None mention the divine weapons in any detail, if 

at all.29 In 1978, G.N. Pant produced a massive and detailed tome specifically 

on the art of archery in India. 30 He, like his predecessors, is satisfied with 

reducing the whole array of astras down to the Agneya astra, ~nd then to 

qualify it simply as a fire tipped arrow. 31 Even as. recently as 1995, this 

apparent avoidance of the divine weapons has continued. E. J aiwant Paul, in his 

study of traditional Indian weaponry, completely ignores any mention of divine 

weapons.32 It seems the historians of Indian warfare and weaponry are happy to 

relegate the divine weapons to the realms of magic and religion, or simply to 

ignorP: thP.m in tntn 

It is, in fact, in the realms of religious inquiry that the divine weapons 

receive their first serious treatment. At the end of a brief article on violence in 

the Mahabharata, J.L. Mehta provides a synopsis of many of the divine 

weapons.33 Mehta is well aware that the divine weapons are one representation 

of the intermingling relationship between the mundane and supramundane 

29 See P.C. Chakravarti, The Art of War in Ancient India (Dacca: The University of Dacca, 
1941 ). Chakravarti follows on from Hopkins by presenting a detailed study of Indian 
weaponry and military structure and tactics. He never mentions divine weapons. See also 
V.R.R. Dikshitar, War in Ancient India (Madras: MacMillian & Co., 1944), pp.101-104, and 
pp.119-125. Dikshitar gives a cursory account of divine weapons under his headings "Fire 
Arms" and "Minor and Mystical Weapons of Warfare". See also B.K. Majumdar, The 
Military System in Ancient India (Calcutta: The World Press, 1955). Mujumdar presents a 
concise account of the development of the Indian military state and the warrior class from Vedic 
antiquity to 12th century C.E. He also never mentions divine weapons. For a similar account, 
see J. Sarkar, Military History of India (Bombay: Orient Longmans, 1960). 
30 G.N. Pant, Indian Archery (Delhi: Agam Prasad, 1978). Pant provides the most detailed 
bibliography on Indian military history and weaponry. 
31 Pant, pp.180-181. For a similar account, see Partington, p.211. 
32 E. Jaiwant Paul, 'By My Sword and Shield' Traditional Weapons of the Indian Warrior 
(New Delhi: The Lotus Collection (Roli Books), 1995). 
33 J.L. Mehta, "The Disco·urse of Violence in the Mahabharata", in J.L. Mehta, ed., 
Philosophy and Religion: Essays in Interpretation (New Delhi: Indian Council of Philosophical 
Research, 1990), pp.268-270. 
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realms. He writes that the divine weapons are best understood as "God-given 

inner potencies and spiritual forces available to man, rather than physical 

instruments of destruction."34 W.E. Begley is the only scholar I am aware of to 

devote an entire study to a single divine weapon - the supreme god Vigm's 

Sudarsana cakra or "wheel-beauteous-to-behold."35 His insightful study 

briefly surveys textual developments of the divine discus throughout the Vedic 

literature, before the bulk of his research turns to iconographical evidence of the 

personified discus in the post-epic and medieval sources. The Sudarsana discus 

becomes one of the primary symbols of Vi~I).U, and thus stands in an eminent 

position for the Vai,J,:iava religious sects. Following on from Chakravarti's 

work, Begley is satisfied that the fiery nature of the discus refers to the use of 

incendiary weapons. 36 However, Begley quotes several origin myths of the 

Sudarsana cakra, in which tejas is central, yet the energy-substance is left 

standing in random English equivalents. I can only assume that Begley did not 

read the Sanskrit, and thus made no substantial connection between the discus and 

tejas. 37 Ruth C. Katz, in her treatment of Arjuna,38 deals with the divine 

weapons indirectly as symbols both of ancient warrior initiation rituals, and of 

certain gods; thus when the heroes wield those divine weapons they become 

symbolic representations of the deities in the terrestrial realms.39 Similarly, Alf 

Hiltebeitel, in his several studies of the Pai:ic;lavas and Draupadi, has done much 

the same as Katz when interpreting divine weapons.4° For Hiltebeitel, Arjuna's 

34 Mehta, pp.268-269. 
35 W.E. Begley, Vi~,:iu's Flaming Wheel: The Iconography of the Sudarsana-Cakra (New 
York: N.Y.U. Press, 1973), p.2. 
36 Begley, pp.11-13. 
37 Begley, pp.19-20. See chapter three, sections III.b. and section III.c., where I examine 
the creations myth quoted by Begley, and the Sudarsana discus' relationship with tejas in 
general. 
38 Ruth C. Katz, Arjuna in the Mahabharata (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 
1989). 
39 Katz, p.96. 
40 See Alf Hiltebeitel, "Siva,the Goddess, and the Disguises of the Par:i9avas and DraupadI", 
in History of Religions, vol.19, no.1 (1980). See also the same author's, The Ritual of Battle 
(New York: Cornell University Press, 1976), and The Cult of Draupadi, vol.1 (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1988). 
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use of Indra's and Siva's divine weapons reinforces the hero's identity with those 

gods,41 and the divine weapon battle between Arjuna and Asvatthaman connects 

the two heroes with the gods Narayar:ia and Rudra respectively (see chapter five, 

section VI). 42 This kind of symbolic interpretation cannot be faulted, as far as it 

goes, yet it treats the divine weapons as representations of other realities. This is 

where my analysis differs, for I treat the divine weapons as signs - direct 

indicators of an ontology that the epic authors wished to express about their 

umverse. 

I.d. The Development and Meaning of the word Te;as. 

The Sanskrit word tejas derives from the root ✓ tij-, meanmg "to be 

sharp". 43 It appears in the oldest examples of Vedic literature, e.g., the Rig 

Veda and Atharva Veda (c.1200-900 B.C.E.). At this point in history, the 

word tejas referred to the sharp edges of weapons, etc., and was vaguely 

connected with the concepts of heat, fire, and light. 44 The metaphor of the 

sharpness of fire extends to the ferocity of humans, thus, even at this early stage, 

tejas features as a physical trait of individual beings. This set the stage for a 

metaphorical transition from 'sharpness' to a kind of 'energy' .45 By the time of 

the Brahma,:ias (c.900-700 B.C.E.), tejas became a characteristic 

41 Hiltebeitel (1980), p.159. 
42 Hiltebeitel (1976), pp.328-329. 
43 Monier-Williams, p.446. 
44 Paolo Magnone, "The Development of Tejas from the Vedas to the Pural).as", in 
Proceedings of the VII/th World Sanskrit Conference (Vienna: 1990), p.138. Magnone 
provides an excellent summary of the develop of tejas through the Vedic literature. For the 
concept of tejas in the earliest literature, see Chauncey Justus Blair, Heat in the Rig Veda and 
Atharva Veda (Michigan: Xerox copy, Ph.D. Dissertation, 1957). For research on tejas in the 
latter Vedic literature, see Jan Gonda, Ancient-Indian ojas, Latin *augos and the Indo
European nouns in -es/-os (Utrecht: A. Oosthoek, 1952), and the same author's Some 
Observations on the Relations between "Gods" and "Powers" in the Veda, apropos of the 
Phrase Sunu~ Sahasa~ ('s-Gravenhage: Mouton, 1957). As I do not read Dutch, I regrettably 
have been unable to use the main contribution to the study of tejas by J.Ph. Vogel, Het 
Sanskrit woord tejas (=gloed, vuur) in de beteekenis van magische kracht (Amsterdam: 
1930). However, Magnone, p.137, notes, "Unfortunately, it covers neither the vedic 
antecedents nor the puranic .developments, where indeed the notion of tejas comes, so to 
speak, into its own." As this thesis is primarily concerned with the "puranic developments" -
at least in the epic forms - then Vogel's study would not have been substantially used. 
45 Magnone, pp.138-139. 
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predominantly associated with the brahman van:z,a or "priest class", in contrast 

to indriya virya ("virile power"), which was associated with the k~atriya van;a 

or "warrior class". This bipartite opposition became blurred in the later 

literature, "apparently by the progressive fading of the distinction between the 

different 'Daseinsmiichte' (or 'substance-powers'), and the parallel rise in 

importance of tejas, which becomes an all-embracing essence comprehending in 

itself what once used to pertain to the diverse provinces of power."46 

Thus, in the Upani$ads (c. 700 B.C.E.), tejas became the central creative 

principle of the supreme god, and furthermore, the energy of all movement and 

activity (rajogw:z,a) in the universe.47 It is further ascribed to be the subtle 

essence of the Hindu atman or "soul", and thus "is the ever-changing energy 

which is passed on along the downward current of evolution and taken back in 

involution."48 Hence, by the time of the epics, Kr~l).a, an avatara or 

"incarnation" of the supreme god Vi~l)U; can conclude in the Bhagavad-Gita 

(BhG.10.41); "Whatever being possesses power, wisdom, prosperity, or is 

endowed with strength, know that it originates from but a fragment of my 

tejas."49 

By the epic period (c.300 B.C.E.-300 C.E.), tejas "developed a meaning 

centered on the notion of a peculiar kind of 'substance' or 'energy' with 

distinctive fiery connotations ... "5° Furthermore, tejas can be classified into 

four kinds: (1) earthly (bhauma), such as fire; (2) divine (divya), such as 

lightning, or the constellations; (3) physiological (audarya), which occurs in 

gastro-intestinal secretions; and (4) mineral (tikaraja), such as metals, etc.51 

On the gross level, tejas preserves its ancient connections with fire and heat, and 

46 Magnone, p.141. 
47 See B. Dash, The Concept of Agni in Ayurveda with special reference to Agnibala ParfkJii. 
(Varanasi: The Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1971), pp.4-8. 
48 Magnone, p.142. 
49 yad yad vibhutimat sattvmµ srimad urjitam eva va, tat tad evavagaccha tva,.n mama tejo 
'1psasmpbhavam. . 
50 Magnone, p.137. 
51 Dash, pp.12-13. 
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when possessed by persons or objects (e.g., weapons, adornments, poison, and 

various other naturally occurring receptacles) suggests the English words 

"glory", "majesty", "ardour", and "splendour". On the subtle level, as an 

energy, tejas is responsible for knowledge, and when in excess is highly 

destructive. 52 For example, seers ([$is) are referred to as tejasvins, and can 

threaten the universe with their energy. Throughout the epics, warriors are 

constantly referred to as hot, even burning, and there is an almost endless supply 

of metaphorical comparisons between warriors and fire imagery. All of this 

culminates in the notion of tejas, as found in the epics. Magnone concludes that 

by the epic period "tejas appears as a self-standing universal energy in~ependent 

of the Lord, and obeying its own intrinsic laws, with which the Lord has himself 

to cope."53 As I have already stated, the central concern of this thesis is with 

these "intrinsic laws."54 Tejas is thus best understood as tangible and 

functional, hence my preference for the translation "fiery energy", which carries 

with it both a sense of heat and animation in English.55 

I.e. Ancient Indian Ontology and the Nature of Being. 

To understand the way tejas functions in the epics, ancient Indian ontology 

must be explored. According to this ontology, the universe is constructed, 

supported, and contains various energy-substances (e.g., tejas, sahas, virya, 

rupa, .frl, tapas, praJJ,a, ojas, etc.), which are "present in beings, objects, or 

phenomena, and by virtue of which these are powerful, effective or 

52 Magnone, p.143. 
53 Magnone, p.146. 
54 I have no knowledge of how far Magnone has gone in isolating these principles, as all 
attempts at tracking down his "greater" research failed. 
55 The predominance of tejas carries through to the Indian middle ages and.can be seen from 
the following traditional history of Kashmir reported by Jonaraja in Kalha9a's Rajatarangi,;1 
(c.1448 C.E.); "When Kashmir was occupied by barbarians who polluted it by their corrupted 
manners, the Vedas, the gods and brahmans lost their power. The gods who had, like fire
flies, manifested their tejas, no longer displayed it as a consequence of the evil times. These 
were also the reasons why the divinities left their images like serpents who leave their skins. 
When the special tejas was withdrawn, by the gods, from the images there was nothing left to 
these than stone, and the holy texts were mere words." Quoted in Gonda (1957), p.63, who 
goes on to say, "It is perfectly plain that without the specific power called tejas the images of 
the gods are pieces of carved stone, no real representatives of divinities." 
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influential. "56 One of the most coherent depictions of Indian ontology, and the 

nature of the self, comes from the anthropologist Mc Kim Marriott. 57 His 

research, which focuses on modern India, will serve as a suitable analogy to 

understand the nature of energy-substances in the ancient Indian world.58 

Marriott's model should only be taken as a general indicator, since there are a 

number of Indian "ontologies", although many traditional theories are consistent 

with his model. Marriott demonstrates that the universal energies can be passed 

between entities. Furthermore, transactional thought advances the inseparability 

of actors from aGtions, because "what goes on betwe_en actors are the same 

connected processes of mixing and separation that go on within actors."59 

Because sentient beings contain the same substances as things in the natural 

world, the external and the internal worlds for Hinduism are subject to and 

bound by the same natural laws (dharma). These substances are in a continual 

state of flux, hence all natural phenomena, including sentient beings, are subject 

to unavoidable transformations due to the interactions that occur in accordance 

with their permitted codes of conduct (dharma). Because these codes of conduct 

are not separate from the actors, they also are subject to change.6 0 

Consequently, Marriott employs the term "substance-code.". J.B. Long furthers 

Marriott's point when he writes, 

The basal universal energy (tejas, tapas, sakti ) is a kind of elan vital, 

56 Gonda (1957), p.14. 
57 McKim Marriott, "Hindu Transactions: Diversity Without Dualism", in Bruce Kapferer, 
ed., Transactions and Meaning (Philadelphia: ISHI, 1976). See also McKim Marriott, 
"Constructing an Indian ethnosociology," in McKim Marriott, ed., India through Hindu 
Categories (New Delhi: Sage Publications, 1990). Marriott has developed a complex model to 
explain the relationships that exist between different people and their relative positions when 
transacting. I have only drawn upon the fundamentals of Marriott's model, which describe the 
principles of Indian ontology, and the basic premises behind any transaction. For a critique and 
further detailed psychological use of Marriott's research, see Alfred Collins, "From Brahma to a 
Blade of Grass: Towards an Indian Self Psychology", in Journal of Indian Philosophy, 
vol.19, no.2 (Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991). 
58 Marriott was originally an ethnographer, but has spent the last twenty years or so devoting 
himself to a study of Indian ontology in general, and much of his evidence is drawn from a 
wide range of ancient and modern sources. However, the use of his research is only intended 
to be analogical. 
59 Marriott (1976), p.109. 
60 Marriott (1976), pp.109-110. 



which creates, supports, and (according to certain "schools of thought") constitutes 

substantively all living things. This energy is conceived to be something on the 

order of an electrical current or a bundle of forces fluctuating within an 

electromagnetic field (k,Jetra) with good and bad, meritorious and unmeritorious 

deeds acting as the positive and negative charges. On other occasions the imagery 

employed in both mythological and philosophical materials suggests the 

transmission of a fluid-substance through channels or conduits running through the 

micro- and macrocosmic bodies ... "61 
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Bodily substances and their various related codes are transferred during 

parentage, marriage, service and other interpersonal interactions. Because many 

substances are especially contained in foods, they are transferred through trade, 

payments, and feasts. Human beings, who cannot help but transact, are thus 

composites of the substances they imbue and embody. 62 

Correspondingly, persons- single actors- are not thought in South Asia to 

be "individual," that is, indivisible, bounded units, as they are in much Western 

social and psychological theory as well as in common sense. Instead, it appears 

that persons are generally thought by South Asians to be "dividual" or divisible. To 

exist, dividual persons absorb heterogeneous material influences. They must also 

give out from themselves particles of their own coded substances - essences, 

residues, or other active influences - that may then reproduce in others something 

of the nature of the persons in whom they have originated. 63 

All phenomena in the universe are ranked by their relative purity and 

subtlety. Generally speaking, the less pure something is the more gross it 

becomes. To use Marriott's terms, in the epics the more refined the energy

substance is, the more precious is the item in which it·is found, e..g., the tejas in 

gold is more refined, and thus more valuable, than the tejas in lead, etc. 

61 J. Bruce Long, "The Concepts of Human Action and Rebirth in the Mahabharata", in 
Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, .~d., Karma and Rebirth in Classical Indian Traditions (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1980), p.58. 
62 Marriott(1976),p.lll. 
63 Marriott (1976), p.111. 
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Moreover, the more refined something is, the more potent it is considered.64 

Thus, through elaborate rituals and daily practices, Indian thought is 

preoccupied with maintaining the integrity of structures deemed to be in their 

correct or most refined states, not to mention the zealous protection of 

phenomena deemed the most pure and refined. This is due to the fact that any 

contact with impure entities will corrupt purer ones. 

Persons, like beings of all other categories, may preserve their particular 

composite natures and powers by stabilizing (typically by "cooling," removing heat 

from) their constituents, and by admitting into themselves only what is 

homogeneous and compatible; or they may transform their bodies with their 

inherent codes by mixing and/or separating their particulate constituents, sometimes 

with the help of catalytic heat, or by heterogeneous inputs.65 

But, as Marriott points out, all forms of Indian thought concede that in this 

world a perfect distillation is nearly impossible, and conversely that substances 

are inevitably bound to overflow their confines.66 To minimize this, Hinduism 

developed an "elaborate transactional culture, characterized by explicit, 

institutional concern for givings and receivings of many kinds in kinship, work, 

and worship."67 

There is much to suggest that these notions prevail in ancient mythology 

also. As one example of a very complex system, according to Indian ontology 

gods and humans are constructed from the same substance-codes, which are 

thought to be "mutually continuous."68 This is to say that gods and mortals are 

bound by the same laws and embody the same energy-substances, yet are 

separated by vast quantities. Thus, all beings in the universe are graded by their 

inherent substance-codes, which by definition convey the posi~ions of power 

those beings have in the cosmos. To become superior one need only increase the 

64 See chapter three, sections III.c. and III.e. 
65 Marriott (197 6), p.111. 
66 Marriott (1976), p.110. 
67 Marriott (1976), p.109. 
68 Marriott (1976), p.113. 
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various substances ascribed for the position desired. In the mythology there are 

numerous examples of Hindu ascetics (tapasvins), who by practicing tapas 

acquire reserves of tapas ("ascetic heat"), and consequently can threaten the 

various gods with it. As Peter Hill notes, tapas "refers to both the technique and 

the result."69 Conversely, if the gods lost portions of their substances they could 

no longer maintain their position in the divine hierarchy. Magnone expounds 

this point in relation to the energy-substance tejas; 

As an energy, tejas is eminently transferable, and the effects of its_ transfer 

are different according to whether the broader or the narrqwer notion of tejas is 

applied. In the former event, the grant of tejas is coextensive with creation, and its 

confiscation with dissolution. This is the case with most avataras, when Vi~1,1u 

becomes incarnate with a portion (a,µsa) of his tejas and then takes it back 

dissolving his form after completion of the task ... When tejas is intended in the 

narrower sense, i.e., as the cause of mere excellence, and not generally of 

existence, then its acquisition and loss do not entail an absolute inception or 

cessation, but simply a promotion or demotion to or from a higher level of 

existence.70 

However, the substances are jealously guarded by the beings who 

monopolize them, because the Hindu universe is considered finite and 

consequently there is only so much of everything to go around.71 

This complex system of interactions and transactions may seem foreign to 

the Western reader, but is nevertheless very important to understand, because, as 

I will show, the operation of the divine weapons in the mythology follow these 

same transactional laws. 

69 Peter Hill, "Pravrtti and Nivrtti Sages in the Mahabharata", in Australian Journal of 
Politics and History, vol.35, no.3 (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1989), p.321. 
70 Magnone, p.145. · 
71 See Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, The Origins of Evil in Hindu Mythology (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1976), pp.142-143. 
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I.f. The Concept of Divine Wea pons in the Epic Literature. 

The concept of divine weapons is fluid - they are weapons of energy. 

There is virtually no limit to the way they manifest themselves. They can be 

subtle forces of explosive power, like a massive fireball, or tangible instruments 

of death that are physically held, or both, depending on the situation. Through 

incantations (mantras) an astra is generally united with a normal weapon 

(sastra) - typically arrows - which obviously makes the latter more effective. 

The more mundane weapons in a warrior's arsenal are bows, swords, spears, 

maces, etc. The bow was the most honoured weapon and thus lent its name to the 

entire science of weaponry (dhanurveda). 72 However, many of the earthly 

weapons (sastras) employed by warriors of the epic period have their 

counterparts in the divine realm. For examples, among the more tangible astras 

are Vi~J).u/Kf~l).a' s Sudarsana discus, Arjuna's Garfl,iva bow, and Kar1.1a' s 

divine lance (sakti). 73 While these divine weapons are material objects, 

tangible instruments of war, they are not always bound by such mundane 

conceptions, as the Sudarsana discus at times materializes on Kr~1.1a' s command. 

This episode can be used to demonstrate one example of divine weapon combat 

(MBh.1.17 .20-23): 

Thereupon, as soon as thought of, the supremely radiant discus, which was a 

scorcher of enemies, came from the sky - the Sudar.fona, like the sun, circular, 

sharp, fierce, invincible, and supreme. When it arrived, radiant as a blazing fire 

and terrible, Acyuta [Kf~l).a], who possessed arms like an elephant's trunk, 

72 For discussion on Dhanurveda, see Hopkins (1972), esp. pp.253-257, Chakravarti, 
pp.150-180, and Pant, pp.1-9. One of the four branches of the science is known as mantra
mukta, and may refer to divine weapons. See Chakravarti, p.151. Regrettably, I was unable 
to acquire a Dhanurveda text, and believe that the present study would be furthered in light of 
the "science of weaponry." · 
73 It is important to note that sakti simply translates as a spear, lance, etc., and in context of 
the divine weapons has nothing to do with the feminine principle or energy of latter Hinduism. 
In fact, the very energy of the Sakti is none other than tejas (see Ram.6. J00.22-45). _ For 
sakti, see Monier-Williams, p.1044. See also C.L. Goswami, ed., Sri mad Valmiki
Riimiiym:,,a, 3 vols. (Gorakhpur: Gita Press, 1969). However, I would like to suggest that the 
energies tejas and .fokti share common properties, and research into their relationship is 
needed. 



instantaneously released it, and possessed of intense force it was supremely radiant, 

. and a destroying of excellent cities. Effulgent like the blazing dissolution, it 

violently attacked again and again. Released from the hand of the best of men in the 

battle, it tore apart the offspring of Diti and Danu by the thousands. It cut down 

hosts of Asuras, and having conquered them it blazed like a burning fire in places. 

It was suddenly discharged into the sky, then into the ground, and it drank blood 

like a demon in battle. 
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This is a tame example by comparison, as other divine weapons create 

thousands of arrows, or even appear as large "stormclouds" discharging from 

· themselves various kinds of di vine and non-divine weapons. What is· central to 

the concept of an astra is the mental relationship it has with its wielder. Divine 

weapons reside in the mind of the wielder, and are furthermore closely 

connected with such emotions as rage and anger. When unleashed they invoke all 

the raw power of a warrior's fury, infused with the fiery energy of the gods; and 

thus are capable of laying waste to hundreds of opponents in one concentrated act 

of violence. 

It is wrong to think that divine weapons are the sole property of the epic 

warriors. In fact, it is the epic priests who possess and wield divine weapons the 

best. Any k~atriya wanting to obtain them must study with a brahman, or go 

directly to the deity concerned, although at MBh.1.158. lff. Arjuna exchanges his 

Agneya astra for an alliance with a defeated opponent. Directly related to 

acquiring divine weapons is the practise of tapas, the inward heating of oneself 

by severe asceticism and rigid exercise. In the epics, the divine weapons are thus 

one example of the strict discipline and training required to be part of the ancient 

priest and warrior classes. 

Most divine weapons are named after the deities who preside over them, 

and, in general, they manifest the natural phenomena associated with the 

particular powers they reflect. For example, the Agneya astra ("Fire-weapon") 

belonging to Agni, the Hindu god of fire, creates fire, and the Varu,:,,a astra 
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("Water-weapon") belonging to Varm;ia, the water deity, creates water. Thus, 

there exists a large array of divine weapons, which produce storms, lightning, 

fire, wind, typhoons, mountains, rain, etc. The appropriate natural phenomena 

are generally employed to neutralize others. For example, the Vayavya astra 

("Wind-weapon") counters the Aindra astra ( one of Indra's weapons that 

creates storms), while the Vayavya astra is itself countered by the Saila astra 

("Mountain-weapon"). Likewise, on a more physiological level, the Prasvapa 

astra ("Sleep-weapon") is countered by the Sa,µbodhana astra ("Awakening

weapon"). The pattern is obviously based on empirical observations. However, 

one must not place too much weight on this physio-elemental pattern, because 

often an astra is neutralized by its equivalent, as heroes match identical astras 

for astras in a game of martial "Snap." If this gets out of harid one of the 

ultimate divine weapons is usually brought out of the bag to successfully 

neutralize any other; i.e., the Brahma astra of Brahma, the Naraya7Ja astra 

relating to Vig1u, and finally the Pasupata astra of Siva (one of Siva's names is 

Pasupati or "lord of animals"). These three deities belong to the Hindu 

Trimurti: " 'One God in three forms', Brahma-Vishnu-Siva, a trinity in 

which Brahma is the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Siva the destroyer."74 

These last three divine weapons appear only in the array of the most powerful 

heroes. Furthermore, in many episodes where divine weapons are not 

mentioned, the standard weapons nevertheless resemble them, as a warrior 

discharges thousands of arrows in succession from his bow, which are then shot 

down in mid-flight by an opposing archer. The above list of divine weapons is 

by no means exhaustive. 75 

The divine weapons are sentient beings, who ?ften appear 

anthropomorphically. The tendency of the divine weapons (and non-divine 

weapons) to take anthropomorphic forms has its precedent in the epic literature, 

74 R.C. Zaehner, Hinduism (London: Oxford University Press,1962), p.113. 
75 I have not attempted to supply a list of every divine weapon, nor am I sure the task could be 
done, as numerous categories of beings in the universe, and many other phenomena, lend their 
names to divine weapons. 
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in such statements as; "Accordingly, all weapons have a human form."76 At 

MBh.3.41.19-22 the gods watch Siva's Pasupata astra stand at the side of Arjuna 

"in a material form that was fierce and blazed."77 At Ram.1.27-28 numerous 

divine weapons appear before Rama, and his brother Lak~mal).a, and proceed to 

worship them. Similarly, at MBh.4.40.24, 764* 1-7 Arjuna is worshipped by his 

own personified weapons. Moreover, to capture the monkey god Hanuman, the 

Brahma astra wraps itself around him (Ram.5.48.36ff.) The personification of 

divine weapons develops to the point in the Pura,:,,ic literature where the 

Sudarsana discus, as one example, is not only "capable of following Vigm' s 

instructions and acting independently of him, but it is also capable of feeling 

emotions like wrath and dissatisfaction."78 

The divine weapons can even assume vanous theriomorphic and 

therianthropic forms. At MBh.3.170.38-48 Arjuna invokes the Raudra astra, 

creature. However, when unleashed onto the battle field, it transforms into 

thousands of normal animals and ghastly half human creatures, and as in some 

primordial horror scene, they precede to tear apart Arjuna's enemies in an orgy 

of blood. Similarly, Indra orders his Vajra ("Thunder-bolt") astra to turn into 

a tiger and kill a child (see MBh.12.31.lff.). 

In general, it is best to conceive of the divine weapons as 'magic spells'. 

They are weapons of divine energy- tejas. This energy is channelled into the 

physical world by their wielders, who, with the correct power words (mantras) 

and more importantly their own reserves of tejas, control the energy by uniting 

it with a more tangible weapon, most commonly an arrow, or the energy can be 

76 tatha 'yudhani te sarve yayuft puru~avigrahaft: fr.Ram.7.109.7. The Sanskrit here comes 
from E.W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology (New York: Biblo and Tannen, 1969 [1915]), p.54. 
This is my own translation, however, the Ramaym:ia text Hopkins is drawing upon does not 
coinside with the version I use throughout the thesis. Hence, I have been unable to correlate 
this passage with the version he uses, and have left it standing as Ram.7.109.7. 
77 athastrmp jajvaladghora,p patz(/,avasyiimitaujasaft, mfirtimadvi~fhatal'Ji piirsve dadrsur 
devadanavah. cf.MBh.3.163.51, MBh.4.40.24, 764* 1-7, Ram.1.27 .23-27, and 
Ram.1.28.11-iS. 
78 Begley, p.21. 
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simply released on its own. Divine weapons are specifically related to combat 

and the violent subjugation of opponents.79 They are far more destructive and 

efficacious than the ordinary weapons (sastras) warriors of the epic period 

would have employed. They are instruments of fantasy - albeit based on an 

internally coherent and rational set of principles. The use of divine weapons 

c;;omplements a warrior's natural prowess in combat. Divine weapons further act 

as extensions of his normal weapons and martial ardour. On one level, divine 

weapons represent the desires of ancient warriors for more powerful weaponry. 

However, this weaponry represents immense and often volatile power, and was 

reserved for the greatest of heroes, putting them in direct communion with the 

gods. Thus, any warrior possessing a divine weapon could unleash the energy of 

the gods in the human realm. In the words of Travis Smith, 

This interplay of the human and divine is an essential element of the epics, 

and, in the Mahabharata in particular the astras are an ideal entrance into this 

fundamental concept. This is established not only through the obvious display of 

superhuman power that the weapons produce, but also by virtue of their being part 

and parcel of the gods themselves - portions of the gods' energies. Taken in this 

light, the exaggerated and extensive descriptions found in the many battle scenes in 

the Indian epics, so often dism,issed by some readers as being ponderous and 

excessively fantastic, can be looked upon differently, and with an understanding if 

not appreciation of the effect the poets intended to create. 80 

79 Divine weapons and their effects should not be confused with the magical powers 
(siddhis) of Hindu ascetics or magicians (yogis). There are usually eight siddhis, which 
bestow the ability to become (1) as small as an atom (ar,iman), (2) to lose all weight 
(laghiman), (3) to make anything appear (priipti), (4) to have an_ irresistible personality 
(priikamya), (5) to increase in size (mahiman), (6) to reign supreme (isitva), (7) to be able to 
control one's own will (vasitva), and (8) the ability to suppress all desires and passions. As 
far as I know no divine weapon produces such abilities. 
80 Travis Smith, "Divine Weapons in the Mahabharata and the Ramaya1_1a" (Berkeley 
University: Unpublished essay, 1997), p.5. I would like to thank Travis Smith for allowing 
me to read his brief yet astute paper. 
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I.g. A Note on Method. 

The preliminary stage of my analysis of the divine weapons was influenced 

by Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty's Asceticism and Eroticism in the Mythology of 

Siva. 81 For O'Flaherty, the initial task was to examine all the myths 

concerning Siva in the Pura7Jas. The key to her symbolic interpretation lay in 

isolating recurring elements within the total mythological cycle. By isolating a 

finite set of elements she was able to create a thematic model. In light of her 

model each theme clarified apparent contradictions and ambigt;tities in the 

variants of the myth. While O'Flaherty's research is primarily on the symbolic 

meanings of the mythology surrounding Siva, her general method can be 

employed to study the relationship between the divine weapons and tejas in the 

Mahabharata and the Ramaya(la. While O'Flaherty draws on many variants of 

one myth to better understand the chosen theme, very rarely do the epics repeat 

the same divine weapon episodes, thus the variants I employ are not portrayals of 

the same myth, but are portrayals of different divine weapon episodes. A 

consistent set of principles appears both explicitly and implicitly in all episodes,. 

but cannot be understood without the completed model. Thus, as the variants 

will show, the divine weapons must always be interpreted in terms of the 

principles of tejas. In O'Flaherty words, 

This may seem a Procrustean method - to select one theme and then to 

maintain that it is uniquely important - but it is justified by the materials: I have 

selected that one theme because it is central.82 

These sentiments ring true for my topic of investigation: while tejas is not a 

major theme in the epics, nevertheless it is central to understand how the divine 

weapons operate in the mythology. This approach is confirmed by the epics 

themselves, as most of the episodes drawn upon to elucidate the divine weapons 

involve the concept of tejas in some way. Hence, the internal logic of the divine 

81 Wendy Doniger O'Flaheri:y, Asceticism and Eroticism in the Mythology of Siva (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1973). 
82 O'Flaherty (1973), p.2. 
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weapons is drawn from the texts themselves. It is the texts, then, that pointed me 

toward a study of the relationship between the divine weapons and the concept of 

tejas. When the principles were uncovered and clarified in sources outside of 

the epics, it became apparent that they were influential in other ancient systems 

of thought (iiyurveda, dharmasastra, etc.) as well. In one sense, the divine 

weapons became a medium to expound these pan-Indian principles. However, 

this point is secondary to a study of the divine weapons, and the readers can draw 

what they wish from the model. 

The central difference between O'Flaherty's approach to Siva and my 

approach to the divine weapons is one of content. Though she does not deal with 

divine weapons, O'Flaherty is well aware of the concept of tejas in her study, in 

fact, several of her main symbolic themes revolve around the control and 

distribution of the energy-substance when in excess. Yet O'Flaherty' s topic is 

such that her discussions of tejas are incomplete, as she seems to have been 

unaware of several key principles, and never made certain connections between 

various phenomena and tejas. The nature of my chosen topic is such that my 

analysis complements hers. O'Flaherty interpreted mythological entities as 

symbols of other realities the authors wished to express about their universe. In 

my analysis it will be shown that many of these entities are direct signs of tejas. 

And when the texts are read in light of the completed model, a closer 

understanding of the original meaning is illuminated. In the end I did not need to 

employ much symbolic interpretation, as the simplest method was one of textual 

exegesis. 

To reiterate, the primary aim of this thesis is to uncover the principles that 

govern the energy-substance tejas, since they directly relate to the divine 

weapons themselves, and to further codify them in a working model. My main 

contention is that the significance of tejas has been overlooked, and a coherent 

depiction of it is crucial for an understanding of the divine weapons of the 

Mahabharata and the Riimiiyafl,a. To stress the point, this thesis is primarily a 
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study of the nature and function of divine weapons in the two Hindu epics, yet, as 

the episodes will show, the concept of tejas is intrinsic and thus totally 

indispensable. 

I will begin the inquiry in chapter two with the Naraym:,,a astra episode, 

because it is the longest example of divine weapon combat. The Naraym:,,a astra 

episode provides the clearest depiction of the principles governing divine 

weapons, and will serve as the starting point of my analysis. Several issues will 

surface that raise questions about the implicit nature of the divine weapon's 

actions. I will thus leave the Naraym:,,a astra episode at this implicit stage and 

turn to other divine weapon episodes in chapter three. This third chapter will 

provide correlations with the Naraym;a astra episode and will further create a 

working model of the divine weapons as a whole. (Note: appendix one, "Tejas, 

Semen, and Divine Births", was originally intended to be part of chapter three.) 

In chapter four I will return to the Naraya,:ia astra episode and further analyse it 

with regard to the completed model. Thus, the implicit nature and actions of the 

Naraya,:ia astra will be explained in light of the principles of tejas. Chapter 

five will deal with four other major divine weapon episodes. In light of the 

model many of the ambiguities that these episodes present can be explained, and 

chapter five will also reinforce and clarify the model. Chapter six will review 

the major points covered in the other chapters, before returning to the problem 

of translation. 
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Chapter Two. 

The Narii,ya1J,a Astra Episode. 

The most graphic display of divine weapon (divya astra) combat occurs in 

a minor book of the Mahabharata entitled "The Release of the Naraya!Ja Astra" 

(naraya7Jastramok~aparva: MBh.7.166-173). In contrast to other divine 

weapons which appear repeatedly throughout the epics, the Naraya7Ja astra 

features only once. However, it is not a unique display of divine weapon combat. 

It will be shown in this chapter that the Naraya!Ja astra provides the clearest 

example of how divine weapons function in Hindu epic mythology. 

In explaining the operation of the divine weapons it will be observed that all 

of them share the common property of tejas or "fiery energy". A consistent set 

of principles emerge when the relationship between the divine weapons and the 

concept of tejas is explored. The completed model explains many actions taken 

by both divine weapons and their wielders, and further demonstrates the intimate 

mechanisms of properties and interactions of matter and energy in the universe. 

The model further highlights many ancient Indian beliefs concerning the 

processes involved in warfare. To begin I will briefly illustrate my contention 

that divine weapons operate according to the principles that govern tejas. This 

will be done in the following sections II.a. and 11.b. 

II.a. The History of the Narayaf}a Astra. 

In one of the Mahabharata's most treacherous turns of events, Pa1,1<;lava 

Yudhi~thira falsely informs Dro1,1a, the brahman warrior and martial guru of 

both armies, of the death of his son, Asvatthaman. Believing his ~on to be dead, 

Dro1,1a gives up fighting and is unlawfully slain by Dhr~tadyumna. Asvatthaman 

vows to avenge his father by employing the Naraya7Ja astra. The Na.raya7Ja 

astra, called the "ultimate weapon" (parama astra: MBh.7.166.44), was passed 

down from the deity Naraya1,1a to Dro1,1a and Asvatthaman. 1 The N araya1J,a 
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astra gives the wielder the ability to produce diverse showers of divine weapons 

(divyiini sastravar~ii[li), and due to its very nature the wielder blazes with tejas 

in battle (MBh.7.166.50).2 An alternate account of the Niiriiya[ta astra's 

history reads (MBh.7.170.40, 1401 *1-12): 

The earth was deprived of the whole host of warriors by Rama. With this 

terrible astra, consisting of the tejas of Narayai;ia, which neutralized the tejas of 

other astras, the warrior class was destroyed in a previous age. That astra was 

previously created by the mighty Vi~i;iu. When that great Asura, that_ Daitya 

Hiral).yak~a [the golden-eyed] was destroyed, then the Niiriiya,:,,a astra was indeed 

of old discharged by Vi~I).U. After destroying that great Daitya at the end of the 

Dvapara [the 3rd age of the universe], 0 best of kings, then resorting to tapas 

[asceticism] [that astra] was previousiy obtained by the great-souled Rama, after 

propitiating the god of gods Vi~I).U, the master of the three worlds. And from him 

(that astra], which neutralizes all astras, reached Drol).a. For thus this great 

weapon cannot be neutralized by anyone, this is the method for neutralizing the 

Niiriiya,:,,q. astra, 0 kings. 

Although the versions differ as to who gave Drol)a the divine weapon, an 

affinity is suggested between Narayal).a and Parasu-Rama as they are both closely 

associated with Vi~J)U. 3 The claim that the divine weapon cannot be 

"neutralized" (ni- ✓ vr-) is epic hyperbole, as will be shown in the main 

episode. 

1 In the epics, Narayar:ia is a mysterious character, both deity and sage, closely associated 
with Vi~QU and his avatiira or "incarnation" Kr~r:ia. Narayar:ia generally appears with his 
partner Nara, who is himself closely associated with Arjuna (see MBh.3.41.1-2). By the time 
of the Purii,:ias Narayai:ia becomes one of Vi~i;1u's minor avatiiras. See Alain Danielou, 
Hindu Polytheism (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1964), p.165. I would like to thank 
John D. Smith of Cambridge University for his helpful remarks on Narayar:ia's nature. 
2 aneniistre,:,,a sa,µgriime tejasii ca jvali.yyasi. 
3 In a corresponding version Droi;1a obtains all his astras from Parasu-Rama, including the 
ultimate Brahma astra (see MBh.1.154.1-13). 
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11.b. The Nii.rii.yal}a Astra and the Concept of Te;as in brief. 

The Niiriiya,:ia astra, and all other divya astras for that matter, have an 

intrinsic relationship with the concept of tejas or "fiery energy". The wielder is 

said to blaze with it in battle. Furthermore, Vi~J).U constructs the Nilrilya,:ia astra 

from the tejas of Narayal).a, and his tejas is the substance that "neutralized the 

tejas of other astras" (yat tan narayaJJ,afJ1, tejaf:i astratejafipramardanam: 

MBh.7.170.40, 1401 *34). Several important themes can be extracted from this 

line and the passage incorporating it (MBh.7.170.40, 1401 *1-12). Firstly, tejas 

functions as the constitutive element of the divine weapon. Secondly, tejas 

functions as the divine weapon's destructive power. Thirdly, tejas neutralizes 

the tejas of other divine weapons. The presence of tejas in other astras 

illustrates that it is a shared property among all divine weapons. The influence of 

tejas over itself suggests that it is governed by a set of principles. Lastly, when 

Naraya1_1a gave his divine weapon he also gave his tejas, which suggests that a 

divya astra contains the tejas of the specific deity who presides over it. These 

themes - and the passage itself - show that divine weapons are metonyms of 

tejas. Moreover, it will be demonstrated that the leitmotif of the whole 

NilrilyaJJ,a astra episode is the danger posed by the Niirilya,:ia astra's tejas. 

The significance of the above themes, and the set of principles contained 

therein, are confirmed by an examination of (1) the NilriiyaJJ,a astra 's 

relationship with tejas; (2) the nature and function of tejas itself; and (3) its 

relationship with other divya astras. The main contention of the following 

chapters is that the principles governing the divine weapons are no more than the 

principles of the energy-substance tejas. The entire Niiriiya,:ia astra episode can 

now be presented to the reader. 

4 A variant of line three reads sarvatejafzpramardanam or "neutralizing all tejas." 
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II.c. The Naraya1Ja Astra Episode. 

Narayai;ia added the following warning before giving his divya astra to 

Droi;ia (MBh.7.166.46-49): 

"However, 0 brahman, it is not to be used at all without deliberation. Indeed, 

this astra never returns without the death of an enemy. There is no knowing who it 

would not kill, 0 lord, for it would even slay a person who was invulnerable 

[avadhya- ]. Hence, it should not be used! These are proper occasions for 

neutralizing [pra.fomane: i.e., not using] the great astra, 0 scorcher of foes: [when 

encountering warriors who are] mortally wounded in battle, fleeing, throwing down 

weapons, imploring their enemies, and seeking refuge. For he who oppresses 

those who ought not to be slain in battle [avadhya-] is in tum seriously harmed by 

After his father's death Asvatthaman became the sole possessor of the great 

weapon, and vowing to slay all the Pa!).c;!avas, he touched water and the 

Niirciym;a astra appeared (MBh.7.167.1-6): 

Thereupon, when the Niiriiya,:ta astra appeared wind blew with showers of 

rain and thunder in the cloudless sky. The earth trembled, and the great ocean 

became agitated. Hence, the rivers began to flow against the stream. The peaks of 

mountains were torn asunder, 0 Bharata. Wild beasts circled the sons of Pa99-u 

from right to left. They were covered with darkness and the sun was obscured. 

Many excited carrion-eating demons descended. The Devas, the Danavas, and the 

Gandharvas were intensely terrified after seeing that great agitation, and they 

questioned its origin, 0 lord. Indeed, all the kings were terrified and perplexed 

after seeing that hideous and formidable astra of Drauni [Asvatthaman]. 

Asvatthaman directs the divya astra at the Pai;ic;lava army, and although the 

5 I have translated avadhya- in two ways: the first to express those types of beings 
considered "invulnerable" in Hinduism (cf.MBh.3.193.19, MBh.6.1.27-32, MBh.7.28.28, 
MBh.8.24.7, and MBh.8.66.62-63); the second to express those types of beings who, due to 
their weakened condition, should be considered "inviolable". In all the incidents cited above 
avadhya is used as a technical term for when a demon obtains a boon from some higher deity, 
and is thus unable to be slain by most creatures in the universe. I say "most" because 
invulnerability in Hinduism is conditional, see chapter five, section VII. 
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divine weapon's presence severely affects nature, its potential horror in battle is 

yet to be comprehended by the Pal).<;iavas (MBh.7.170.16-23): 

Thereupon, after appearing in the sky, thousands of arrows with blazing 

points threatened to devour the Pa1,19avas like serpent demons with fiery jaws. 

They, like rays of the sun covering the earth, in that great battle instantly enveloped 

all directions, the sky, and the troops, 0 king. In that same way balls made of 

black iron appeared blazing in the clear sky like bolts of lightning, 0 lord of the 

earth. All around various deadly weapons appeared emitting fire, also razor-edged 

discs like flaming circles. Having seen the atmosphere completely covered with 

those types of weapons the Pa1,19us, the Paffcalas, and the Srffjayas became 

agitated, 0 bull of Bharatas. Indeed, the more the great charioteers of the Pa1,19avas 

fought against that astra, the more it increased in size, 0 lord of men. Hence, 

while being slaughtered by that Niiriiyaria astra in battle they were all afflicted, as if 

by a fire that blazed. Indeed, as fire would bum dry wood at the end of the cool 

season, in that same way that astra burnt the army of the Pa1,19us, 0 lord. 

The situation becomes so devastating that Yudhi~thira admits defeat and 

orders his troops to flee, but Kr~Q.a immediately prohibits this action and 

coiilmands the army (MBh.7.170.38-43): 

"You must all quickly cast aside your weapons, and you must dismount from 

your chariots. This is the prescribed method of neutralizing [that astra] in this 

case, as laid down by the great-soul. You all must dismount on the ground from 

your elephants, horses, and war-chariots. Thus, that astra cannot kill you being 

unarmed on the ground. Indeed, the more the warriors battle the power [bala-] of 

the astra, the more these Kauravas become powerful [ balavattara-]. This astra 

will not destroy those men who will cast aside their weapons after dismounting 

from their chariots in battle. But, those whoever here would battle it even with the 

mind, it will destroy all of them, even if they take refuge in the underworld." After 

hearing the words of Vasudeva, 0 Bharata, they all sought to lay down their 

weapons with their minds and bodies. 
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Bhimasena, the most belligerent Par:i<;lava, refuses to follow Kr~r:ia's 

command. He chastises his army and then turns to his brother Arjuna 

(MBh.7.170.51, 1403*1-5): 

"O Arjuna, Arjuna, 0 Terrifier,6 the Ga,:zc;Uva [bow] is not to be laid down 

by you. A sin will ruin your purity, which is like that of the moon." Arjuna 

replied, "O Bhima, the Ga,:zc;l.iva should be laid down in the presence of the 

Ndrdyar;a astra, cattle, and brahmans. For this is my supreme vow."7 

Ignoring both Kr~9-a and Arjuna, Bhima proceeds to attack Asvatthaman 

(MBh.7.170.55-61): 

Partha [Bhima] was covered [by arrows] like serpent demons with fiery jaws 

that were vomiting fire in battle, and resembling golden sparks of fire. In the battle 

Bhimasena's body became like a mountain covered with fire-flies in the evening, 0 

king. When he resisted that astra of Dro9a's son, it increased in size like a fire 

enhanced by the wind, 0 great king. Having seen that astra of terrible power 

increasing in size a very great fear overcame the army of Pa9~u, except Bhima. 

Thereupon, after throwing down their weapons on the ground, they all collectively 

descended from their chariots, elephants, and horses. When they had cast aside 

their weapons and dismounted from their vehicles, that supremely powerful 

[virya-] astra, then assailed the head of Bhima. All creatures, especially the 

Pa1.1c;lavas, cried in pain and anger as they saw Bhimasena overwhelmed by the 

tejas [of that astra]. 

The episode continues (MBh.7.171.1-22): 

After seeing Bhimasena completely covered by the astra, Dhanarp.jaya 

[Arjuna) enveloped him with the Viiru,:za [astra or "Water-weapon"] in order to 

neutralize the tejas. Nobody saw him covered by the Viirur;a astra because of the 

dexterity of Arjuna, and because he was covered with tejas. Encompassed by the 

astra of Dror:ia's son, Bhima, with his horses, driver, and chariot, became very 

6 Bibhatsu is one of Arjuna's ten names (see MBh.4.39.8), which literally means 
"disgusting." It has been suggested that the name may have originated before the derogatory 
meaning was attached to the word. Its original meaning connoted something like a "repeller" or 
"terrifier". See Katz, p.286. 
7 The Ga,:z(l,iva bow is one of the most prized divine weapons. 



difficult to observe, like a blazing circle of fire in the midst of another fire. Just as 

the stars fly towards the western mountain at the end of the night, 0 king, in that 

same way arrows flew towards the chariot of Bhimasena. Indeed, Bhima, his 

chariot, horses, and driver enveloped by Droi:ia's son, disappeared into the midst of 

the fire, 0 sire. Just as fire, after burning the entire universe with everything in it at 

the appointed time, would return to the mouth of the Eternal One, in that same way 

the astra enveloped Bhima. And the tejas that entered him could not be discerned 

in any way, just as a fire entered the sun or as the sun entered a fire. 8 Thereupon, 

after seeing that astra thrown all around the chariot of Bhima; and Draui:ii 

unopposed and enhanced in battle;9 [and also after seeing] all the troops of the 

Pai:i9us with weapons cast aside; and those great charioteers led by Yudhi~thira 

with faces turned away out of despair; then, Arjuna and Vasudeva [K.r~i:ia] both 

possessing great splendour [mahiidyuti-] quickly jumped down from their chariot, 

and the two heroes ran towards Bhima. Thereupon, having penetrated that tejas, 

which originates from the power of the astra of Droi:ia' s Son, then by magic 

[miiyii-] those two very powerful ones entered into it. Thus, the fire born of the 

astra did not burn the two with weapons cast aside, due to employing the Varu,;,a 

astra, and due to the strength [ viryavattva-] of Kr~i:ia and Arjuna. Thereupon, 

Nara [Arjuna] and Narayai:ia [K.r~i:ia] forcibly overpowered Bhima and all his 

weapons in order to neutralize the Niiriiya,;,a astra. The great charioteer Kaunteya 

[Bhima] while being dragged away began to roar aloud, and that fierce astra of 

Draui:ii [Asvatthaman], which was very difficult to overcome, increased in size. 

Vasudeva spoke to him, "How is it, 0 son of Pai:i9u, that although forbidden you 

do not desist from battle, 0 Kaunteya? If these sons of Kaurava could be 

conquered by a fight, then, we would fight here and so too these bulls of men. But 
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8 A variant text supplies an interesting insight into the nature of the Niiriiya,;,a astra when it 
strikes an opponent (MBh.7.171.7, 1408*1-2); "That astra repeatedly moves away because of 
the sound of Bhima's cries, but it always returns to him and because of the sound of his cries 
releases him once more." 
9 It is interesting to note th~t the locative iihave has a double meaning: 1) from ii- ✓ hu
"sacrifice"; and 2) from ii- ✓hve- "battle". See Monier-Williams, pp.162-163. See Hiltebeitel 
(1976), who has shown that warfare in ancient Indian is considered a ritual sacrifice. 



all of your men have, indeed, descended from their chariots, and because of this 

you must step away quickly from your chariot, 0 Kaunteya.". Thereupon, having 

said this, Kr~Q.a caused him to descend to the ground from his chariot, and 

breathing heavily as an elephant, [Bhima] possessed eyes that were red with fury. 

When he was brought down from his chariot and made to lay aside his weapon on 

the ground, then, the Narayat,a astra, which burns enemies, was neutralized. 

Thus, when that unbearable tejas was neutralized by this action, all the directions 

and regions became clear, favourable winds blew, and the wild beasts a.nd birds 

were soothed. The warriors and their mounts rejoiced, 0 lord of men. Then, when 

that fierce tejas was driven away [vyapoflha-], 0 Bharata, Bhima being sensible 

shone like the sun that has risen at the end of the night. 
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Duryodhana (the king of the Kauravas and supreme antagonist of the 

Mahabharata) voices his frustration to Asvatthaman about the divine weapon's 

failure (ivIBh.7.171.25-27): 

"O Asvatthaman, you must swiftly employ that astra again, for the Paficalas 

are again stationed, striving for victory." [Asvatthaman replied,] "O king, this 

astra cannot return. It cannot be produced twice. Without a doubt, if returned it 

destroys the one ready to employ it." 

Undaunted, Duryodhana accepts the divine weapon's failure, and praises 

Asvatthaman as the best of those who know astras (astravid-), and finally urges 

Asvatthaman to employ other divine weapons to defeat the Pai:i~avas 

(MBh.7.171.30). 

II.d. A Note on vyapo,J,ha (vi- apa- ✓uh-), "to drive away". 

In the end the tejas of the NarayaJJ,a astra is not permanently destroyed or 

extinguished, but is rather "driven away" (vyapofi,ha). However, vyapofl,ha can 

also mean "destruction", 10 and throughout the episode assorted verbs meaning 

"to destroy'~ are employed to convey how the divine weapon is defeated (e.g., 

to Monier-Williams, p.1032. 
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✓mrd-, ✓sam-, ✓han-, etc.). For example, the verb ✓sam- appears in 

several lines; "in order to neutralize" (santyarthafJZ: MBh.7.171.13); and "that 

unbearable tejas was neutralized" (prasante: MBh.7.171.20). The word santi 

can mean "tranquility" or "relief from suffering", but originally meant 

"extinguishing the fire, the anger, the fever, in short the heat, provoked by 

demonic powers." 11 However, while many of these verbs carry a sense of 

termination, it is best to conceive of a divine weapon's defeat as temporary rather 

than permanent. Throughout the epics other divine weapons app~ar with the 

same "destruction" verbs, yet are employed by the heroes again. To counter a 

divine weapon means neutralizing its destructive energy, which- must be 

transferred and controlled, 12 rather than its final extinction. However, as 

O'Flaherty so aptly states, 

The control of tejas on the macrocosmic and microcosmic level is ultimately 

realized neither by distribution nor by sublimation, both of which merely represent 

temporary phases of a more general waxing and waning. As the danger is one of 

energy, the ultimate solution is one of motion, not a static condition but a 

continuous transmutation which harnesses destructive fiery force to drive forward 

the life processes. As long as they are in motion, caught up in the myth, these 

forces are benign, whatever their source or nature, no matter how extreme their 

power may be.13 

The neutralization of the Niiriiya,:za astra is consistent with Asvatthaman' s 

final statement that implies he still possesses the divine weapon, but cannot recall 

it because of a more immediate danger (see MBh.7.171.25-27). 14 Hence, my 

11 Mircea Eliade, Rites and Symbols of Initiation, trans. by Willard R. Trask (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1965), p.86. 
12 O'Flaherty (1973), p.25. 
13 O'Flaherty (1973), p.293. 
14 The Rii.mii.ym:za offers an interesting reason behind why an astra cannot be used twice in 
succession (Ram.5.48.36ff.). Hanuman is bound by the Brahma astra, then Rak~asas 
unfamiliar with the nature of astras further bind the monkey god with ropes. At this the 
Brahma astra releases its bonds, because it will not remain while other bonds are in place. The 
divine weapon's wielder simply states for the record (Ram.5.48.50); "Once an astra is 
neutralized, another astra [of the same kind] cannot be set in motion, thus all [of us] should 
worry." 
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use of "driven away", which implies its neutralization, rather than the more 

permanent "destroyed" for vyapo<;f,ha. 15 

II.e. A More Detailed Exposition of the Narayal}a Astra and the 

Concept of Te;as. 

The primary concern of Kf~I).a and Arjuna is to neutralize the tejas of the 

divine weapon. They have to actively deal with the Niiraya,:ia astra 's tejas, 

before making Bhima conform to the prescribed method (yoga ... vihitafi: 

MBh.7.170.38). Firstly, Arjuna releases the Viiru,:ia astra or "Water-weapon" 

for the specific purpose of neutralizing the Naraya,:ia astra 's own tejas 

(MBh.7.171.1). The Viiru,:ia astra is the divine weapon of the Indian water 

deity Varm:ia, and one of the standard divya astras employed by many heroes 

throughout both the Mahabharata and the Ramaya,:ia. Arjuna received the 

Varw;a astra from Indra, the supreme ruler of the gods (see MBh.3.161.16, 

832*1-8). In battle the Varu,:ia astra is often employed as a counter weapon 

against fire (agni) itself, or the Agneya astra - "Fire-weapon" 

(cf.MBh.3.168.10, 16 MBh.5.181.12, and MBh.8.67.9-10). 

. The use of the V aru,:ia astra demonstrates an important theme pertaining to 

the divine weapons as a whole: they are employed to counter other divine 

weapons. Arjuna is obviously using water in the form of the Varu,:ia astra to 

neutralize the N araya,:ia astra 's "fiery energy" .17 However, a more refined 

process emerges when the mythology surrounding fire and water is examined. 

15 For this reason throughout the thesis I translate all verbs denoting any divine weapon's 
defeat, or similarly the control of tejas, as "to neutralize". 
16 Here the Salila astra, meaning also "Water-weapon", appears instead of the Varura astra. 
See Monier-Williams, p.1189. 
17 See MBh.1.125.19 and MBh.1.122.47 (Appendix 76*1-15), where the Varura astra is 
used to create water. At MBh.6.116.21-24 Arjuna fires the Parjanya astra ("Rain:weapon") 
into the earth, which causes a spring of water to gush forth, so the wounded Bhi~ma can 
@ench his thirst. At MBh.1.125.19-20 not only does the Varura astra create water, but the 
Agneya astra creates fire, the Vayavya astra creates wind, the Parjanya (here spelt with a long 
"a") astra creates rain, the Bhauma astra allows the wielder to enter the earth, and the Parvata 
astra creates mountains. The Antardhana astra or "Disappearance-weapon" removes all the 
above phenomena. On his quest for all the divine weapons of the gods, Arjuna (re-)acquires all 
the divya astras of the four Lokapalas (see MBh.3.42.16-42), one of which is Kubera' s 
Antardhana astra, which is itself said to steal ojas, tejas, and dyuti (MBh.3.42.33). 
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Agni, the Indian god of fire and himself indistinguishable from the element, 

offers the following explanation to Brhaspati when he refuses to search the water 

for Indra (MBh.5.15.31-32): 

"I will be unable to enter the water, my destruction will be in it. I come to 

you for protection, hail to you, 0 one of great splendour [mahiidyuti-]. Fire was 

produced from water, the warrior class was produced from the priestly class, and 

iron was produced from rock. The tejas which pervades them all [sarvatraga-] is 

neutralized in their individual sources [sviisu yoni§'u]."18 

The central theme conveyed in this myth is that the subtle energy of both 

fire (agni) and water (apas) is tejas,19 and also that the tejas of fire will be 

neutralized if it enters the tejas of water. Or more generally, tejas operates on 

tejas in such a way that one is neutralized by the other (the same sentiments 

expressed above in MBh.7.170.40, 1401 *3). The process is hierarchical, i.e., 

though it resides in various phenomena, the tejas of water is superior to and thus 

neutralizes the tejas of fire; the tejas of brahmans is superior to the tejas of 

k~atriyas; the tejas of rock is superior to the tejas of iron, and so on. The fact 

that tejas is all-pervasive (sarvatraga) indicates the complexity of the 

hierarchy, and suggests that a wider group of phenomena may be involved. The 

process involved with fire and water further illustrates that tejas is neutralized 

rather than permanently destroyed. To quote O'Flaherty: 

The image of fire in water is used throughout Indian mythology to express the 

control of indestructible excess energy. Although in Western thought water brought 

to fire usually results in the ·extinction of fire, in India the fire almost always 

emerges intact from the combination, merely controlled or transformed ... 20 

18 Corresponds with Manu.9.321, as noted in the critical edition's commen.tary on the above 
myth. 
19 Tejas is ascribed to be one of several energy-substances inherent in water, see Gonda 
(1957), p.58. For fire, see Gonda (1957), p.43, who states that "in the epic period Fire was 
moreover considered to contain or possess the power called tejas 'fiery or stinging energy', 
which was conceived as 'flaming' or as manifesting as a flaming glow ... " For further 
analysis on the relationship between fire and water in the Indian context, see D.M. Knipe, In 
the Image.of Fire (Dehli: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975), pp.112-115. 
20 O'Flaherty (1973), pp.286-287. 
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The importance of the neutralization process relates to Arjuna's use of the 

VaruJJ,a astra. Arjuna uses the "Water-weapon", which inherently contains 

tejas, to neutralize the tejas of the NarayaJJ,a astra. That it was not entirely 

successful indicates that the tejas of the NarayaJJ,a astra was superior to the 

tejas of water. 

The NarayaJJ,a astra 's relationship with tejas does not end here. It is stated 

that the more the warriors fight against the divine weapon the more it increases 

in size (vi- ✓vrdh-: MBh.1.170.21). A corresponding line states that any 

warrior who fights against the power (bala-) of the NarayaJJ,a astra causes the 

Kuru army to become more powerful (balavattara-: MBh.7.170.40), i.e., the 

soldiers increase in power (bala). This could merely be suggesting that as one 

army is destroyed, then the other army gains the advantage. However, the tejas 

originates from the power of the astra (tejo 'strabalasa1J1,bhavam: 

MBh.7.171.11). Thus, the above statements actually mean that when the 

Narayal}a astra is fought against, it increases in size and causes the wielder (and 

his troops) to increase with tejas. -Furthermore, when the NarayaJJ,a astra is 

first given it is stated that the wielder will "blaze with tejas in battle" 

(MBh.7 .166.50).21 The future tense of ✓ jval- "to burn brightly, blaze"22 is 

employed here. The suggestion is not that the wielder will be injured by the 

divine weapon's fiery energy, but that he will increase with tejas. However, 

beyond the original gift of the astra, there is no indication of where the tejas 

that energizes the wielder in battle comes from. 

It seems that one translator of the Mahabharata suspected that the 

NarayaJJ,a astra somehow causes the wielder to increase with tejas. At 

MBh.7.171.8 Roy23 reads "Drm:ia's son swelling with energy- and might",24 

21 See footnote 2. 
22 Monier-Williams, p.428. 
23 Pratap Chandra Roy, The Mahabharata of Krishna-Dwaipayana Vyasa, 2nd ed., 12 vols. 
(Calcutta: Oriental Publishing, n.d. [ 1884-1896]). Roy was actually the publisher of the epic, 
while the translator, K.isan Mohan Ganguli, has only been recognized in recent editions. 
24 Roy, vol.6, p.474. 
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whereas the Sanskrit simply says that Asvatthaman is "enhanced" or similarly 

"aroused" (udiryamilJJ,a). The English word "energy" is often used for tejas in 

Roy's translation of the Nilriiyara astra episode (not to mention the 

Mahabharata as a whole), whilst I can only speculate what the word "might" 

represents, as there are several other energy-substances that appear in the 

episode and convey similar meanings, e.g., vlrya ("virility"), ojas ("vital 

fluid"). 25 Assuming that Roy is employing the English word "energy" for 

tejas, it seems he is suggesting a more profound process is involved with the 

divine weapons. 

Turning to the Narilya,:,,a astra, it is also said to increase in size when fought 

against in battle (✓vrdh-: MBh.1.170.21). Furthermore, when Bhima resists 

the as tr a it increases in size "like a fire fanned by the wind" 

(yathagniraniloddhata~: MBh.7.170.57), a subtle metaphorical reference to 

Bhima as the son of the wind god Vayu. Additionally, it increases in size when 

Bhima roars in anger at being restrained by Kfg1a and Arjuna (MBh.7.171.14). 

None of these examples explicitly relate to tejas, but again Roy's interpretation 

suggests that the Naraya,:,,a astra increases with tejas, for example; "That 

weapon ... directed against Bhimasena increased in energy and might" ,26 or 

"that terrible and invincible weapon of Drona's son began to increase (in might 

and energy)."27 However, the Sanskrit does not yield Roy's translation of 

"energy" or "might". Thus, there are no other explicit indications that the divine 

weapon could be swelling with tejas. 

Roy's translation of the Nilriiya,:ta astra episode is non-literal in places, but 

it is necessary to appreciate his understanding of the divine weapon's relationship 

with tejas. In fact, it will be shown that Roy's interpretations are completely 

justified. This will be done by turning to other divine weapon episodes to 

25 The energy-substances vlrya and ojas function in similar ways to tejas. They both 
sporadically appear as the destructive energy of divine weapons. Ojas is given a cursory 
treatment in this thesis, but the relationship between the three needs further research. 
26 . Roy, vol.6, p.473. 
27 Roy, vol.6, p.474. This is not the only place where Roy suggests that divine weapons 
increase in size with tejas. See Roy, vol.7, pp.268-269 (MBh.8.66. lff.), where he suggests 
that the Brahma astra is "swelling with energy". 
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provide correlations, and to further create a working model of the divine 

weapons as a whole. Several principles have already been hinted at in this 

chapter, and will be further developed and clarified in chapter three. Chapter 

three will thus constitute a working model of the divine weapons. My intention 

here is to put the Niiriiym;,a astra episode on the back-burner, and return to it 

armed, so to speak, with the model. Then the actions taken to drive away the 

Niiraya!Ja astra's tejas can be clearly illuminated. This will be done in chapter 

four. 
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Chapter Three. 

A Model of the Divine Wea pons. 

III.a. Correlations with other Divine Weapon Episodes. 

The themes pertaining to the NariJyal}a astra already suggest that there is a 

uniformity between it, other divine weapons, and the nature and function of 

tejas. By examining episodes relating to other divine weapons a clearer picture 

can be drawn of (1) the principles governing tejas; (2) the divine weapons as a 

whole; and (3) the Niiriiya1J,a astra episode. Moreover, the following 

correlations will provide a working model of the divine weapons. 

111.b. The Genesis of the Divine Weapons. 

The mythology encompassing the creation of other divine weapons appears 

Miirka,:t¢eya Purati,a states that the divine weapons are forged from a fragment 

of the sun's tejas by the celestial blacksmith Visvakarman (Mark.108.1-5): 

While he was thus praising the Sun, Visvakarman retained the sixteenth 

· portion of the lord of heaven's tejas that remained in the disc. Thus, with fifteen 

portions of tejas cut away, the body of the Sun so as to please became exceedingly 

beautiful then. And the tejas that had been cut away by him [Visvakarman] was 

made into the discus of Vi~I).U, the trident of Sarva, and the palanquin of the Wealth

giver [Kubera]; and in the same way the staff of the Lord of the Dead [Yama], and 

the spear of the Lord of the Armies of the Gods [Karttikeya]. And Visvakarman 

created the weapons of the other gods, and those splendid items were made with the 

tejas of the sun for the pacification of enemies. Thus, the one whose tejas was cut 

away did not shine with excessive tejas.2 

1 I opened my introduction with this myth. Wilson, p.215 n.5, notes that the myth also 
appears "with some variation~ of no great importance" in the Matysa, Padma, Bhagavata, and 
Harivamsa Puranas. 
2 Unless otherwise noted all translations are mine. For the Sanskrit here, see K.M. 
Banerjea, ed., The Marcandeya Purana, Bibliotheca Indica series, vol.29 (Osnabrock: Biblio 
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In both the 2\1arkar(leya PuriiJJ,a (see Mark.106.40) and the Vi11Ju Pura,:za 

the sun is placed on a lathe (bhrami) to grind off its tejas. The imagery may 

have been inspired by an ancient Indian metal-forging process.3 It will be 

recalled that the NariiyaJJ,a ·astra is constructed from the tejas of Narayal).a (see 

MBh.7 .170.40, 1401 *3). The Vi11J,u PuriiJJ,a 's version of the above myth of 

origin displays an affinity with the NiiriiyaJJ,a astra 's creation myth. In the 

Vi11Ju PuriiJJ,a the tejas that is used to forge the divya astras is said to be of the 

Vai11Java kind or "pertaining to Vi~l).u" (although supplied by_ the sun). 

Narayal).a, who is closely associated with Vi~l).U, is connected to this same energy 

source (see MBh.3.195.18). 

In the Padma PuriiJJ,a an independent creation myth appears for Vi~l).u' s 

Sudar§ana discus. The gods are overthrown by the demon Jalatµdhara and his 

troops. Indra approaches Brahma, who in turn approaches Siva for advice. In 

answer to Brahma's plea Siva says (Pad.9.15b-2la, 25-29, 3lb-33a): 

"How can that enemy be killed by me when he cannot be killed by Vi~9.u? 

Beginning with the Va;ra, these weapons were created in ancient times, 0 grand

father, and that mighty Asura Jala1]1dhara cannot be killed with these weapons. 

Even with weapons that were created in ancient times he cannot be killed by me. 

The Devas must construct a mighty weapon, thereupon carrying my vital breath 

[praJJ.a] and strong." Thus, having heard the reply of Sa1]1bhu, Brahma said to the 

supreme Sal].1kara, "You must make the great weapon yourself, only you know the 

power of your own self!" After hearing his words Mahesvara replied, "O Brahma, 

you together with the gods must release your teias, which is connected with 

anger." Thereupon, Brahma the teacher of the Brahma astra released his teias. 

Then, Rudra released his own teias, which originated from his three ey~s. And all 

the Devas angrily released a collective mass of teias ... Kesava [Vi~1,1u] was 

addressed by Sarva, "You should release the teias that is born from anger." He 

[Vi~1,1u] released the Vai~JJ.ava te;as, and all that [combined teias] increased in 

Verlag, 1988 [1862]). 
3 Begley, p.19 n.97. 



size. Having seen the tejas increased in size and spreading everywhere, he [Siva] 

spoke to Kesava. Sarpkara said, "Please, all of you quickly proceed to make an 

astra for me with this tejas." Thereupon, after hearing the request of Sarpkara, the 

compassionate Visvakarman and the others looked at each other and were alarmed, 

and thought, "What can we do?" Having seen them remaining quiet, and after 

comprehending their state of mind, then, the lord Brahma indeed said, "They with 

the [other] divinities are not capable of watching or enduring [that tejas]. Who is 

able to contain that tejas?" Thereupon, after bursting into laughter and having 

jumped upon the tejas, which was like a swarm of bees, the lord Sa:tµbhu with the 

heel of his left-foot danced upon it ... Thereupon, due to the crushing from the 

dance of Sa:tµbhu the [Sudarsana] discus was produced, which was furnished with 

three hundred thousand spokes, and filled with ten million bones. Due to the 

rubbing of Sarva's foot, sparks were released from the tejas, and with this 

Visvakanrnm created astras and celestial chariot~.4 
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An earlier version of this myth appears in the Mahabharata, and although · 

.the Sudarsana discus is not explicitly created from tejas, the energy-substance 

is present (MBh.13.14.54, 85*1-7): 

Thus, that discus of yours was previously given by the Lord, 0 faultless one, 

after he killed the Daitya who was proud of his power and lived in the interior of the 

waters. It was created by the one with the mark of the bull, and it resembled a 

blazing fire. Difficult to look upon and wonderful, it was given to you by the Lord 

with [his] tejas. It is not able to be looked upon by another except for the Pinaka-
/ 

wielder [Siva]. Thus, it was declared by Bhava [Siva], "Be Sudarsana!", and 

hence the name Sudarsana was established in the world. 

l)oth myths suggest the astra possesses such intense tejas that it is difficult, 

or even impossible, to look at (like a nuclear weapon).5 Thus, it seems that in 

4 Sri Padma Mahlipurli7J,am, no ed. given, 4 vols. (Dehli: Nag Publishers, 1984). 
5 Dash, p.13, notes that "heat and light represent the obverse and reverse of the same coin 
viz., tejas." The fact that light is one manifestation of tejas suggests that many of the epic 
epithets for characters are referring synecdochically to tejas, e.g., mahadyuti, mah<iprabha, 
etc. cf.MBh.10.6.3 and its variants, where dyuti and tejas are interchanged. 
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order to remedy this the name Sudarsana, meamng "beautiful" or "good

looking",6 is bestowed upon it so others can look at it.7 

The NarayaJJ,a astra and the other divine weapon myths of origin reveal a 

consistent principle: all divya astras are made from and embody tejas. 

111.c. The Divine Weapons and a Gift of Te;as. 

It is important to explore the motif in which tejas is bestowed upon a hero, 

as the gift of the Naraya,;a astra is synonymous with receiving tejas. This 

motif is illustrated in the Mahabharata, when the brahman, Utanka, requests 

king Brhadasva to slay the demon Dhundhu, who had obtained a boon ( vara) 

making him invulnerable (avadhya). Utanka tells Brhadasva the following 

(MBh.3.193.24-27): 

"Indeed you are capable of slaying him, this is my opinion. Vi~I).U will cause 

your own tejas to increase with his tejas. Previously, I was given a boon by 

Vi~I).U for slaying [the demon]. Whichever king slays this fierce and great Asura, 

then, the Vai~"!]ava tejas, which is dangerous to approach, will enter him. You 

must take upon yourself that tejas which is unbearable on earth, 0 ruler of kings. 

You must destroy that depraved and fiercely powerful Daitya. For Dhundhu who 

possesses great tejas is unable to be burnt up by insufficient [alpa-] tejas, indeed, ,. 
even in hundreds of years, 0 guardian of the earth." 

Brhadasva recommends his son Kuvalasva for the task, and, as promised, 

Vi~i:iu' s tejas enters Kuvalasva (MBh.3.195.12) causing him to swell (a-

6 Monier-Williams, p.1224. 
7 In a separate passage the discus is equated with the beauty of the primeval lotus 
(iidipadma), and is as bright as the sun, with Kf~I).a's arm for its stalk. However, the beauty is 
portrayed as fatal, as the lotus leaves are razor sharp, and armed with it Kf~I).a is said to 
resemble the Doomsday fire (see MBh.6.55.89-92). According to the Mahahharata, Kr~I).a 
receives the Sudarsana discus from Agni. Th_e discus is said to embody the Vajra astra or 
"Thunder-bolt" (vajrantibha), and also to be a Agneya astra (MBh.1.216.21). For debate over 
the meaning of vajrantibha, see Jan Gonda, Aspects of Early Vi~?iuism (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 19~3 [1954]), p.98. Similarly, upon Agni's request, VaruI).a gives Arjuna the 
legendary Gti"!](/.iva bow (which was created by Brahma), two inexhaustible quivers, a divine 
chariot, and a magical banner (MBh.1.216.1-20). The two heroes receive the divine weapons 
so they can aid the god of fire in destroying the KhaI).c;iava forest, which. is protected by 
Arjuna's divine father, Indra. The father and son even battle with each other (see MBh.1.214-
219). 
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✓pyai-) with Niiraya,:za-tejas (MBh.3.195.18). This line highlights the identity 

between Vi~-9u and Narayal)a, and the fact that they embody the same tejas. 

Because Dhundhu slept beneath a desert, KuvaUisva' s twenty-one thousand 

sons had to dig him up. Finding Dhundhu blazing with tejas like the sun 

(MBh.3.195.20), the king's sons attack him. Upon waking, Dhundhu vomits fire 

from his mouth and the king's sons are consumed by his tejas (svena tejasa: 

MBh.3.195.24). The text states (MBh.3.195.26-28): 

When they had been burnt by the fire of his anger, 0 best of Bharatas, then 

Kuvalasva, that protector of the earth, who possessed great-tejas, approached the 

great spirited one who had been woken up and who was like an·other 

KumbhakafI,la. Much water flowed from [Kuvalasva's] body, 0 great king; thus 

that tejas [the fiery breath of Dhundhu] was absorbed by the king as watery 

[tejas ], 0 king, and as a yo gin does with his yoga he [Kuvalasva] neutralized the 

fire with water. 8 Thereupon, for the security of all worlds, the king burnt the 

ferociously strong Daitya with the Brahma astra, 6 best of Bharatas. 

Clearly the principles of tejas are at work in this- myth, as the king 

"absorbs" or "drinks" (✓pa-) Dhundhu's tejas by the medium of his own 

watery (varimaya-) tejas. It will be recalled that the tejas of water is more 

powerful than the tejas of fire (see MBh.5.15.31-32), thus Kuvalasva's 

perspiration neutralizes Dhundhu' s fiery breath. 

The central theme about tejas conveyed up to this point is that it "can be 

given and taken, that is, it is transferable. When one is given tejas by others, his 

[or her] own tejas naturally increases. In the mythological sphere a god being 

8 tadii. aplyata tat tejo riijii vii.rimaya1J1, nrpa, yogi yogena vahni1J1, ca samayiimii.sa vii.rb;iii.. I 
read the variant rii.jnii. for the critical edition's rii.ja, which makes no sense with the passive 
form of the verb. Furthermore, the adjective viirimaya is problematic. I would like to thank 
John D. Smith of Cambridge University for his helpful remarks on this passage. The yogi 
yogena invokes images of the ascetic practice of the five fires ritual (pancii.gnisii.dhana), 
whereby four fires are lit around the ascetic in the summer, with the scorching summer sun 
being the fifth. The internal logic suggests that an ascetic is able to perform this exceptionally 
difficult task by overcoming the unbearable heat (tejas) of the fires by sweating, i.e., 
producing tejas which absorbs and neutralizes the incoming energy. I can only call to mind my 
own experience of long periods in a sauna, where the most uncomfortable period is before one 
"breaks a sweat." 
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given tejas by a more powerful god becomes stronger."9 It follows, then, that 

when a warrior receives an astra, his own tejas naturally increases. It is 

reasonable to assume that a divine weapon's energy is not static, and because an 

astra resides internally within a warrior (see MBh.4.40.24, 764*6, 

MBh.10.14.2, Ram.1.27.27, and Ram.1.28.14), his own tejas combined with a 

god's tejas would naturally increase the astra's effectiveness. This is illustrated 

in the episode: both Kuvalasva and his Brahma astra had to be enhanced, because 

Dhundhu could not be slain by insufficient tejas (tejasalpena: MBh.3..193.27). 

Furthermore, it seems that a warrior can transfer energy between a divine 

weapon and himself, and this is clear because no distinction is made between the 

various ways a warrior uses his energy. In the above episode different actions 

involve the active use of tejas, e.g., sweating, employing the Brahma astra. 

This implies that a warrior possesses an expendable pool of tejas that can be 

distributed among various actions, each contemporaneous with the other, but 

constantly in a state of flux. 

This point can be further illustrated by the fact that warnors are 

preoccupied with maintaining their energy levels. They acquire as much tejas 

as possible in many different forms, such as divine and non ... weapons, armour, 

adornments, chariots, and banners (all of which contain tejas). As one example 

from the epics, amulets and other forms of jewelry are said to blaze with tejas. 

Various kinds of amulets (ma!li) appear throughout the Vedic literature, which 

bestow upon the wearer many different energy-substances, including tejas, 

when bound to a part of the body. 10 Hence, in the Atharva Veda an amulet is 

addressed thus (A V.19.31.12); " 'tejas art thou, confer tejas (hold tejas fast) 

9 Minoru Hara, ''Transfer of Merit", in The Adyar Library Bulletin, vol.22) no.1/2 (Madras: 
1958), p.383. Hara has gone to lengths to demonstrate the transferability of tejas, among 
other substances that his study deals with, i.e., tapas and dharma. 
10 Gonda (1957), p.59, notes that "the amulet and its property are distinct, and the 'power
substance' tejas obviously constitutes a supra-normal and supra-phenomenal element by means 
or agency of which the amulet can be the useful instrument applied in rites for obtaining a great 
variety of desires." This author, p.66, also notes "the amulet, representing specific powers 
exerts its beneficial influence by means of a 'Daseinsmacht' of a certain independent character . 

" 
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on me' (tejo 'si tejo mayi dharayadhi)." 11 This is also the case with other items 

and materials, such as a gold plate, which bestows upon the wearer its innate 

tejas .12 Thus, the innate energy of these items is drawn upon to augment one's 

own energy pool. 

During battle a warrior's tejas can be depleted, and if it is lost he will 

die. 13 According to Indian medicine (ayurveda), energy-substances are lost 

through lacerations, broken bones, internal injuries, etc. (see section III.g. of this 

chapter). In one episode, Rama's troops are severely wounded, but are given 

herbs that are said to blaze and burn (see Ram.6.74.lff.). In a separate myth, 

herbs (o~adhi) are created from the tejas of the sun and moon (MBh.3.3.6-9). 

Warriors speak to other warriors to increase their tejas, 14 and before battle the 

tejas of a hero is enhanced by musicians playing drums and singing praises. 15 

In the Ramayafl,a, Rama and his brother Lak~ma9-a receive a series of power 

words (mantragrama) known as Bala and Atibala (which are also associated 

with divine herbs 16) that protect the brothers from hunger, fatigue, and a 

demoness, and all this is due to the fact that the mantras are full of tejas 

(tejassamanvita-: Ram.1.22.lff.). Thus, the maintenance of tejas is a vital 

theme for warriors in the epics - without sustained energy they are dead. 

A warrior can further acquire tejas from an opponent in battle. In a heated 

argument with Sisupala, l(r~9-a calls forth the Sudarsana discus with his mind 

(manas-: MBh.2.42.21, 401 *l), and proceeds to cut off the king's head 

(MBh.2.42.21). The text continues (MBh.2.42.22-24): 

Thereupon, the [assembled] kings watched an excellent tejas rise up from the 

11 Gonda (1957), p.58. See also Gonda (1952), pp.5-6, and p.49. 
12 Gonda (1957), p.60. See also Gonda (1952), p.20. 
13 Gonda (1957), p.59, notes that in the Atharva Veda a man prays for his.tejas to be saved 
(AV.9.l.16f.);" 'as the bees and flies smear honey upon honey, so, 0 Asvins, let my varcas 
('splendour'), tejas, physical strength and ojas be maintained' ... " 
14 cf.MBh.4.46.5, MBh.5.75.20, MBh.7.56.6, 403*2, and MBh.7.160.1-7. 
15 Hara, p.386. Hara is here referring to MBh.7.87.60-63. 
16 See Monier-Williams, p. 722. For an brief study on the relationship between herbs and 
mantras see Kenneth G. Zysk, "Mantra in Ayurveda: A Study of the Use of Magico
Religious Speech in Ancient Indian Medicine", in Harvey P. Alper, ed., Understanding 
Mantras (New York: State University of New York, 1989), pp.132-133. 



body of the king of Cedi, 0 great king, like the sun rising from the sky. Then, that 

tejas worshipped the lotus-eyed Krgia, who is honoured in the world, and it 

entered into him, 0 king. Having seen that, all the rulers of the earth thought it was 

wonderful that the tejas entered into the mighty-armed one, who is supreme among 

men. 
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The text even states that Kf~l).a contrives the execution of the king for the 

sole purpose of reintergrating the energy, because Sisupala is said to be a 

fragment (amsa) of the deity's own tejas (MBh.2.41.3). 17 While _referring to 

this episode Minoru Hara appropriately states; "In single combat it was believed 

that the tejas of the killed warrior entered into the one who kills:" 18 This 

further suggests that Asvatthaman is obtaining the tejas of his victims in the 

Naraya7Ja astra episode. It will be shown below that this is due to the divine 

weapon itself. 

ill. _,....,,..;o,:ro"t"-
l.VVV v V v.l, there are episodes where the tejas of a slain warrior goes 

elsewhere. For example, when Kan:ia is slain his tejas returns to the sun 

(MBh.8.67.27), 19 and when Dro:i;ia is killed he ascends to.heaven like a blazing 

meteor (ulkarµ prajvalitam iva: MBh.7.165.57, cf.MBh.7.165.40). Fire acts as 

a standard mode of transport between various realms, for example, Siva 

descends to earth in a great blaze of fire (maharci~mat: MBh.3.40.3). 

Similarly, when one of Rama's divine weapons strikes the monkey king Vali his 

tejas, srl, parakrama, and pralJa enter a golden jewel encrusted necklace 

given to him by Indra (sakradatta vara mata kancanl ratnabhii~ita: Ram.4.17.4-

17 Ronald Inden has shown that through the medium of water kings infused themselves with 
Vai~rava tejas during ritual bathes. Inden, p.236, further notes, "The luminous, goal-directed 
energy (tejas) in everything connected with the human world was, claimed the Vaishnavas, 
highly entropic. Unless people interacted repeatedly and correctly with the overlord of the 
cosmos with the purpose of acquiring new infusions of his tejas, the human world would 
quickly disintegrate, for people would be unable to complete themselves and eventually obtain 
the goal of union with the absolute godhead." See Ronald Inden, Imagining India (Cambridge: 
Basil Blackwell, 1990). 
18 Hara, p.386. Gonda (1952), p.25, notes that among other substances ojas and tejas 
"enter a man at the moment of the death of his adversary." 
19 Gonda (1957), p.62, notes "As Kaqia was a son of the sun (Surya), the conclusion seems 
to be warranted that at the moment of his death his tejas, his supranormal essence, returned to 
its origin." 
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5). While still wearing the necklace the monkey king remains alive to chastise 

Rama for his unlawful death, and only when the necklace is given to his brother 

Sugrlva does Vali die (Ram.4.22.16-24). This further implies that Sugriva 

acquires all of his brother's energy. 

To return to the Dhundhu episode, it is not mentioned whether Kuvalasva 

already possesses the Brahma astra, or obtains it with Vi~r:iu' s energy, although 

Kuvalasva' s father is said to be "the best of those who knew all astras" 

(sarvii.stravidu,JdfJ1, varam: MBh.3.193.9). However, to kill Dhundhu, both 

Kuvalasva and the Brahma astra had to possess adequate levels of te7as, and this 

could easily be effected by one gift of tejas. 

111.d. The Principles Governing Divine Weapons in battle. 

Many principles governing the way divine weapons operate have already 

been encountered, but have not yet been discussed in detail. Several closely 

related principles that concern the destructive and hierarchical nature of_ tejas 

can be extracted from one central myth. The principles governing the divine 

weapons - as the principles of tejas - are made explicit in the following 

episode from the Ramaya,:ia (Ram.1.54-56). All of king Visvamitra's sons are 

defeated by warriors, who are produced by a magical cow, which belongs to the 

brahman Vasi~tha (see Ram.1.54-55). Consequently, to defeat the brahman, the 

vengeful king practises asceticism (tapas) to gain divine weapons from Siva 

(Ram.1.55.19-21): 

After obtaining the astras from the lord of the gods, Visvamitra, who 

possessed great power [mahii.bala-], became very arrogant and then was filled with 

great pride. Swelling with virility [vlrya-J like the ocean at the waxing and waning 

of the moon, he then believed the best of r~is Vasi~tha to be slain, 0 Rama.20 

Thereupon, after going to the site of the hermitage the lord of the earth released the 

astras, by which the said grove of ascetics was burnt by the tejas of the astras. 

Visvamitra attacks Vasi~tha with the Agneya astra, but (Ram.1.56.5); "that 

20 Rama is being told the story by Satananda. 
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fierce and supreme A..gneya astra of the son of Gadhi was neutralized by the 

brahmanical staff [brahmada,:r,(ia-] as the force of fire is neutralized by water." 

This description clearly refers to the principles discussed above (see 

MBh.5.15.31-32). Visvamitra continues to attack the brahman with over three 

dozen different astras, all of which are literally swallowed (✓ gras-) by the 

brahman's staff (da,:r,fl,a: Ram.1.56.6-13). The text continues (Ram.1.56.14-24): 

When these [astras] were neutralized, the son of Gadhi released the Brahma 

astra. Having seen that astra raised up, the Devas with Agni as their leader, the 

god-sages, the Gandharvas, accompanied by the great serpents, all became agitated. 

All the three worlds became horrified when the Brahma astra was set in motion. 

By brahmanical tejas Vasi~tha entirely consumed even that extremely fierce 

Brahma astra with his Brahmadm:,,r;f,a, 0 Raghava. While the great-spirited 

Vasi~tha was devouring the Brahma astra he assumed a fierce and terrible 

appearance, which stunned the three worlds. From ali the pores of skin of the 

great-spirited Vasi~tha flames accompanied by smoke shot forth like rays of light 

from fire, and the Brahmadm:uj.a raised by Vasi~tha' s hand blazed forth like the 

smokeless Fire of Time or like another staff of Y ama. Thereupon, hosts of sages 

praised Vasi~tha, that foremost of incantation reciters, "Your power is unfailing, 0 

brahman! But you must contain the tejas with [your own] tejas!21 Visvamitra, 

who possessed great power, has been checked by you, 0 brahman, your power is 

unfailing, 0 auspicious one! But the worlds must be freed from pain!" Being 

addressed in this way he [Vasi~tha] who possessed great tejas and great power 

neutralized himself. While breathing hard the injured Visvarnitra said the following, 

"So much for the power that is the power of a k~atriya! The power of brahmatejas 

is [true] power!22 By a single Brahmadm:zfi,a all my astra have been neutralized. 

I have contemplated all this, therefore, with mind and body purified I will undertake 

great asceticism [tapas] so as to attain brahmanhood." 

21 amoghalJl te balalJl brahmalJ1Stejo dharaya tejasa. 
22 dhig balalJl "fqatriyabalalJl brahmatejobalalJl balalJl. cf.MBh.1.165.42. 
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This myth reveals several important themes that demonstrate the principles 

governing the way divine weapons operate. Firstly, tejas is harnessed, 

neutralized, and contained by other entities that possess tejas themselves. Tejas 

is the active substance required to deal with tejas. Secondly, various qualities of 

tejas affect the outcome of the neutralization process. Here, a priest's tejas is 

superior to a warrior's tejas. 23 Furthermore, these qualities define the 

hierarchy of tejas. Thus, not only does one need greater quantities of tejas (this 

is illustrated in the above myth of Dhundhu and Kuvalasva), but to defeat an 

opponent of superior tejas one needs more potent energy,24 which is illustrated 

by Visvamitra' s concern to attain brahmanhood in order to gain access to 

brahmatejas. 25 

The qualitative difference between the tejas of a brahman and a k~atriya 

refers to the difference between the universal energies brahman and k~atra. 

There is a difference between a brahman or priest (non-italicized) and the neuter 

universal force brahman, which has been likened to "electricity, a latent energy 

that, when switched on by ritual means, produces cosmic order (rta) and 

individual power."26 Brahman (the universal energy) is equated with the 

cosmos and the original cosmic man, Puru~a or Prajapati. It is the energy that 

23 At this stage I wish to disagree with Daniel H.H. Ingalls' claim that "Tejas or military 
resplendence is the peculiar property of the nobility, just as tapas or creation al heat is the 
peculiar property of the priesthood." See Daniel H.H. Ingalls, "Authority and Law in Ancient 
India", in Authority and Law in the Ancient Orient: A Supplement to the Journal of the 
American Oriental Society, vol.74, no.3 (Baltimore: American Oriental Society, 1954), p.41. 
Ingalls is here drawing upon MBh.1.165.28, which states that tejas is the power of warriors, 
in contrast to a brahman's power being "patience" (k~amii). cf.MBh.3.28.35, and 
MBh.5.132.2. However, such passages are not intended to make tejas the exclusive domain 
of k~atriyas. Their intent is to suggest that brahmans, as followers of non-violence (ahilJlsii), 
are concerned with higher matters, and thus are dissociated with any connections to such a 
martial energy-substance. Clearly, neither one is peculiar to a given class. 
24 This same idea is noted by Hiltebeitel (1976), p.233 n.14, in a similar context (see chapter 
five, section V.b.). 
25 An alternative way for kings to overcome the superior tejas of brahmaris is to give them 
diina or "sacred gifts". Kings should be cautious of brahmans who do not accept gifts (see 
MBh.13.35.23). In Trautmann's words, p.287, "The gift is a danger to him [the brahman], 
being the bodily extension of the donor, which because the donor is by definition an inferior, is 
defiling to him and diminishes his spiritual lustre, tejas, so painfully acquired and so easily 
drained away." See Thomas R. Trautmann, Dravidian Kinship (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1981). 
26 Brian K. Smith, Reflections on Resemblance, Ritual, and Religion (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1989), p.72. 
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causes creation, multiplicity, and destruction. The ultimate God is thus equated 

with brahman.27 Brian K. Smith writes on the subject, 

Brahman is therefore the source and foundation of all that exists - the nexus 

of all cosmic connections - and the connective force itself lying behind all 

knowledge and action that constructs ontologically viable forms. It is the fount and 

terminus of all potential and realized correspondences, the condition of possibility 

for wholeness as well as the whole itself. Brahman, in sum, is the connective 

energy that lies between apparently (and naturally) disparate elements and makes 

efficacious the ritual action that forges those elements into unity.28 

Moreover, it seems that one facet of brahman energy is tejas. 

The vartza or "class" qualification is based on a distillation process of 

tejas, whereby tejas exists in its most potent form in a brahman and when 

occurring in a k~atriya is less potent. All tejas is originally of the brahman 

ldnd, but exists in a diluted (or polluted?) form in the other classes of ancient 

Hinduism. The graded power of the four van:zas is displayed in their traditional 

genesis, whereby the brahmans are created first and are thus the most powerful, 

followed in dwindling power by the k~atriyas, the vaisya (merchants and 

farmers) and finally the sudras (servants and slaves). As brahman is the energy 

of the brahman, the parallel energy of the k~atriya is k~atra.29 K~atra 

represents the physical, political, and legal (dharma) power embodied in 

warriors and especially the king, while brahman governs the intellectual, 

moral, and spiritual power embodied in brahmans. 30 The two principles are 

independent, yet "the welfare of human kind depends on their functioning in 

harmony and disaster follows when either of these ignores the other or arrogates 

to itself the function of the other."31 There are figures who_ embody both 

27 Smith (1989), pp.70-71. 
28 Smith (1989), p.72. 
29 The connection between the two energies and the concept of heat and fire, in general, can 
be seen in the ritual identifications of the brahman class with the ahavanlya fire, which acts as 
the "mouth" of the universe, and the k$atriya class with the marjallya and a.gnldhrlya fires, 
which act as the two "arms" of the universe. See Knipe, p.103. 
30 Mehta, p.259. 
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brahman and k~atra, such as the mythic Parasu-Rama. At the end of the second 

age of the universe (tretii yuga), he culled an imbalance of k~atra by slaying the 

excess warrior class twenty one times over. It is in these times of crisis that one 

figure is needed to harmonize the universe and restore the balance between the 

two energies. 

To return to the neutralizing power of tejas, it is no surprise that the 

Da,y;f,a is a divine weapon described as (MBh.1.49.24) "exceedingly fierce and 

possessing tejas equal to the Fire of Time",32 which is tantamount to calling it 

the apocalyptic weapon par excellence. The Kiilada,:,4,a or "the staff of Death" 

stood incarnate next to Yama, the god of the dead, and (Ram. 7 .22.5) "blazed like 

Agni with tejas." The Dar,,fl,a is also the staff employed by kings, with which 

they punish criminals and administer the law (dharma). 33 In the 

Miinavadharmasiistra 7 .28, Da,:ifl,a - "punishment" - is called a very great 

tejas. Gonda states "its supranormal character is evident fr0111 what follows: 'it 

is hard to be administered by men with unformed (uneducated) minds, it strikes 

the king who swerves from his duty' ."34 As a general concept, the Da,:ifl,a also 

serves to reinforce the class (van:ia) structure. During the initiation ritual 

(upanayana) into "manhood" a brahman's staff is made of paliisa wood, a 

k~atriya' s nyagrodha wood, and a vaisya's badara wood. 35 In the 

Brahma,:ias, writes Smith, "palasa is frequently identified with the brahman 

power or with soma and is said to instill luminosity (tejas) and the luster of the 

brahman power."36 Thus, Vasi~tha's Brahmadm:ifl,a clearly possesses superior 

quantities of tejas and the most potent quality, making it quite capable of 

neutralizing any astra. 

31 Mehta, p.259. 
32 brahmadmxla1J1, mahaghoralJ1, kalagnisamatejasam. 
33 See, for example, Louis Dumont, "The Conception of Kingship in Ancient India", in Louis 
Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus: The Caste System and Its Implication (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1980 [1966]), and Robert Lingat, The Classical Law of India, trans. by J. 
Duncan M. Derrett ( Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973). 
34 Gonda (1957), p.62. · 
35 Smith (1989), p.98. 
36 Smith (1989), p.98. 
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However, Vasi~tha's 'meal' does not go down the right way- the Brahma 

astra 's tejas is so intense that it transforms Vasi~~a, making the brahman more 

violent and a threat to the universe. So excess is the incoming fiery energy that 

flames shoot forth from his skin. 3 7 In a verse that encompasses the 

neutralization process, the text even implies that the brahman could lose control 

of himself. Vasi~tha is told; "You must contain the tejas with your own 

tejas!"38 In addition, only by performing a balancing act between his own 

tejas, the Da,:u)a's tejas, and the Brahma astra's tejas, is the brahman able to 

neutralize himself. Vasi~tha had to displace the excess ·energy among various 

sources able to handle it. This illustrates that beings possess an expendable 

energy pool that can be manipulated in various ways. However, this precarious 

balance needs to be carefully maintained, as an intake of excessive energy can 

cause an uncontrollable rage, or self-annihilation. The brahman seems to 

precisely distribute the excess energy of the Brahma astra between his 

brahmanical staff and himself. 

The major process of neutralization outlined above involves containing the 

tejas within an object that possesses greater tejas. However, there is another 

way to counter divine weapons. Throughout the epics, the standard divine 

weapon combat involves one astra being put up against another One astra is 

either more powerful than the other, e.g., the Varw:za astra versus the Agneya 

astra; or the two are equal, e.g., the Brahma astra versus the Brahma astra. 

The containment process definitely occurs between divine weapons, i.e., one 

astra absorbs the tejas of another. However, many episodes imply that one 

divine weapon simply repels the other, and that no amalgamation occurs. The 

following analysis sheds some light on this process. The centrality of tejas 

extends to the relative rigidity of an object, which is equated to its tejas levels, 

37 cf.MBh.2.63.15. 
38 cf.MBh.12.249.9, where Siva gives Brahma the same command when the latter is about to 
destroy the universe. Siva said, "Therefore, this tejas must be restrained with your own 
tejas." tasmiin nivartyatiim etat tejaft svenaiva tejasii.. 
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e.g., divine weapons, armour, flesh, etc. Rigidity here means an object's ability 

to resist damage, its impenetrability, strength, hardness, etc. Firstly, 

Duryodhana' s body is made from "piles of diamonds" ( vajrasarµcaya- ), and for 

this reason it cannot be penetrated by astras and sastras (MBh.3.240.6-7). The 

Vajra astra is Indra's "Thunder-bolt", and is considered adamantine, thus 

lending its name to diamonds - for obvious reasons. Central to the Vajra's 

rigidity is the fact that it is constructed from brahmatejas (see MBh.12.329 .25-

41, and chapter five, section V.b.). Thus, anything equated with the Vajra is 

believed to embody the highest quality of tejas, and furthermore, due to this 

energy it can resist attacks. Moreover, the physical strength of the body (sarlra 

bala) is due to the correct functioning of the physical element of flesh 

(marµsadhatu). Bala determines one's ability to perform any physical 

exertion, the nature of one's muscular structure, and it also endows sturdiness, 

firmness (sthairya), and hardness (dnUzatii) to the body.39 As Dash shows, the 

ability of sarlra bala and the mii.rµsadhii.tu to work is contingent on the correct 

functioning of tejas.40. Thus, a hero's body is only adamantine because he 

possesses vast quantities and the most potent quality of tejas. No wonder the 

heroes of the epics who possess great tejas (mahii.tejas) can be struck by 

hundreds of arrows and still live. 

This whole illustration can be extended to the correct functioning of armour 

in battle. At Ram.6.71.lff. Rama's younger brother, Lak~ma.Q.a, battles the 

demon Atikaya (mahii.tejas- ). Atikaya obtained divine weapons, divine armour 

(kavacarµ divyarµ), and a chariot, not to mention "invulnerability" 

(avadhyatva), from Brahma (Ram.6.71.32). The battle between them involves 

the exchange of the Surya astra ("Sun-weapon"41 ), Agneya astra, Raudra 

39 Dash, pp.120-121. 
4o Dash, p.XI and p.120. 
41 It is interesting to note that while the Sfirya astra appears in the Ramaya,;,a, I have found 
only one mention of it in the Mahabharata, and this is i!!_ an omitted variant, see MBh:4.56.14, 
985*1 (here called the Saurya). There is mention of an Aditya astra at MBh.7.29.25, Aditya 
being one of Surya's names (although applied to other deities as well), see Monier-Williams, 
p.137. 
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astra, Tva~tra astra, Aindra astra, Yamya astra, and the Vayavya astra 

(Ram. 6. 71. 84-93). Atikaya relentlessly counters Lak~mal).a' s astras with his 

own. The demon's defenses are finally thwarted, yet when thousands of arrows 

hit him their points shatter on his armour. The armour is adorned with 

diamonds or the Vajra itself (vajrabhu~ite: Ram.6.71.95), and is considered 

invulnerable (avadhyakavacab: Ram.6.71.97). Lak~mal).a continues the 

onslaught, but to no avail. Vayu tells the hero that Atikaya' s armour is 

impenetrable, and of all astras only the Brahma astra . will work 

(Ram.6.71.103). Thus, Lak~mal).a releases the Brahma.astra, which is further 

said to "resemble the Vajra" (vajrakalpam: Ram.6.71.106). None of Atikaya's 

arrows, lances, swords, maces, or axes cut the Brahma astra down, and finally 

the demon's armour is penetrated and his head is severed. This episode clearly 

illustrates that to by-pass the armour, which embodies brahmatejas, Lak~mal).a 

has to employ the Brahma astra, itself constructed from brahmatejas (for 

similar episodes that pivot on this principle, see chapter five). Therefore, the 

capacity of a given object, e.g., divine weapons, armour, and flesh, to resist 

being destroyed or penetrated depends on both the quantity and quality of its 

tejas. Thus, a new dimension is introduced to the principles of tejas: not only 

can superior energy absorb and neutralize an inferior source, but a superior 

source can also repel the energy altogether. Only the context of the given 

episode will indicate which form of neutralization is occuring, i.e., containment 

or repulsion. The later is probably the primary way divine weapons counter 

each other in the standard combat portrayed in the epics, much like any parrying 

blow or shield would work. However, it is the former method of neutralization 

that causes the greatest problems in the texts. 
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III.e. The Containment Process. 

The above section introduces the important principle of containment. When 

a superior source of tejas overcomes an inferior one, it can aggregate it by 

absorbing (✓ pii-) and containing (✓ dhr-, ✓ bhr-) the newly encountered 

energy. Tejas not only neutralizes tejas, but the superior source can contain 

the inferior - successful containment implying the neutralization of tejas. The 

newly acquired tejas naturally increases one's inherent energy pool, meaning 

that one can contain more energy during subsequent transactions. To be 

successful the process involves a relatively equal exchange of tejas, or else the 

containment process is jeopardized. It follows that any animate or inanimate 

receptacle that acquires tejas must already possess tejas. 

The following episodes highlight the importance of the containment process 

by demonstrating what will occur if it is unsuccessful. The central theme is that a 

receptacle of inferior tejas cannot contain superior tejas. 

Three demons lords - Tarak~a, Kamalak~a, and Vidyunmalin - obtain 

three magical cities from Brahma, made from gold (kiincana), silver 

(raupya),and black-iron (kiir,J,:ziiyasa: MBh.8.24.14) respectively. Only after a 

thousand years can they be destroyed and then only by a single shaft. With the 

power of these three cities, and aided by a lake that can resurrect the dead, the 

demons conquer the universe. Indra and the gods approach Siva for help. 

Beholding Siva as a "mass of tejas" (tejora.si: MBh.8.24.4042), they praise him 

as an excellent warrior whose "tejas is fierce" (ugratejas-: MBh.8.24.51). Siva 

agrees to aid the gods, but says (MBh.8.24.57-61): 

"My intention is that all of your enemies are to be slain, however, I am unable 

to kill these enemies of the gods by myself. United with half of my tejas43 all of 

you must conquer these enemies in battle. From union comes great power." The 

gods said, "We believe that despite the power of our tejas, theirs is twice as large, 

42 cf.MBh.7.69.57, where the gods saw Siva as "a mass of tejas as brilliant as millions of 
suns." apafyarµ.stejasilrµ. rilsirµ. siiryakofisamaprabham. 
43 I read here the variant ardha, meaning "half'. The critical edition reads astra, and while it 
is pertinent that tejas is being qualified as the astra kind, the variant reads better. 



for the power of their tejas has been seen." The Lord said, "These evil ones who 

offend against you are to be completely slain. With half the power of my tejas you 

must destroy all of those enemies!" The gods said, "We are unable to contain 

[✓bhr-] half of your tejas, 0 great Lord. But with half of all our power you kill 

the enemies." [Inserting MBh.8.24.61, 256* 1-3] The radiant Lord replied, "If you 

have no power to contain [✓bhr-] my power, then strengthened with half of your 

tejas l will kill them!" 
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The gods give Siva half of their tejas, and with this power (bala) he 

becomes more powerful (balavattara: MBh.8.24.62-63).44 

In this episode the celestial blacksmith, Visvakarman, makes Siva's 

weapons, chariot, armour, and other battle equipment from the tejas of all the 

gods (MBh.8.24.66ff., see esp. MBh.8.24.76, 262*10). This illustrates that a 

warrior augments himself with as much tejas as possible, as every object that 

contains tejas enhances a warrior's myn energy pool, and furthermore, the 

tejas makes each item effective in battle (see above, section III.d.). The actual 

arrow Siva employs to destroy the three cities - at the moment of destruction 

merging into one tri-city (tripura) -is said to embody Vi~l).U, Agni, and Soma 

(cf.MBh.8.24.84, and MBh.8.24.91), which implicity refers to the arrow's 

construction from their tejas. Moreover, blazing with his own tejas 

(MBh.8.24.109, 271 *1), which is considered "unbearable" (asahyatejas-: 

MBh.8.24.119), Siva unites the newly fashioned divine weapon with his own 

Piisupata astra (MBh.8.24.115). As an individual astra carries the tejas of the 

deity who presides over it, then the divine weapon employed by Siva is a 

formidable and eclectic entity, to say the least. 45 

Just as Siva's divine weapon is a combination of four individual sources of 

tejas, the merging of the three cities is also a grand amalgamation of tejas. The 

building materials of the cities - gold (kiincana), silver (raupya), and black

iron (karr1;iiyasa) - all contain tejas. In the inanimate world, tejas resides 

44 cf.MBh.7.170.40. 
45 Note MBh.8.24.120, 280* 1-4. 
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inherently in metals; from gold (kancana, hirariya), the most refined, through 

silver (raupya), copper (tamra), black-iron (kar.J7Jayasa), tin (tripu), and 

lead (sisaka), the least refined.46 Thus, it can be postulated that the aggregation 

of three metallic sources of tejas into one alloy will pose greater resistance to 

the incoming astra, albeit unsuccessful. 

In the Tripura myth, creatures of radically inferior tejas (in this case the 

gods) are unable to contain the tejas of radically superior beings (in this case 

Siva). The following myth pivots on this theme. But, before continuing, it is 

pertinent to note that in the Pura7Jic and epic literature tejas is used as a 

euphemism for semen.47 (More will be said on the relationship betw·een tejas, 

the body, and medicine (ayurveda) later.48) The gods are concerned about 

Siva's continual love-making and the probability of ejaculation, and they 

approach him saying (Ram.1.36.10-17): 

"The worlds will not be able to contain your tejas, 0 chief of the gods! 

Endowed with brahmanical asceticism, you must again practise asceticism with 

your goddess. Out of desire to benefit the three worlds you must contain [your] 

tejas within tejas. You must protect all these worlds! You must not bring about 

the end of the world!'1 After hearing the words of the divinities the great lord of all 

the worlds said, "So be it!" He again spoke the following to all of them, "I along 

with Uma will contain the tejas by tejas! Let the heavens and earth attain peace [or 

be without fire: nirva,;a-] ! But who will cause my tejas to be contained that is 

unsurpassed and [already] set in motion from its proper receptacle [sthana-]? You 

must tell me this, 0 best among the gods!" Thereupon, the Devas who were 

addressed in this way replied to the one who had a bull for an emblem, "The earth 

[dharii- 49] will cause your tejas, which is now set in motion, to be contained!" 

46 See Ram.1.37.19-21. See also D.M. Bose, ed., The Concise History of Science in India 
(New Delhi: Indian National Science Academy, 1971), pp.459-460. 
47 Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, Women, Androgynes, and Other Mythical Beasts (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1980), p.55. 
48 Furthermore, see appendix one, which deals with tejas and semen in depth. 
49 Literally "a container", from ✓dhr-. 



Thus being addressed the lord of the gods and the possessor of great power 

[mahabala-] ejaculated. The earth, with its mountains and forests, was covered 

with tejas. Thereupon, the gods again spoke the following to [the god of] Fire, 

"Being fully endowed with the wind you must take possession of Rudra's great 

tejas!" 
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Agni places the tejas in a thicket of reeds (saravm:,,a) on a snowy mountain 

(svetaparvata), upon which the Indian god of war, Karttikeya, is born, who 

from birth possesses great tejas (Ram.1.36.18-19). 

In a similar version of this myth, Agni swallows the fiery semen but is 

unable to contain it (Ram.1.37.lff.).50 Brahma informs Agni (mah~tejas-) to 

release Siva's tejas into the river goddess Ganga. After doing so, Ganga 

informs Agni that she too is unable to contain (✓dh_r-) Siva's tejas, as it is 

enhanced (samuddhata) by Agni (Ram.1.37.15). 51 Agni tells Ganga 

(mahdtejas-) to release the tejas on a section of the mountain Himavata, and 

when this is done the mountain "shone as the purest gold" 

(taptajambunadaprabha-: Ram.1.37.18). The text reads (Ram.1.37.19-21): 

[The tejas] consisting of gold that reached the earth became gold of 

unequalled radiance, and from its very severity copper and black-iron was 

produced. Thereupon, the impurities of it became tin and lead, and in that way after 

reaching the ea1th the various minerals grew. At the moment the seed [garbha] was 

deposited the whole forest covering the mountain became gold and was illuminated 

with tejas. 

Hence, one drop of Siva's tejas in the form of semen is unable to be 

contained by the god of fire and the goddess of water, and thus the earth is used to 

finally control the destructive seed, although deposits of tejas are left in the 

form of precious metals.52 The earth will be dealt with later, suffice to say that 

it is a primary medium used to counter excess tejas. 

50 cf.MBh.9.43.6, where tejas and retas (the more explicit word for seminal fluid) are 
interchanged in two variant manuscripts. 
51 cf.MBh.13.83.53, where Agni is said to be "tejas blended with tejas." tejas tejasi 
sa,71.prktam. 
52 For further myths concerning Siva's semen, see O'Flaherty (1973), pp.255-292. 
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This myth illustrates the connection between metals and tejas. It further 

suggests that because metals, especially gold and iron, contain Siva's tejas, then 

any metal product (e.g., human weapons) should be treated as divine, or at least 

embodying a divine substance. 53 This may be one reason why a warrior 

worships his weapons. Consider, for example, Kan;rn's description of his divine 

lance (MBh.8.27.57-58): 

"Here is my shaft, 0 Salya, beautifully feathered, which feeds on blood, lying 

alone in a quiver. This arrow is beautifully polished and highly decorated. It lies 

amid sandal wood and was worshipped for many years. Like a snake, poisonous 

and ferocious, it is capable of killing hosts of men, horses, and elephants."54 · 

The above myths clearly illustrate the importance of the containment 

process when dealing with any sources of tejas. Clearly, one must possess 

adequate tejas to handle an intake of new energy. It is no surprise, then, that 

before a warrior receives any divya astras his own tejas levels are evaluated. 

The divine weapons are believed to reside in the mind of the wielder (see 

MBh.4.40.24, 764*6, MBh.10.14.2, Ram.1.27.27, and Ram.1.28.14), thus it is 

paramount that a warrior's own tejas is sufficient to contain the tejas of a 

divine weapon. This is evident in the following episodes: before Arjuna receives 

the dreaded Piisupata astra he practises tapas, and is said to possess fierce 

tejas (ugratejas-: MBh.3.39.20). Disguised as a mountain man (kiriita) Siva 

engages Arjuna in a duel, by which the hero's tejas levels are tested. For brevity 

I will combine Arjuna's retelling of these events (MBh.3.163.lff.) with the main 

episode (MBh.3.40. lff.). Arjuna attacks Siva with various divine weapons but 

they are all literally swallowed (✓ gras-) by the god (MBh.3.163.29-32). 

Clearly the deity neutralizes the divine weapons by containing them within 

53 Herodotus, a greek scribe in Alexander the Great's army, notes that swords taken by 
Greeks from Indians were inlaid with gold. See Egerton, p.10. See MBh.4.38. lff., where the 
Par:igavas' bows, swords, arrows, and quivers are depicted in detail, and are inlaid with gold 
and gems. 
54 cf.MBh.12.160.85; "The worship of weapons should always be performed by skilful 
warriors." asesca pujii kartavyii sadii yuddhavisiiradaift. 
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himself, a feat worthy of the Doomsday god, who is said to be the receptacle 

(nidhi) of all tejas and tapas (MBh.13.14.51). Arjuna continues to attack the 

deity with the Brahma astra and the passage states (MBh.3.163.33-35a): 

When all of those [astras] were neutralized, I brought forth the Brahma 

astra. Thereupon, he was completely covered with blazing arrows, and as he was 

covered by my great astra he increased in size. Then, the world was scorched by 

the tejas that was produced from me, and for a moment all the heavens were 

completely ablaze. Then. the one who possessed great tejas [Siva] instantly 

neutralized even that astra. 

Siva seems to play with Arjuna as he casually swallows the astras? including 

the ultimate Brahma astra. This explains Siva's increase in size due to the newly 

acquired tejas. Dismayed at Siva's power, Arjuna seizes the deity in a deadly 

bear-hug (MBh.3.40.48-49): 

From the grinding pressure of their arms, and in the same way by the friction 

of their chests, a fire with embers and s~oke was produced among their limbs. 

Then, after crushing him with his arms, the great Deva attacked the powerfully 

crushed one with his tejas, stunning [Arjuna's] mind due to the fury. 

Siva eventually revives Arjuna and tells him (MBh.3.40.53); "My and your 

tejas and virility [vlrya] have been matched today, 0 faultless one."55 Only 

after this test does Siva present Arjuna with his own Pasupata astra. 

Similarly, before Arjuna receives divine weapons from Indra he is tested 

(parlk,Jartham: MBh.3.164.28) regarding their correct use. Indra only gives 

Arjuna his divine weapons when the latter promises never to use them against 

humans (manu,Ja-: MBh.3.164.26), a process that directly relates to the 

principles of tejas (see section III.f. below). In similar fashion, in exchange for 

Indra's divine lance (sakti), Kan:ia cuts his preternatural armour and ear-rings 

from his body. However, KarQ.a only agrees to this gruesome bargain when 

Indra promises to restore his tejas to its original level. The reason for this is 

that KarQ.a loses some tejas when his innate armour and ear-rings are removed 

55 sama1J1, tejasca virya1J7, ca mamiidya tava ciinagha. 
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(MBh.3.294.29-32). 56 This illustrates that warriors draw upon the energy of 

items, and any loss of tejas in the forms of armour, ear-rings, weapons, etc., 

depletes their energy pool. Finally, when Asvatthaman prays to Siva for divine 

weapons, various Saivite creatures appear before him, intent on ascertaining the 

extent of his tejas (jijnasamana,s tat tejaft: MBh.10.7.48). Only after their 

evaluation does Siva appear in person, and being content with Asvatthaman, 

gives him a divine weapon in the form of "supreme and stainless sword" 

(vimalarµ khafl,gam uttamam: MBh.10.7.64), but not before Siva's own tejas 

enters Asvatthaman (MBh.10.7 .65): 

Thus, being entered by the lord he exceedingly blazed with tejas, and in 

battle he became embodied with tejas that was created by a god. 

The warrior's relationship with the containment process is highlighted by 

the commonly attested mode of use (prayoga) for the divine weapons. When a 

warrior receives divine weapons he must learn, in general, three mantras or 

56 Kan:1a's loss of tejas extends well beyond the loss of his preternatural armour and ear
rings. Throughout the whole Mahabharata the central concern of the Pal).9avas and their divine 
allies is to diminish Karl).a' s tejas levels, so that he will firstly pose no threat to his mortal 
enemy, Arjuna, and secondly, s·o that Arjuna will in turn be able to slay the Kaurava hero. 
Firstly, as I have already mentioned, Kaqia gives up his preternatural armour and ear-rings, but 
has his tejas restored. In exchange for this Indra gives Karl).a a divine lance (sakti), which is a 
replica of Indra's own Vajra astra. However, to further thwart KarQa, Indra only allows him 
one use of the weapon. Thus, Kafl).a saves it for Arjuna (for this episode cf.MBh.1.104. lff., 
MBh.3.284-286, MBh.3.294. lff.). In receiving the lance, Karl).a' s tejas levels are further 
increased. To deal with this, Yudhi~thira conspires with Karl).a's charioteer, Salya, and the 
latter agrees to help reduce Karl).a's tejas (tejovadha-: MBh.5.8.27, and MBh.8.4.95). Salya 
promises to do this by discouraging Karl).a, and thus he states that Karl).a will be easily slain 
because of his diminished tejas (hrtatejas-: MBh.5.8.31). To force Kal1).a to employ his 
divine lance, Krsna sends Bhima's son, Ghatokatcha, into battle. Ghatokatcha is a half-demon 
and in battle he nearly annihilates the Kaurava army, thus Karl).a is forced to employ his lance. 
After slaying the demon, the divine weapon returns to Indra (see MBh.7.154.lff.). Thus, 
Kr~Qa tells Arjuna that without his armour, ear-rings, and lance, Kafl).a has become like a man 
(mii.nu~atii.,µ: MBh.7.155.27, 1247*1-2). This is further indicating that Karl).a's tejas is 
impaired, as men (mii.nu~a) naturally possess low levels of tejas (alpatejas: see this chapter, 
section III.f.). Finally, Karl).a is cursed twice (MBh.8.29.44ff., and MBh.8.29.31 
respectively), to forget his divine weapons in battle, and to have his chariot wheel stick in the 
ground while fighting Arjuna. Hence, while trying to free his chariot wheel, and with 
diminished tejas levels from the loss of his armour, ear-rings, lance, and from Salya's actions, 
Karl).a is killed (MBh.8.67.lff.). When he dies, his remaining tejas returns to the sun 
(MBh.8.67.27). Thus, from the beginning, the PaQ9avas recognized the overwhelming power 
of Karl).a's tejas, and dealt with it appropriately (for similar s~ntiments concerning the tejas of 
opponents, see MBh.7.126.39). At MBh.11.21.1 Gandhari relates that Karl).a was like a 
blazing fire in battle, yet was neutralized by Arjuna's tejas. The real tragedy is that the 
Pal).9avas never knew that Kafl).a was their illegitimate and oldest brother. 
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"power words" to control them, although sometimes a list appears of five or 

more mantras (see MBh.3.165.6, MBh.4.56.14, 986*7-8). The three mantras 

are either known as dharaJJa, mok~a, and sa;µhara, or similarly these three are 

the desired effects produced by the mantras. Thus, the warrior must (1) 

"suppress" or "contain" (dha.ra,:za) the tejas of the divine weapon with his own 

tejas. When a divine weapon is (2) "released" (mok~a) into battle, the warrior 

must once again (3) "withdraw" and "recontain" (sa;µha.ra) the tejas of the 

astra with his own tejas. The mantras are themselves the means to instigate 

the above process, and the very containers used to transfer the divine weapons' 

tejas to and from other more permanent receptacles, e.g., arrows, swords, etc. 

In the epics, words not only conveyed meanings, but also (especially as mantras) 

transmitted energy. 57 

All this clearly demonstrates that a warrior's energy pool must be adequate 

before he can receive divine weapons. The reason for this is that a warrior must 

be successfully able to contain and employ the divine weapon's tejas with his 

owntejas. 

The containment process is evident in episodes where the divine weapons 

remain neutralized, even when not in the possession of gods or heroes. While in 

exile the Pal).c;lava brothers conceal their (tangible) divine weapons (e.g., bows, 

arrows, swords) in a Sarni tree, so as not to be recognized by anyone - one of 

the conditions of their banishment (MBh.4.5. lff.).58 What is central in this 

episode is that the Sarni tree is able to contain all the combined tejas of the divine 

weapons. Firstly, and most obviously, the word sami derives from ✓sam-, 

which I have translated throughout as "to neutralize". Secondly, sami sticks 

were employed, among other things, in the (Vedic) fire ritual to kindle and 

placate the fire(s), and this involved the direct neutralization of tejas.59 In a 

57 John Woodroffe, The Garland of Letters (Madras: Ganesh & Co., 1969), pp.77-114. For 
further study on mantras, see Harvey P. Alper, ed., Understanding Mantras (New York: State 
University of New York Press, 1989). 
58 For detailed descriptions of the Pal).~avas' swords, bows, and quivers, see MBh.4.38. lff., 
where they retrieve their divine weapons from the SamI tree. 
59 For detailed study of the uses of the sami sticks and branches in daily and ritual life in 
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parallel episode Agni hides from the gods in the Sarni tree also (see 

MBh.13.84.20-47).60 The Sarni tree is thus the most obvious and safest place 

for the Pal)9avas to store their potent divine weapons, and further highlights the 

coherent choice of symbols that the epic authors employ when dealing with the 

divine weapons and tejas. 

One additional note about the containment process: before a warnor 

receives any divine weapons he practises tapas or "the generation of ascetic 

heat" (see MBh.3.39.2061 ). The central idea conveyed by tapas is. that of "the 

inward heating of oneself through the performance of various religious and 

ascetic practices."62 It is not clear whether practising tapas increases· tejas, but 

obviously one needs both to acquire and employ divine weapons successfully. It 

could be postulated that the practise of tapas is one way for a warrior to increase 

his tejas, through some kind of internal conversion process (if the two heat 

related energies arc at all different). - Furthermore, ascetic heat appears 

sporadically in connection with the divine weapons, and when it does it functions 

synonymously with tejas. The relationship between tapas and tejas is 

unclear, 63 although neither one is given precedence, as one ancient author 

surmises; "Tapas is appeased by tejas, and tejas by tapas."64 This in itself 

raises an interesting question. When constantly practising tapas, Siva's nature 

is controlled and complacent, yet when this serenity is disturbed, he displays all 

ancient India, see Dirk Jan Hoens, Santi: A Contribution to Ancient Indian Religious 
Terminology ('S-Gravenhage: 1951). Hoens' study focuses primarily on the nature of the 
word siinti and the way that ✓sam- features in the early Vedic literature. The root ✓sam- is 
predominantly used to denote the neutralization of many hot phenomena, which often involves 
tejas. What is interesting is that, although I have not dealt with the early literature, tejas can be 
seen to be functioning in a very similar way as it does in the epics. 
60 See O'Flaherty (1976), pp.144-145. 
61 Before gaining the Piisupata astra Arjuna is said to practise fierce tapas _(tapasyugre) and 
possess fierce tejas (ugratejiib: MBh.3.39.20). 
62 Hill, p.324. 
63 The connection between tapas and tejas has already been noted. Even as early as the 
Vedic literature Blair, p.200, notes that "there are common qualities between sharpness [tejas] 
and heat [tapas], and that the study of one would help to explain the other." As far as I know 
this research has not been undertaken. 
64 From the Garn~a Puriitza, quoted in Cornelia Dimmitt and J.A.B. van Buitenen, ed. & 
trans., Classical Hindu Mythology (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1978), p.70. 
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the traits connected with tejas, e.g., ejaculation, anger, violence, and ultimately 

the destruction of the universe. 65 Only by being persuaded to practise tap as 

again are these traits 'neutralized.' Thus, it seems that the two forms of ancient 

Indian heat operate reciprocally. 

The ref ore, while referring to a similar energy-substance (sahas) that 

appears in the older literature, and displays many affinities with tejas, Gonda 

has illustrated the nature of tejas as, 

a power-substance ("Daseinsmacht") of more or less independent or 

autonomous character, which is often in possession of gods and other powerful 

beings or objects; it is a potency, of which they, and even men, may di~pose, 

enabling them to be irresistible, to conquer, to gain supremacy, to resist and 

sustain.66 

Tejas is thus the functional martial energy par excellence. It is employed 

both offensively and defensively. A divya astra is the means to release tejas 

into battle, which must be controlled, and takes many different.forms. The 

acquisition and maintenance of tejas is vital for the survival of a warrior, and 

his skill and mastery in divine weapons. The epic warriors do not exclusively 

possess tejas, but because they are expected to monopolize violence, it is by 

function central to their needs in battle. 

111.f. The Danger of the Divine Weapons. 

Several consequences of the containment process are clarified by the 

following episode. Pa]).c;lava Arjuna successfully acquires divine weapons from 

- the gods, and upon Yudhi~thira's request, begins to demonstrate them. The 

world is afflicted with terrible omens, and all the inhabitants of the universe 

plead with Arjuna to cease his display. The sage Narada says (MBh. 3.172.18-

21): 

"Arjuna, 0 Arjuna, you must not employ the divya astras! They are never at 

65 Note Siva is called the receptacle (nidhi) of all tejas and tapas (MBh.13.14.51). 
66 Gonda (1957). p.18. 



anytime to be released at an improper receptacle [niradhi~thiina-], 0 Bharata. Nor 

at anytime should one release them at a proper receptacle [adhi~thiina- ], when not 

pressed: for in the use of these astras lies a very great evil, 0 son of Kuru ! When 

these powerful [astras] are protected according to tradition, 0 Dhanarp.jaya, they 

will bring happiness without a doubt. But when not protected, they lead to the 

destruction of the three worlds, 0 Pai;igava: never ever do this again!" 
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"Do not employ the divya astras for in their use (prayoge) lies a very 

great evil (sumahan do~aft)!" The cataclysmic evil of the divine weapons is so 

devastating that it can destroy the universe. This is a striking statement 

considering their importance, which is apparent from their extensive· inclusion 

notjust in the epic literature, but in the Vedic literature as a whole. Yudhi~thira 

sent Arjuna on the quest entirely for the sake of obtaining the divine weapons 

(MBh.3.38.lff.), which are to be employed for the sole purpose of winning the 

impending Kuruk~etra war. Arjuna's quest for the divine weapons required 

considerable effort and more than once nearly cost him his life (see 

MBh.3.40.lff., MBh.3.169.lff.). Divine weapons are employed extensively in 

both the Mahabharata 3:nd Ramaya1J,a, in fact, the victories obtained by both the 

Pfu).9avas and Rama could not have been achieved without them. However, if the 

divine weapons are somehow misused a "very great evil" (sumahan do~aft) will 

bring about the end of the universe. At its strongest do~a translates as "evil", but 

means at least a "fault", "deficiency" or "detrimental effect."67 Therefore, what 

is the "detrimental effect" that can bring about the end of the.universe? 

One clue is offered about the danger in (mis-)using the divine weapons: 

Arjuna is told never to use the divine weapons on an "improper receptacle" 

(niradhinhana68). Several episodes reveal the exact nature of ·an "improper 

receptacle". When Arjuna receives the Pasupata astra (equated with the 

Brahmasiras astra and Brahma astra) Siva tells him (MBh.3.41.13-16): 

67 Monier-Williams, p.498. 
68 Literally "having no resting-place or basis, supportless", Monier-Williams, p.539. 



"I shall give to you the great Pii.supata astra, which is my favourite! O 

Pa99ava, [you are] capable of containing, releasing, and recontaining [this 

astra]. 69 Even great Indra does not know it, nor Y ama, nor the king of the 

Yak~as, neither Varul).a, nor Vayu; how could the humans know it? However, O 

Partha, without deliberation it is not at anytime to be released at a human [puru~a-]: 

for if hurled at one of insufficient tejas [alpatejas-], it might burn down the entire 

world.70 There is no one in the three worlds, moving and motionless, who is 

invulnerable to it. It can be directed by the mind, the eye, a word, or a bow." 

74 

Arjuna is given the same warning when he receives the Brahmasiras 

("Brahma's Head") astra, after saving Dro:t).a from a crocodile.71 Dro:t).a tells 

Arjuna (MBh.1.123.74-77): 

"You must receive, strong-armed one, this excellent and invincible astra 

called the Brahmasiras along with the methods to employ and restrain it. You are 

not to release it at anytime among humans [mii.nu~a- ], for if hurled at one of 

insufficient tejas [alpatejas-] it would burn down the world. This astra, my son, 

is said to be special in the worlds. You should contain it carefully. You must listen 

to my words! Whenever any non-human enemy attacks you, 0 hero, then you can 

release this astra to kill him in battle." 

Evidently an "improper receptacle" (niradhi~thana) is a human (manu~a, 

puru~a, etc.) who possesses "insufficient tejas" (alpatejas), and because of this 

lack of tejas, the divine weapons cannot be provided with a place to rest 

(niradhi~thana) - a clear reference to the neutralization process. The category 

alpatejas is a statement of quantity. In Hinduism, humans reside near the bottom 

of the creation and therefore possess limited amounts of tejas. This may very 

69 samartho dhii.ralJ,e mok~e sa1J1,hii.re cii.pi pii.1J,f/,ava. This is an example of the standard mode 
of use of the divine weapons, and highlights the cyclic nature of the astras in combat. 
?O na tvetat sahasa piirtha moktavya1J1, puru~e kvacit, jagad vinirdahet sarvam alpatejasi 
patitam. A virtually identical warning is repeated during Arjuna's retelling of his quest for the 
Piisupata astra (see MBh.3.163.49, 840*1). 
71 The Brahmasiras astra often appears interchangeable as a name of both the Pasupata 
astra and the Brahmii astra . . But at other times the Piisupata astra and the Brahma astra are 
considered to be individual divine weapons, the former originating from Siva, the latter from 
Brahma (see chapter five, section VI). It seems that Siva is mistaken in saying that no one else 
possess the astra, as it sometimes appears in lists of divine weapons owned by Drol).a and 
other Kauravas (cf.MBh.7.163.28, and MBh.8.43.21). 
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well be the reason why humans cannot wield divine weapons (see MBh.4.59.36). 

The imperative prohibiting the astras striking a being of insufficient tejas 

indicates that the neutralization process will fail. Thus, a human' s energy will 

not neutralize, contain, or repel a divine weapon. In contrast to humans, the 

epics are full of battle scenes where gods and heroes are struck by divine 

weapons, yet are not killed. This is primarily due to their inherent tejas pool, 

which can check a divine weapon's tejas. For example, Vasi~tha and Siva 

contain and neutralize divine weapons within themselves. On the. other hand, 

armour and flesh can simply repel attacks - it is re.called that both bodily 

coverings function according to tejas (see above, section III.d.). In epic combat 

a divine weapon of relatively equal power is normally employed to counter 

another divine weapon, yet as humans cannot possess them they are in further 

trouble. The point is this, a divine weapon is going to destroy a human target, 

and unless \.Vithdrawn by the wielder, it will continue to wreck havoc on the 

battlefield - one need only recall the Na.raya,:ia astra episode. This is the 

primary concern of the warnings that prohibit divine weapons striking huma,ns. 

Therefore, to bring all the themes together, the detrimental effect (do~a) lies in 

employing (✓yuj-) divine weapons (divya astra) against human beings 

(puru~a, manu~a), or more generally any object of insufficient tejas 

(alpatejas), which does not provide a base or support (niradhi~thana), i.e., a 

proper container (adhi~thana) to neutralize or repel the divine weapons. 

However, the category alpatejas suggests a more profound danger than just 

failure to neutralize the divine weapons: it will further produce the cataclysmic 

evil that allows divine weapons to destroy the universe. 

The question remains: what would happen if a divine weapon struck an 

entity of "insufficient tejas"? By drawing upon the themes already encountered 

with the principles of the divine weapons the answer can be simply stated: if a 

divine weapon struck a being of insufficient tejas (alpatejas), its (the divine 

weapon's) inherent tejas would not be neutralized; moreover, the divine weapon 
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would take the tejas of its victim(s), causing it to increase in size, and after many 

such incidents it would possess enough energy to threaten the universe. This is 

the cataclysmic danger of the divine weapons! 

111.g. Ayurveda and its Theory of Disease (do~a). 

The danger inherent in the divine weapons is a deduction. However, it 

assumes that a divine weapon will re-appropriate the tejas of an inadequate 

target. The text reveals more about the nature of the divine weapons in the 

warning that identifies their misuse as a do$a or "evil". The word do$a in 

addition means "bodily humour" and "disease", and thus refers to the ancient 

Indian theory of three bodily humours (trido$a). Moreover, the energy of the 

pitta do$a is tejas. By examining the theory of the do$as a deeper 

understanding of tejas is revealed, which further explains the danger of the 

divine weapons - that is the danger of tejas. Thus, a discussion of ancient 

Indian medicine or the "science of life" (ti,yurveda) and its theory of disease is 

warranted. 

According to Ayurveda,72 diseases occur from an imbalance in one or 

more of the three bodily humours (trido$a); "wind" (vata), "bile" (pitta), and 

"phlegm" (kapha). Margaret Trawick Egnor aptly states: 

Most of the many definitions of the word do,Ja given in Monier-Williams 

suggest something undesirable, such as a disease or an imperfection, and many are 

the passages of Susruta and Caraka in which the do,Jas of the body are negatively 

valued, being called, e.g., "the primary sources of all diseases" ... while disease is 

72 The tradition holds that the knowledge of Ayurveda was revealed by a series of divine 
figures to human physicians. According to the Susruta Smµhitii, the know.ledge was passed 
from Indra, to Dhanvantari, and then to Susruta himself, who composed the batlc text. 
Similarly, the Caraka Smµhitii states that the knowledge passed Jrom the sage A trey a 
Punarvasu to Agnivesa in the form of the Agnivesa Tantra (a solely Ayurvedic text). After 
falling into disrepair it was restored and revised by Caraka and later Dglhabala. Both the 
Caraka Smµhitii and the Susruta Smµhitii were complied during the first three centuries C.E., 
ag_d Drc;lhabala's redaction is dated approximately 500 C.E. See Mitchell G. Weiss, 
"Ayurveda", in Mircea Eliade, ed., The Encyclopedia of Religion, vol.2 (New York: 
MacMillan, 1987), p.22. 
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defined as a) a state of disharmony or discord, and b) a state of pain (the two states 

always occurring together) ... And yet, it is also believed that the do'!as are the 

creators and sustainers - as well as the destroyers - of life itself ... and further, 

that they are related to cosmic forces of the same sort. 73 

The theory of the do~as can thus be applied to the workings of the cosmic 

force tejas, as it will be shown that tejas is the energy of the pitta do~a. 

The three humours are the foundation and controllers of the psychosomatic 

condition of all beings. They act as basic constituents for the body in states of 

psychological and physiological health, but when imbalanced contribute to the 

contraction of diseases. For example, the pitta doia ("bilious" humour) 

governs the metabolic and digestive systems, while agni ("fire") is the active 

principle of the entire system,74 and correspondingly tejas is the subtle energy 

of agni.75 The pitta do~a is further responsible for visual perception and its 

impairment, the colour and beauty of the body, and such emotions as courage or 

fear, anger or cheerfulness, and the lucidity or confusion of the mind.76 As the 

bilious internal heat of the body the main function of agni is to stimulate 

digestion, and thus is central in the assimilation of nutrition. The pitta do~a is 

homologously and metonymically related to agni "fire" and tejas "fiery 

energy."77 Pitta and agni!tejas are virtually identical - the major difference 

is that pitta is the container and agni/tejas is the contained.78 

For Ayurveda everything in the universe, animate or inanimate, 1s 

constructed from five basic "cosmological elements" (bhutas), namely; space or 

ether (akasa), wind or air (vayu), fire (agni or tejas), water (ap), and earth 

(prthivl or k~iti). Of the five cosmological elements wind, fire, and water are 

73 Margaret Trawick Egnor, Principles of Continuity in Three Indian Sciences (University of 
Chicago: Masters Thesis, unpublished, 1974), p.37. I have italized the Sanskrit. 
74 Vasant Lad, Ayurveda: The Science of Self-Healing (Wilmot: Lotus Press, 1990), p.39. 
75 Lad, p.111. 
76 Dash, p.33. 
77 Marriott (1990), p.16, notes, "'Metonymy' and 'homology' do not refer to a complete 
identity of meaning between 'fire' and 'bile', for example, but do indicate partial identities -
sharings of some properties which justify substituting one of these words for the other in many 
contexts." I would suggest that the shared property between "fire" and "bile" is tejas. 
78 Lad, p.39. 
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fundamental as they are the principal components for life and movement, and 

because they inherently manifest in food and drink, together they constitute the 

basis of "nutrient fluid" (rasa). 

Rasa is the first of the seven basic "physical elements" (dhatus) from 

which the human frame is constructed. The dhatus sustain the various functions 

of the assorted organs, systems and vital parts of the body. They manifest in a 

consecutive sequence, each dhatu obtaining its nutrient from the prior one, thus 

when one is defective, the successive dhatus are affected.79 Tradit~onally there 

are seven dhatus, with an eighth equated with the energy-substance ojas. They 

manifest in the following order; (1) nutrient fluid or chyle (rasa), -(2) blood 

(rakta), (3) flesh (ma1J7,sa), (4) fat (medas), (5) bone (asthi), (6) marrow 

(majja), (7) semen (sukra), and (8) vital fluid (ojas). 80 The internal fire of 

the stomach area (pitta/agni), or more specifically its subtle energy tejas, 

transforms the essential components of nutrition (i.e., wind, fire; and water) into 

"nutrient fluid" (rasa), and then continues to nomish the dhatus with the rasa. 

Tejas is thus responsible for the nourishment, transformation, and physiol_ogical 

functioning of each dhatu. Consequently, every dhatu inherently contains 

tejas (dhatvagni or tejodhatu). 81 Each successive dhatu is considered more 

refined than the previous one.82 Being the most refined, ojas is the 

quintessence of the dhatus, and is thus considered the most potent. 8 3 

Furthermore, because all dhatus contain tejas, ojas is thus described as 

te j as. 84 For this reason in the epic literature o j as and te j as are 

interchangeable. 85 

79 Lad, p.45. 
80 Lad, p.45, and Surendranath Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol.2 (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1932), p.317. 
81 Lad, p.111, and Dasgupta, p.307. See also Gerald J. Larson, "Ayurveda and the Hindu 
philosophical systems", in Thomas P. Kasulis, ed., Self as Body in Asian Theory and Practice 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), p.114. 
82 Henry R. Zimmer, Hindu Medicine (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1948), p.185. 
83 Gonda (1952), p.45. 
84 Gonda (1952), p.45. 
85 Gonda (1952), p.22. Ojas can clearly be seen operating exactly like tejas, with regards to 
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A disease is originally produced when an imbalance occurs in the humours. 

The do~as should ideally be in a state of equilibrium, but this balance is easily 

corrupted. When a disorder occurs in the balance of the three humours 

(trido~a), the physical elements (dhiUus) are directly affected. Thus these two 

basic structural systems of the body are directly involved in contracting diseases. 

To quote Sudhir Kakar, 

The body, like nature with its ceaseless transformations of matter, is in a state 

of perpetual flux ... Within the context of a ceaseless flux of body and nature, the 

ancient physicians believed health to be a state of dynamic equilibrium of the bodily 

elements. The Ayurveda theory emphasizes especially the equilibrium of the three 

humors ... Illness occurs when any one of the three humors becomes excessively 

"agitated" and increases disproportionately in relation to others. 86 

According to Ayurveda, the cause of increase of all things is due to the 

"general" or those qualities shared in common (e.g., tejas), while the cause of 

their decrease is the "particular" or unshared qualities. 87 This, in general, is a 

fundamental law of ancient Indian science (at least in both Ayurveda and the 

Satpkhya philosophical system, as the former is heavily influenced by the latter). 

The rule of temporal continuity states that "the effect is contained within the 

cause, that like is born of like", and deduced from this is the rule of spatial 

continuity, that "like tends to go together with like."88 The nature of an 

individual container (the particular) is to separate the contained (the general), 

and when the container is compromised the contained gains the new but defective 

(bodily) pathways that allow it to unit with its like substance. Thus, the three 

basic stages of disequilibrium that lead to disease are; 

armour, ornaments, and its destructive capability. See Gonda (1952), pp.24-7.5, 
86 Sudhir Kakar, Shamans, Mystics and Doctors (Boston: Beacon Press, 1982), pp.230-
231. 
87 Trawick Egnor, p.30. Trawick Egnor is here drawing upon the Caraka Sa1J1hita 1.1.44-
45. 
88 Trawick Egnor, p.30. In his comparative study of magic Mauss qualified the above rules 
as the "law of similarity", while also maintaining the distinction between them. See Marcel 
Mauss, A General Theory of Magic, trans. by Brain, R. (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1972), esp. pp.63-74. 



a) the accumulation of a do-?a in one place, b) its aggravation, and c) its 

expansion and transgression of its boundaries. - Each of the do-?as in its healthy 

state runs in a specified set of channels, but when a channel becomes blocked, and 

the corresponding do-?a becomes "obstructed"and "incarcerated" in that place, it 

overflows and runs through channels not its own, and this gives rise to disease .. 

89 

80 

As the humours are themselves considered vital fluids, the structure of the 

body is conceived as a "network of channels through which vital fluids must be 

kept flowing in the right direction."90 When these channels (srotases) become 

blocked or entangled the prevalent humour overflows its boundaries and begins 

to assimilate with its matching humour in the newly entered channels and 

physical elements (dhiitus), thereby causing an increase in size. It is important 

to note that diseases are not just caused by internal strife, as changes in the 

external world directly effect the body, e._g., seasons, locations, etc. The external 

world can affect the internal world because the channels are not only the means 

of communication between what is inside the body, but also what is outside of 

it.91 To cure a disease is to restore the balance of the humours by adding or 

subtracting the imbalanced humour(s) through drugs, diet, and/or ritual means. 

111.h. A Note on the Containment Process. 

It is clear that the nature of tejas is to assimilate tejas, which causes an 

increase in size. Consequently, any form of containment involves maintaining 

the integrity of one of the two contacting receptacles. For example, if the 

receptacle that is receiving possesses superior tejas, then any incoming tejas 

will be incorporated and equally accommodated (e.g., Kuvalasva) - although 

successful containment does not always imply survival. However, if the 

receiving receptacle possesses insufficient tejas it will be unable to confine the 

89 Trawick Egnor, p.34. I have italized the Sanskrit word do-?a. 
9° Francis Zimmermann, "Remarks on the Conception of the Body in Ayurvedic Medicine", 
presented in part at a University of Chicago seminar (seminar manuscript, 1979), p.3. 
91 Trawick Egnor, p.49. For further discussion on the srotases, see Dash, pp.77-82. 
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energy, and unless the excess can be expelled it will burst or be burnt (generally 

implying its destruction). Furthermore, the incoming tejas will leach the newly 

contacted energy and naturally increase in size. If left unneutralized it will 

become a threat as the energy continues to overflow its confines and proceeds 

into new sources, like a chain reaction. If the aggressive tejas is a divine 

weapon, then recalling it from the battlefield will transport any acquired energy 

back to the wielder. Thus, a warrior has to take heed of his own energy levels or 

he may not be able to recontain the incoming energy that has been newly 

enhanced. In theory, if the process is allowed to continue, the receptacle can 

gather enough energy to reach a 'critical mass', and thereby flood the entire 

universe with cataclysmic levels of fiery energy.92 

Here, once again, is the very great evil (sumahtin do~afi) that can destroy 

the universe in a fiery cataclysm if relentlessly directed against beings of 

insufficient tejas, who cannot check a divine weapon, and thereby constitute a 

continuous fuel source for it. If directed at multiple sources, the divine weapon 

will grow at an alarming rate, which further suggests that the wielder may lose 

control of it as the divine weapon's energy outgrows the hero's own energy pool 

(see chapter five, section VI.d.). A single human's energy may not be 

problematic, but recalling that the Ntirtiya1J,a astra affects all the Pal).c;lavas' 

troops - the standard warrior of the Mahtibhtirata being human93 - then the 

universe was placed in a serious situation. Hence, it has been clearly shown that 

the NtirtiyaJJ,a astra is increasing in size due to absorbing the tejas of its victims, 

and furthermore, the divine weapon is transporting that energy back to 

Asvatthaman, and thus augmenting his own tejas pool. 

92 One only need think of Siva's nature at the end of the yugas, when the deity destroys the 
universe in the "great dissolution" (mahiipralaya). 
93 Chakravarti, p.15, notes that the standard foot-soldiers in the Mahabharata were like "a 
conglomerate mass, with hardly any individuality or initiative. They were mostly recruited 
from the lower classes, even from barbarians and foreigners ... In fact, the epic foot-soldiers 
seem to have been useful only in order to secure a decorous setting for the display of knightly 
prowess. They suffered the greatest number of casualties, but contributed little or nothing to 
the decision of battles." 
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111.i. A Model of the Divine Weapons. 

A tentative model of the divine weapons based on the principles of the 

energy-substance tejas can be now presented. To summarize, divine weapons · 

always embody and function due to the energy-substance tejas. The process of 

exchange is one of constant containment, release, augmentation, and ideally 

recontainment. Tejas is however a highly unstable substance. The energy levels 

of the divine weapons and their wielder(s) must be carefully maintained for any 

imbalance will produce undesired consequences. Greater energy· is the very 

agent used to neutralize, contain, and assimilate inferior energy. On the other 

hand, the superior source can simply resist and/or repel the weaker source. The 

process is affected by both quantitative and qualitative concerns. Any 

augmentation will naturally change the amount of potential energy available to 

the warrior and his divine weapons. Furthermore, this energy is sought after in 

any source that is coessential. The model advances a clearer picture of the 

mythology encompassing the divine weapons, and can therefore be employed to 

examine further episodes that present ambiguities. Hence, I will return to the 

Niiriiya,;a astra episode in chapter four. Furthermore, four other major divine 

weapons episodes will be interpreted in light of the model in chapter five. 
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Chapter Four. 

The Naraya1J,a Astra Episode in light of the Model. 

By employing the model of the divine weapons the Nara,yar;a astra episode 

can be further interpreted. It is clear from the preceding chapter that the 

Nariiyar;a astra is increasing in size due to absorbing the tejas of its victims. 

Furthermore, the divine weapon transports the tejas back to Asvatthaman and 

causes his own energy to swell. The measures taken to neutraliz.e the divine 

weapon pertain to this process, and will be explained in the following chapter. 

IV.a. The Prescribed Method (yoga vihita) of Neutralizing the 

Naraya1J,a Astra. 

The Niiriiyafl,a astra episode can be analysed by examining the prescribed 

method (yoga vihita) of countering the divine weapon. This will paint a clearer 

picture of the exact actions taken to neutralize the Niiriiyar;a astra's tejas. 

Normally a divine weapon of relatively equal energy is employed to neutralize 

another divine weapon. However, because the danger posed by the tejas is on 

such a cataclysmic scale it requires a unique method of countering. 

The Viirufl,a astra is employed only as a temporary measure to aid Bhima. 

Even though the "Water-weapon" does not counter the Niiriiya[La astra, it seems 

to hold it in check for a short while, thus buying the two heroes time to subdue 

Bhima. John Smith has suggested that because the tejas of water is more 

powerful than that of fire, then the V iiru[ta astra impedes (rather than absorbs) 

the Niiriiya,:za astra, and due to this it is not absorbed by the more powerful 

divine weapon. 1 This follows on from the nature of divine weapons and objects 

to resist damage by repelling the incoming tejas (see chapter three, section 

III.cl.). In a sense the Viirufta astra acts as a barrier rather than a immediate 

counter weapon. This is evident from the way Arjuna employs the Viirur;a astra 

1 Personal communication (January, 1998). 
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- the text states that no one can see Bhima because he is covered by it 

(MBh.7 .171.2). An astra can definitely be used in this way; at Ram.5.48.36ff. 

the Brahma astra captures and binds (bandha-) Hanuman when it is unable to 

kill him. It seems Arjuna is trying to augment Bhima' s own tejas by coating him 

in watery tejas, which will temporarily resist the onslaught of the more 

powerful astra, but like a fire-jacket that only protects one from immediate 

heat, it will not counter the inferno. During the temporary respite Bhima is 

extracted from the Naraya,;a astra's tejas-but the problem still remains. 

The prescribed method is first communicated by Narayal).a and enforced by 

his sibling K[~l).a. It can be presented in summary while employing Bhlma as the 

example of what happens if the method is not obeyed. The prescribed method 

goes as follows; (1) the warriors must dismount from their elephants, horses, and 

chariots; (2) they place their weapons on the ground, since the divine weapon 

cannot kill an unanned warrior; and (3) they must refrain from attacking the 

astra even with their minds as the divine weapon could still afflict them. It is 

only after all the warriors cast aside their weapons and dismount from their 

vehicles that the divine weapon's tejas focuses on Bhima, and proceeds to 

penetrate into his head. Bhima roars in anger at being forcibly removed from 

combat, which can obviously be interpreted as mental resistance, and thus causes 

the divine weapon to increase in size. This is the foremost concern of Arjuna and 

K.r~l).a, who after seeing the astra increasing in size when fought against, drag 

Bhima off his chariot to the ground, and disarm him. It is only when Bhima 

finally conforms to the prescribed method (i.e., unarmed, descended from his 

chariot, mentally calmed, and on the ground) that the astra 's tejas is neutralized 

and driven away. 

At first glance the prescribed method resembles many of the restrictions of 

honourable combat (k$atradharma); for example, one should only fight with 

another similarly armed, one should not kill a soldier who is already in combat 

with another, or who has fled from the combat, or an unarmed or unprepared 
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soldier, likewise non-combatants should not be harmed (see MBh.6.1.27-32).2 

However, the first indication that the divine weapon is not following the laws of 

combat (k,Jatradharma) is contained in Naraya1.1a's warning (MBh.7.166.47-

48). Droi;ia is informed that the divine weapon never returns without killing, and 

could slay a person who is not considered a proper target (avadhya). 3 Several 

categories of combatants are then listed to remind Dro1.1a that, although the 

divine weapon can destroy them, to kill them is a dharmic infringement upon 

the wielder as they are "protected" by k,Jatradharma. It is thus the warrior's 

duty to follow the laws of combat and to restrict the divine weapon's target 

options. This is further illustrated when Kr~1.1a prohibits Yudhi~thira's oi;der for 

all the troops to flee the battlefield, because the astra will still be effective and 

attack any fleeing combatant. Kr~1.1a confirms that the divine weapon is not going 

to obey k,Jatradharma. Since the Niiriiya,:z,a astra is not subject to 

k,Jatradharma, then Kf~I).a must be dealing with the divine weapon in a different 

way. 4 It is only by following Kr~:i:ia' s method that the tejas is neutralized, 

2 For detailed analysis of k~atradharma, see Hopkins (1972), Chakravarti, and Majumdar. 
For a succinct summary of k~atradharma, see W.S.Armour, "Customs of Warfare in Ancient 
India", in Transactions of the Grotius Society, vol.8 (New York: Oceana Publications, 1962 
[1922]), pp.71-88. Because many of the rules of fair combat are broken (mainly by the 
Pa9c;lavas), Armour, pp.78-79, notes, "In actual practice many of the rules were quite 
impracticable, and suggest, as we have said, the tournament rather than the battlefield. To this 
day there are many rules both in military tournaments and manoeuvres which would be 
generally forgotten in war ... [The Indian warriors] had their training for war, and some of 
these were rules observed in practice and in jousts. They were of course forgotten in the heat of 
battle, as the narrators constantly confess. But they had their weight in forming a tradition of 
chivalry lasting down through the centuries." 
3 See chapter two, footnote 5. 
4 There are indications that other divine weapons follow k~atradharma. At MBh.7 .67.43-54 
king Srutayudpa obtains from Varu9a a divya astra in the form of a mace (gada). Varul).a 
informs the king that the mace must not be hurled at a non-combatant, because it will return and 
kill the wielder. Disobeying this fatal command, Srutayudha hurls the divine mace at Kr~Q.a, it 
hits the deity yet does not harm him, then returns to the king and slays him. Recall 
MBh. 7 .166.49, where the Naraya,:ia astra is said to harm the wielder if he injures non
combatants (cf.MBh.3.294.33). However, before ascribing the Srutayudha episode solely to 
the workings of k~atradharma, it is interesting to note that the divine weapon still hits Kr~Q.a, 
and it is implicitly the deity's own tejas that protects him from injury. The text does not 
mention any infringement of k~atradharma, and even states that the fatal use of the mace 
(MBh.7 .67 .52) "was like an ill-managed act of sorcery that returns to the wielder." I have 
reservations about the relatio~ship between k~atradharma and the divine weapons, and believe 
it requires further research, and must be left for another time. My reservations are rather 
intuitive, as divine weapons are by nature chaotic and violent, which is evident from the 
primary concern of the texts to make sure that they remained controlled at all times. The issue is 
whether divine weapons follow k~atradharma or not: the Naraym:,,a astra, at least, does not. 
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which suggests that instead of subjecting the astra to some kind of moral code 

Kf~1;a is deliberately dealing with its energy source. 

IV.b. The Prescribed Method in light of the Principles of Teias. 

An ulterior motive is revealed when the prescribed method is examined in 

light of the principles of tejas. When Kf~.1).a tells the warriors to step down from 

their chariots to the ground, disarm themselves, and calm their violent thoughts 

he is cutting off the Narayar.za astra 's access to any forms of tejas -. its intrinsic 

fuel source. Without any tejas - which is central to function in battle - the 

astra has to withdraw from combat and return to Asvatthaman. This can be 

demonstrated by asking the question: where does the tejas come from that the 

Narayar.za astra is able to leach? 

Firstly, chariots and the various paraphernalia associated with them are 

sources of tejas. In battle they are said to constantly blaze with the energy. Due 

to their inherent tejas, chariots function as active neutralizers of divine 

weapons. For example, in one of Arjuna's battles with divine creatures, the hero 

states (MBh.3.170.30-33): 

"Thereupon, sixty thousand chariots belonging to the wrathful ones, who 

were eager to battle with me, jointly circled me, 0 Bharata, and I blew them apart 

with sharpened arrows that were trimmed with vulture feathers, and they fell back 

in battle like the ocean's waves. Thinking that they were unable to be defeated by a 

human [manu~a-] in battle, I thereupon employed all my astras in succession. 

Then those thousands of chariots belonging to the excellent warriors gradually 

neutralized my divya astras." 

In a similar episode the potential danger involved in this process is averted 

by Arjuna's charioteer K.f~1;a. K.f~1;a makes Arjuna dismount from his chariot 

and promptly follows him, for as soon as Kr~1;a dismounts, the chariot is 

consumed by fire (MBh.9.61.13). Arjuna asks for an explanation and the deity 

replies (MBh.9.61.18-19): 



"This [chariot] was previously burnt by diverse kinds of astras, 0 Arjuna. It 

was not destroyed because I remained on it in battle, 0 scorcher of foes! But it is 

now consumed by fire and destroyed by the tejas of Brahma astras: only when 

you obtained your goals was it abandoned by me, 0 Kaunteya." 
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According to the principles of tejas Kf~I).a has to exercise his own tejas to 

neutralize the divine weapons.5 It is important to remember that gods are 

subject to the natural laws (dharma) of the universe, and thus there is no reason 

to believe that Kf~I).a is any different. Thus, I believe it is fair to assume that 

Kf~I).a neutralizes the Brahma astras by containing them within himself - the 

same method Siva employs. Magnone concurs when he writes of the epic period, 

"tejas appears as a self-standing universal energy independent of the Lord, and 

obeying its own intrinsic laws, with which the Lord has himself to cope."6 

However, the chariot is still destroyed, and indicates that the process is not totally 

successful, as if the deity is barely able to ·contain the excess, and when he steps to 

the ground the tejas is unleashed - like a dam swelling to the point of overflow 

and then opening its flood gates so as not to burst. 7 Thus; chariots play an 

active role in neutralizing divine weapons, yet also act as primary sources of 

tejas for the Narayar;za astra 's superior tejas to leach. 

Secondly; the Naraya'JJ,a astra can acquire the tejas inherent in the 

warriors' normal weapons (sastras), armour and other battle paraphernalia. 

This point is evident from the discussions in chapter three. 

Thirdly, as is apparent from several of the myths quoted in chapter three, 

anger in its multiple expressions is one of the primary emotions associated with 

tejas, and thus anger is the prime psychosomatic instigator of a warrior's 

5 Kr~i:ia is said to possess unlimited tejas that blazes like fire (amitadiptagnitejal:z: 
MBh.13.143.25). At MBh.9.61.28-30 Yudhi~thira even indicates that victory was only 
obtained through Kr~i;ia's grace (prasada), his participation (karma) in the battle, and through 
the operation of his tejas. cf.BhG.7.9-10, BhG.10.36, BhG.10.41, BhG.11.17, BhG.11.19, 
BhG.11.30, BhG.11.47, BhG.15.12, which all describe Kr~r;ia's tejas. 
6 Magnone, p.146. 
7 The brahman Vasi~tha's nature is recalled when he acquired the tejas of the Brahma astra, 
almost as if he had to "let off steam" as fire and smoke billows from his body. 
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martial energy, and vice versa. For Ayurveda, a person who has an imbalance of 

the pitta do~a, or who is closely associated with it (e.g., k~atriyas) is said to have 

a violent, aggressive, and angry demeanour. 8 Bhima's expression of anger at 

being removed from the combat will have further manifested his tejas, causing 

the divine weapon to increase, and furthermore, any violent thoughts from the 

warriors will produce the vital fuel needed for aggregation. Hence, Kfgia' s 

warning not to resist the astra, even mentally. 

In a sense, the warriors are making themselves as un-warrior-like as 

possible, in an attempt to cut off the divine weapon's fuel source. The warriors 

are removing any external source of tejas, e.g., chariots, weapons, and anger, 

which can provide any one of the potential channels the divine weapon needs to 

access further sources of energy, e.g., a warrior's own energy pool. 

Lastly, the ground plays a very central role in the neutralization of divine 

weapons, by channelling the energy like any modern electrical 'earth', and acting 

as a kind of super capacitor of tejas. 9 Earth, as already mentioned, is 

considered one of the primary sources of tejas. Due to its vast superiority kings 

are advised against standing on the ground barefoot or their tejas will discharge 

into it. 10 This also calls to mind the fact that gods' feet never touch the ground. 

8 See Kakar, p.242, and Marriott (1990), p.13. 
9 I would like to thank John D. Smith of Cambridge University for helping clarify my 
thoughts on the nature of earth at this point. 
10 See Jan Gonda, Ancient Indian Kingship from the Religious Point of View (Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 1969), p.21. Moreno and Marriott (1990), p.157, note, "Footwear is recommended in 
Hindu medical books to maintain sexual potency and sharpen eyesight, evidently by helping to 
conserve the vital fluids that empower these functions [i.e., tejas]. The books teach that semen 
and other vital bodily fluids are stored mainly in the head and chest, but may drain away by a 
sensory-motor channel that links the eyes directly to the feet ... from the feet fluids may leak 
out unless restrained by shoes." See Manuel Moreno and McKim Marriott, "Humoral 
transactions in two Tamil cults: Murukan and Mariyamman", in Marriott (1990). Similarly, 
Gonda (1969), p.37, notes that to prevent the sun stealing the king's tejas an umbrella should 
always be employed. To highlight the superiority of Arjuna's tejas, at MBh.2.69.17 it is learnt 
that the hero gains tejas from the sun. In a modern context, William S. Sax has observed in 
Garwhal (northern India) that iron arrowheads used in ritual performances are forged by 
blacksmiths, and are considered to be dangerous because of the sakti energy they embody. 
Sax, p.289, notes, "Not only is it disrespectful to drop them, but they are believed to be full of 
energy (sakti) which, like electricity, can be discharged into the earth if they come into contact 
with it." William S. Sax, "Fathers, Sons, and Rhinoceroses: Masculinity and Violence in 
Pdtzgav Lila", in Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol.117, no.2 (1997). The 
similarities between "ancient" tejas and "modem" sakti are clearly displayed. 
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In another episode, Varul).a refuses Rama safe passage across his waters 

(Ram.6.21-22), so Rama attacks the Ocean with arrows that blaze with tejas 

(Ram.6.21.27), and he finally invokes the Brahma astra (Ram.6.22.5). At this 

point, Varul).a placates Rama and promises him safe passage across his waters. 

After the quarrel Rama asks Varul).a (Ram.6.22.30b ); "This unfailing and great 

arrow must descend: at what region should it be directed?" The imperative is 

recognised, for the astra must be checked by a source capable of neutralizing its 

tejas. Thus, Rama is told to discharge it into the ground. Interestingly, it seems 

that once a divine weapon is manifested it must be released. 11 Being a 

predominant source of tejas, the earth is quite capable of performing the task at 

hand. Thus, Varul).a tells Rama (Ram.6.22.32-34): 

"At some point to my north is a holy region known as Drumakulya that is 

well-known, just as you are well-known in the world. Therein lie many evil 

enemies of the gods, of terrible appearanc~ and deeds, the foremost are Abhiras, 

and they drink my waters. I cannot tolerate the evil of these ones of debased actions 

touching it. There this unfailing and supreme shaft can be made effective, 0 

Rama." 

Rama releases the Brahma astra which causes the following effect 

(Ram.6.22.36-39): 

Thus, where that arrow, which was as radiant as a lightning-bolt, fell on the 

earth became known, it is said, as Marukantara. Thereupon, because of this, the 

earth screamed as it was hurt by that shaft, and from the mouth of the wound 

[ vrm;za-], water gushed forth from the underworld. Then, it became a cave widely

known as VraQa, and the water that constantly gushes forth resembles sea-water. 

And the earth issued a loud cry when split apart, and from this he dried ~p the water 

in the cavities by the impact of the arrow. 

11 At Ram.5.38.34 Rama neutralizes his Brahma astra by directing it into a crow's eye 
(cf.Ram.5.67.16). He does this because of the following; "Let it be said that this Brahma astra 
is unable to be rendered ineffectual." This seems to imply that Rama cannot recall it. However, 
Rama does recall his Brahma astra in other incidents (see Ram.6.108.20), but only after it has 
struck the enemy. In contrast, cf.MBh.6.112.136-137, where Bhi~ma invokes a divya astra, 
but withdraws it immediately when he sees that his enemy is the "female" Sikhai;i<;iin. 
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Because Rama causes this disaster, in a divine twist, he decides to grant the 

region a boon (Ram.6.22.42); "It will be suitable for cattle, with few diseases, 

abounding in fruit, roots and honey, full of oils and milk, with various kinds of 

fragrant herbs." 

Although the disaster is avoided by a divine boon, an astra can still cause a 

lot of damage if released upon the earth, but will in turn be contained and 

neutralized by the 'mother of all energy'. It is for this reason that the Naraya!Ja 

astra cannot kill someone unarmed on the ground, for contact with the earth, 

acting as a 'lightning-rod', will neutralize the divine weapon's energy. 

To summarize, the Naraya1J,a astra is countered, first by removing any 

potential fuel sources that allow it to increase in size and continue to threaten the 

Pal).9ava armies, secondly, by being subjected to a greater energy source -

namely the earth - which is capable of containing and neutralizing its rogue 

energy. It is only through l(r~I).a' s intimate knowledge of the way divine 

weapons operate that the Pa1,19avas are saved from near destruction. 

K.r~l).a' s ability to neutralize divine weapons (rather than instigate the 

methods to neutralize them) raises an interesting question: why does he not 

counter the Naraya!Ja astra in the same way that he counters the Brahma astras 

that threatened Arjuna's chariot? In brief, the Naraym:,,a astra is closely 

connected with Kr~l).a through his association with the deity Naraya1,1a, and it may 

be that a god's own divine weapon is the one thing that can destroy him. This is 

illustrated by Asvatthaman' s request for Kr~I).a' s Sudarsana discus, whereby 

Asvatthaman offers K.r~I).a his own Brahmasiras astra in return. The deity 

obliges Asvatthaman, but he is unable to even lift the discus (MBh.10.12.lff.). 

After Asvatthaman' s failed attempt Kr~l).a asks him why he .required the 

Sudarsana discus. Asvatthaman replies (MBh.10.12.35b-38): 

"After offering worship to your honour, I certainly intended to fight you, 0 

Kga;ia. For this reason your discus that is worshipped by Devas and Danavas was 

solicited. I tell you the truth, 0 eternal one, I would have become invincible! 



Having failed to gain my extraordinary desire from you, 0 Kesava, I will take 

leave. You must speak auspiciously to me, 0 Govinda! This well-centred discus is 

held by you, who are a bull of the Vf~I).is with this irresistible discus; there is none 

other on earth who can possess itt" 
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It is only by obtaining Kf~I)a's own divine weapon that Asvatthaman could 

have succeeded in this theomachy, even though the latter is said to possess the 

Brahmasiras astra - a divine weapon equated with both the Brahma astra and 

the Pasupata astra. The implication is clear: to kill a god one needs that very 

god's divine weapon, or correspondingly, access to that god's tejas. 12 It could 

be for this reason that Kf~I)a did not directly deal with the dreaded Naraya,:za 

astra, for it was made from his divine counterpart's tejas. 13 

In contrast, in the Vai~r,ava astra episode Kf~I)a actively counters one of his 

own divine weapons, but it is done in a unique way (MBh.7.28.lff.). During a 

fight with Arjuna, King Bhagadatta rele~ses the Vai~,:zava astra (MBh.7.28.16-

18a): 

Wounded, but still unperturbed, the fierce one raised up the Vai.gtava astra, 

and released his elephant-hook, after inspiring it with mantras, at the breast of the 

Viil).9ava. That all-slaying astra released by Bhagadatta, however, Kesava [K[~I).a] 

received on his breast after shielding Partha. Then, that astra turned into a 

triumphal garland on Kesava' s breast. 

Arjuna questions Kf~I)a's actions as the deity promised never to interfere in 

combat. l{r~I)a explains that he gave the divine weapon to the demon Naraka, 

making him invulnerable (avadhya-: MBh.7.28.28), and it was passed from 

Naraka to Bhagadatta. The divine weapon must incorporate excessive amounts 

of tejas, for it is said that no one in the universe is invulnerable_ to it, not even 

Indra or Rudra (MBh.7.28.33). Ever pragmatic, Kf~I)a breaks his promise and 

neutralizes the divine weapon. 

12 Note that Kuvalasva absorbed Dhundhu's own tejas before killing him (see 
MBh.3.195. lff.). 
13 It is recalled that Vi~I).u/Kf~I).a and Narayal).a share the same energy source (see 
MBh.3.195.18). 
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However, the way Kf~J).a counters the divine weapon is not with another 

astra, nor does he contain it within himself like Siva. He transforms the hook 

into a garland. Rather than let a functional instrument of battle strike him, the 

deity changes the divine weapon into the least deadly of objects - a flower. 

Kr~Qa neither neutralizes or contains the divine weapon in a strict sense (the two 

being virtually synonymous), but alters the divine weapon by taking away its 

sharpness; and tejas itself derives from the root ✓ tij-, meaning "to be 

sharp."14 

Whether Kf~J).a is remaining faithful to his promise of noncombatancy 

during the Niiriiya1J,a astra episode, or is threatened by his own divine weapon, 

the episode itself has provided one of the clearest displays of divine weapon 

combat. The principles of tejas are being adhered to both explicitly and 

implicitly throughout the whole episode, and their consistency further highlights 

.the significance of the principles t_hemselves. However, without an 

understanding of the relationship between the divine weapons and the concept of 

tejas, none of the actions taken to neutralize the divine weapon could have been 

depicted. Extreme measures are taken to counter the N iiriiya1Ja astra, and 

although unrivalled in divine weapon combat,. they nevertheless adhere to the 

principles of tejas. It seems in this episode that the cliche "violence begets 

violence" could be replaced with "tejas begets tejas."15 

14 Monier-Williams~ p.446. 
15 Mehta, p.270, equates the non-resistance method of countering the Nii.ra.ya,:,.a astra with 
Gandhi's philosophy of non-violence. 
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Chapter Five. 

Four Other Divine Weapon Episodes. 

By employing the model of the divine weapons as outlined in the previous 

chapters other bellicose episodes in the epics can be analysed. The following 

chapter will examine four separate divine weapon episodes. I will begin with the 

Vajra astra and Indra's battles with his two primordial enemies. In the 

mythology, a basic set of principles is adhered to that allows the king of the gods 

to kill his rivals. Secondly, I will examine the lengthy Brahmasiras astra 

combat between Arjuna and Asvatthaman. Many of the more complex principles 

consistently appear in this episode. I will thirdly tum to the Riimii,yaJJ,a, and 

examine Sheldon Pollack's theory of Rama's nature, and how this relates to the 

death of the demon lord Raval).a. By employing the model of the divine weapons 

much of Pollack's arguement can be clarified and advanced. This episode 

moreover provides an interesting insight into the nature of divine boons that 

grant invulnerability (avadhya). In the final section of this chapter, I will 

discuss the loss of the divine weapons at the end of the Kuruk~etra battle, and how 

this relates to the principles of tejas. 

V.a. The Va;ra ("Thunder-bolt") Astra and Indra, King of the 

Gods. 

The Vajra or "Thunder-bolt" appears in the earliest forms of Vedic 

literature, 1 and in the epic literature is synonymous with the Aindra and 

Mahendra astras. As early as the Rig Veda (c.1200-900 B.C.E.) the Vajra is 

ascribed to Indra, the king of the gods, and it remains his divine weapon 

throughout the Vedic corpus.2 In the early literature Indra employs heat (e.g., 

1 See Blair, p.77. 
2 Monier-Williams, p.913, notes, "[S]haped like a circular discus, or in later times regarded 
as having the form of two transverse bolts crossing each other thus X; sometimes also applied 
to similar weapons used by various gods or superhuman beings, or to any mythical weapon 
destructive of spells or charms ... also applied to a thunderbolt in general or to the lightning 
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tapas) to defeat his enemies, and this heat is derived from his weapon(s), which 

are all associated with the character of lightning and related storm imagery. 3 

Hence, Indra's primary weapon of destruction becomes the thunder-bolt itself. 

In the Mahabharata, the Vajra astra is the divine weapon that Indra employs in 

his cosmological battles with the three-headed demon Visvarupa and the serpent 

V.rtra. By examining both myths a simple pattern emerges that follows the 

model of the divine weapons. 

V.b. The Creation of the Va;ra Astra and Indra's Battle with the 

Three-Headed Demon. 

To slay Indra the celestial artisan Tva~tr creates from his ascetic heat 

(tapas) a demonic three-headed (trisiras) son -Visvarupa (see MBh.5.9.lff.). 

Because he is a brahman, Visvarupa practises severe asceticism (tapas), follows 

the law (dhanna), and possesses "unlimited tejas" (amitatejas-: MBh.5.9.7). 

Visvarfipa begins to threaten Indra, and fearing for his life, the king of the gods 

decides to employ his Vajra astra to kill the demon priest. In the same line 

Indra justifies his actions by saying (MBh.5.9.21); "No enemy who is growing, 

even one of weak power, should be ignored by _one who is more powerful." The 

text continues (MBh.5.9.22-24): 

Due to his knowledge of the scriptures, being firmly resolved, and having 

resolutely made up his mind _to slay him, Sakra fiercely hurled the horrific and 

formidable Vajra, which resembled fire, at the three-headed one. The latter was 

slain by that Vajra, and being destroyed, he fell hard like the peak of a mountain 

that crashes on the surface of the earth. However, after seeing that one who was 

slain by the Vajra lying [as still] as a stone, the ruler of the gods felt n0 joy, for he 

was burnt by his tejas. Even though he was slain he still possessed blazing tejas 

and looked like he was alive. 

evolved from the centrifugal ·energy of the circular thunder-bolt of Indra when launched at a 
foe." 
3 Blair, pp.196-197. 
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Visvarupa' s tejas is so powerful that it remains uncontained after his death 

and continues to threaten Indra. Here it is noted that tejas exists as a separate 

entity, which continues to function violently even after the death of its bearer. 

To control the tejas, Indra causes a woodcutter's axe (parasu) to be pervaded 

by the Vajra, and then has him decapitate the demon (MBh.5.9.25-39). 

Obviously, the universe cannot contain such a large quantity of energy, and 

requires that it be either separated into manageable portions, as with Siva's 

semen (see Ram.1.36-37), or contained by a more powerful entity~ such as the 

earth (see Ram.6.22.30-39). But, in this case, because the tejas is relatively 

unlimited (amitatejas-) then the first option is called for. 

Turning to the Vajra 's creation myth, it becomes apparent that Indra did 

not possess sufficient energy to match Visvarupa' s tejas. Brahma advises the 

gods to make the Vajra from the bones (asthi) of the brahman Dadhica 

(IVIBh.12.329.25).4 \,\lhen approached, the brahman obliges the gods and gives 

up his body by yoga (MBh.12.329.26). The text continues (MBh.12.329.27): 

When that s.upreme soul [iitman-] departed, Dhatr collected his bones and 

created the Vajra. With this invincible and indestructible Vajra, which was 

constructed from the bones of the brahman, and permeated by Vi~i:iu,5 Indra 

destroyed Visvarupa, and severed his heads. 

It is naturally Vi~tm's tejas that permeates (pra-✓vis-) the Vajra (see 

MBh.5.16.16), but also, as the text itself concludes, Indra is only able to kill 

Visvarupa by being (MBh.12.329.41) "increased with the power of 

brahmatejas."6 Once again a brahman's tejas (Dadhica's and Visvarupa's) is 

more effective than a k1?atriya' s tejas (Indra's). Thus, as Alf Hiltebeitel has 

already noted, Indra can defeat a brahman only by having access to another 

4 MBh.3.98-99 offers an alternate version where the Vajra is created from the bones of 
Dadhica to defeat the demon Vftra. Interestingly, in this version Vftra's father Tv~tr creates 
the Vajra (MBh.3.98.22-24). 
5 Roy, vol.10, p.578, translat~s "pervaded by the energy of Vishnu". 
6 brahmatejafiprabhavopabr,µ.hitaft. Note here that Indra is increased (upa-✓brh-) by the 
tejas of the bones, once again reinforcing the nature of individual receptacles to augment a 
warrior's energy pool. 
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brahman' s energy. 7 

V.c. Indra's Battle with Vrtra and the Loophole in the Boon. 

Once again by asceticism (tapas) Tva~tr creates the serpent Vrtra to slay 

Indra. The king of the gods approaches Vi~i;iu for advice on the impending 

battle, and Vi~i;iu calms Indra by saying he will invisibly (adrsya-) enter the 

Vajra with his tejas (MBh.5.10.12). Before the ensuing battle the r~is 

approach Vrtra to ask for peace, but the demon replies (MBh.5.10.22); "How can 

there be peace between us two, Sakra and myself? For how can there be 

friendship between both of our tejas, 0 gods?" After the r~is deliver a lecture 

on friendship (sakhyam: MBh.5.10.23-26), Vrtra agrees to an informal 

stalemate, but only after being granted a boon that protects him from being killed 

(MBh.5.10.29) "by what is dry or wet; by stone or by wood; by a weapon 

[sastra-] or by the Vajra; in the day tim_e or at night." A seemingly foolproof 

agreement is reached. However, Indra is stubbornly determined to find a "fault" 

or "loophole" (randhra-: MBh.5.10.32) in the boon. Thus, at dusk (neither day 

nor night) Indra found Vrtra by the seashore, and while thinking of Vi~i;iu, Indra 

saw a pile of foam (phena), which is neither dry, nor wet, nor a weapon 

(MBh.5.10.36). Indra immediately threw at Vrtra (MBh.5.10.38) "that foam 

blended with the Vajra, and Vi~i;iu, having entered the foam, destroyed 

Vrtra."8 Once again the suggestion is that Vi~i;iu' s tejas enters and energizes 

the thunder-bolt.9 Thus, an alternate version of this myth reads (MBh.3.99.9-

10): 

After seeing Sakra filled with despair, the eternal Vi~Q.u placed his own tejas 

in Salera, increasing his power [bala-]. After seeing Sakra swollen by Vi~Q.U, the 

hosts of Devas placed one by one their own tejas in him, and so did the immaculate 

7 Hiltebeitel (1976), p.233 n.14. 
8 At MBh.1.158.47-50 the Vajra shatters into a thousand pieces on striking Vrtra. Those 
fragments are known as anything that is expedient (sadhana) on earth. 
9 See MBh.5.16.16, which reads; "After approaching the water, the foam was filled with the 
tejas of Vi~Q.u, and by you Vrtra was slain in the past, 0 king of the gods, 0 lord of the 
world!" 
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brahman sages. 

It does not matter if the tejas is placed in Indra or the Vajra as both share 

the same energy pool. 

It is only by employing an item (foam) that is inadvertently omitted from 

the categories depicted in the boon that the demon is able to be slain. However, it 

is not just the foam (phena) that is able to kill the demon; it has to be infused 

with the Vajra's tejas, which is constituted by Indra, Dadhlca, Vigm, the gods, 

and r~is. This pattern, by which the internal logic of a boon is by-:-passed, is 

common to other episodes within the epics ( one need only rec;all Dhundhu and 

Kuvalasva), and will be further dealt with in relation to Rama's nature and the 

death of the demon lord Rava]).a (see section VII below). 

To summarize, Indra's battles with his arch-enemies, Visvarupa and Vrtra, 

adhere to a basic set of principles, which hinges on the king of the gods firstly 

acquiring the correct quality of tejas. to kill the brahrnan Visvarupa; and 

secondly, by acquiring the necessary quantities of tejas to slay Vftra~ who is also 

a brahman. Because both demons are brahmans, it is necessary that Indra. 

acquires both the correct quality and quantity of tejas for the battles. The irony· 

is that Indra, though king of the gods, is impotent without the aid of brahmans. 

VI.a. The Brahmasiras ("Brahma's Head") Astra· and 

Asvatthaman's Misuse of It. 

The second episode of inquiry provides one of the most interesting, and 

gruesome, insights into divine weapon combat (MBh.10.6-16). I will refer to it 

as the Brahmasiras (or "Brahma's Head") episode, which is named after the 

divine weapon employed in it. Asvatthaman, acting as the final Kaurava general, 

along with Kfpa (his maternal uncle), and Kftavarman decide to conduct a night 

raid on the sleeping Pa]).Qavas (MBh.10.6. lff.). While approaching the 

encampment they encounter a gigantic monster (mahakaya) wearing a tiger

skin that drips blood, a snake sacred-thread, and a snake arm-bracelet. The 
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creature blazes with fire and creates from its tejas thousands of warriors. 

Asvatthaman fails to recognise the gruesome creature as one of Siva's fierce 

attendants. The battle that ensues with the creature is another example of a 

warrior's martial prowess being tested, and by extension his tejas evaluated, 

before receiving any divine weapons. Asvatthaman attacks the creature with 

various divine weapons, yet, in the true style of Siva, the beast swallows all of 

them (MBh.10.6.3-16). 

Asvatthaman, completely divested of weapons and in desperation, begins to 

pray to Siva for help. In several variant texts Asv8:tthaman insists that he 

possesses "insufficient tejas" (alpatejasa: MBh.10.7.5), rather than the critical 

edition's reading of "insufficient intellect" (alpacetasa). The following episode 

is made apparent, when one keeps in mind the variant reading, and 

Asvatthaman' s frustration in the combat with the Saivite creature. Siva is 

gauging the level of Asvatthaman's t_ejas to discover his potency for the 

forthcoming massacre of the Pa.Qc;lava children, and his battle with Arjuna. 

Firstly, the Sa~vite creature tests Asvatthaman in battle, and combat is a direct 

indicator of tejas (recall Arjuna's battle with Siva). Secondly, the test is made 

explicit as Asvatthaman offers to sacrifice his own body to Siva (MBh.10.7.12), 

which causes many therianthropic Saivite creatures to tum up, who are intent on 

ascertaining the extent ofhis tejas (jijnasamanas tat tejafz: MBh.10.7.48). After 

this final evaluation Asvatthaman offers his own body to Siva and enters the 

sacrificial fire, but is unharmed because the deity appears in person. Siva agrees 

to aid Asvatthaman, and gives him a divine weapon in the form of a "supreme 

and stainless sword" (vimalarp, khafl.gam uttamam10). The deity then enters 

into him (MBh.10.7.64). Once again the text is implying that Siya's tejas enters 

Asvatthaman, as Vi~Qu's tejas enters Indra, the Vajra, and also king Kuvalasva. 

Hence, the text reads (MBh.10.7.65): 

10 Note vimala is also a "magical formula recited over weapons", Monier-Williams, p.979. 
The sword is also described as "blazing" (MBh.10.8.41 ), "divine, large, and adorned with 
gold" (MBh.10.8.49), and a "Rudra astra" (MBh.10.8.31). Rudra is one of Siva's various 
names, meaning "the Howler" or "dreadful", see Monier-Williams, p.883. 



Thus, being entered by the lord he exceedingly blazed with tejas, and in 

battle he became embodied with tejas that was created by a god. 
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From the variant reading mentioned above, it is clear that Asvatthaman 

(alpatejas) requires excessive amounts of Siva's own tejas to handle the energy 

of the sword, and furthermore, with the newly acquired energy Asvatthaman 

will become formidable in battle. Thus, Asvatthaman enters the Pa.l).c;lava 

encampment and begins one of the most bloody and brutal massacres the epics 

have to offer. With his newfound energy Asvatthaman kicks his fath_er's killer to 

death, while the latter begs to be killed by a w.eapon (MBh.10.8.20). 

Asvatthaman proceeds to slay the five remaining Pii1).c;lava children; and then 

massacres the remaining Paficala and Pa.l).c;lava armies. After the night's brutal 

butchery Asvatthaman, Kr.Pa, and Kftavarman leave the encampment. The five 

Pa.l).c;lava brothers, Draupadi, Kr~.Q.a, and their entourage, return to the bloody 

scene, and after 1nuch lruuentation BrJma begins to hunt down Asvatthaman. 

VI.b. The Genesis of the Brahmasiras Astra. 

In the interlude the text relates the story of how Asvatthaman obtains the 

dreaded Brahmasiras astra from his father Dro1.1a (MBh.10.12. lff.). 

Surprisingly, it.is this divine weapon, rather than Siva's sword, that Asvatthaman 

employs to fight Arjuna. Asvatthaman asks Dro.l).a for the divine weapon, 

because his father already gave it to Arjuna (see MBh.1.123.lff.). Dro.Q.a, 

however, is reluctant to give his son the divine weapon as Asvatthaman is 

"impatient" (amar~a,:ia). Several variant texts insert the following 

(MBh.10.12.6, 58*1-5): 

Thereupon, after seeing the Brahmasiras obtained by Arjuna in that very 

way, Asvatthaman of great strength spoke to his father, "After seeing this perverse 

affection I am full of great anger. I am your virtuous son. For what reason did you 

not give the mystical Brahma astra to me, yet it was given to Arjuna?" 

Dro.Q.a finally gives Asvatthaman the divine weapon, but repeats the same 
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warning to Asvatthaman that he had previously given to Arjuna (MBh.10.12.8); 

"Even when you have entered the greatest danger this astra is not to be released 

in battle - especially among humans." Once again the text is alluding to the 

nature of humans (manu$a) who possess insufficient tejas (alpatejas), and thus 

cannot counter the divine weapon through various means (see chapter three, esp. 

section III.f.), and moreover constitute a potential fuel source for the astra, 

allowing it to increase in size. 

In the above plea for the divine weapon, the text equates the Brahmasiras 

astra with the Brahma astra (cf.MBh.3.41.8). In a-variant reading of the 

Mahabharata it is learnt that the Brahma astra originates from the head of 

Brahma (brahmastralJl brahmm;o mukhiit: MBh.4.56.14, 986*5). However, in 

different episodes the two astras are considered to be separate divine weapons. 

Whether they are equivalent or not, it is clear that both divine weapons originate 

from the deity Brahma. In the Pura1Jas-it is learnt that Brahma was originally 

five-headed, and his rogue fifth head attacked the gods. Thus, the post-epic 

authors of the Purii[Las explained the origin of a disembodied "Brahma's Head" 

in the following myths (taken from Brahma. Purii[La 113.1-22): 

Brahma's fifth head was helping the demons to devour the gods, who asked 

Vi~l).U to cut it off. He said, 'If the head is cut off it will destroy the universe.' 

Then they praised Siva, and he agreed to cut off the head and hold it, since the earth 

could not bear it and the ocean would have been dried up in a minute. Siva held the 

head, out of pity for the world, until he placed it in Benares. 11 

The danger that causes this divine mutilation is made explicit in the 

following myth (taken from Padma Purii[La 5.14.92-115): 

Brahma's fifth head had such excessive tejas and shone so brilliantly that all 

the gods and demons were unable to see or move, for it was far brighter than the 

sun, and it swallowed up the tejas and the power of the gods. 

11 This and the next myth ar~ both translated by O'Flaherty (1973), p.282. As Siva places the 
head in the city of Benares, it can be speculated that the city itself is believed to be an immense 
source of tejas, capable of containing and neutralizing one of the ultimate God's heads. 
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This second myth contains the theme of restraining tejas that has become so 

excessive that the universe is threatened. O'Flaherty appropriately states "the 

excess of anything, bad or good . . . poses a threat to the balance of the closed 

universe." 12 In the "closed universe" nothing is destroyed, when an excess 

occurs it must be neutralized, reintegrated back into the whole, divided up and 

metered out. 13 Obviously, only one of the trimiirti could possess sufficient 

tejas to deal with Brahma, thus Siva is employed to perform the saving 

action.14 Thus, it appears that the truncated fifth head of Brahma becomes the 

dreaded Brahmasiras astra.15 

VI.c. The Release and Impact of the Two Brahmasiras Astras. 

To return to the Brahmasiras episode, Asvatthaman is finally engaged in 

battle by Bhlma, followed by Arjuna and Kr~Q.a, who discover him residing near 

a river with a group of sages (r~is: MBh.10.13.13). To get in a pre-emptive 

strike, Asvatthaman picks up a reed (ai~lka 16) and proceeds to invoke the 

Brahmasiras astra, here referred to as the "divine and ultimate weapon" 

(divyam ... paramastram: MBh.10.13.17). Asvatthaman releases it 

(MBh.10.13.19b-20); "for the purpose of overwhelming all the worlds, and then 

a fire was born in that blade of grass, like Y ama, the all-destroying Time, who 

will bum the three worlds." Sensing the imperative, Kr~Q.a quickly speaks to 

Arjuna (MBh.10.14.2-3): 

12 O'Flaherty (1973), p.282. 
13 O'Flaherty (1973), p.182. 
14 This is made explicit in a similar myth from the Skanda Pura1J,a where Siva has to employ 
his own tejas to control Brahma's rogue fifth head, see O'Flaherty (1973), pp.122-127, and 
O'Flaherty (1976), p.284. 
15 For further discussion on the Brahmasiras episode, see Hiltebeitel (1988), esp. pp.372-
377, and pp.424-428. Hiltebeitel, p.428, notes "The fact that the Sanskrit epic never tells the 
Brahmasiracheda [''The Decapitation of Brahma's Head"] myth is no guarantee that its poets did 
not know it. It is indeed hard to explain their frequent references to the Brahmasiras as a 
weapon without assuming a knowledge of the myth." 
16 Note that the minor chapter of the Sauptika Parvan in which the following action takes 
place is entitled the Ai#ka after the type of divine weapon employed. The ai,#ka or i#ka is 
both an adequate container of divine weapons, in this case the Brahmasiras astra, and is 
considered a divine weapon itself. 



"Arjuna, 0 Arjuna, this time is the correct time to employ that divya astra of 

yours, which resides in your memory and was taught to you by Drol_la, 0 Pal_l<;lava. 

For the protection of yourself and your brothers, you too must release in battle this 

astra, which neutralizes other astras, 0 Bharata." 
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Descending from his chariot Arjuna notches his Ga,:i(l,lva bow with an 

arrow, and releases his divine weapon (here called a Siva astra), while thinking 

(MBh.10.14.6); "Let one astra be neutralized by the other!" The story 

continues (MBh.10.14.7-15): 

Thereupon, that astra was released violently by the. Gal}f/,iva bow, and a 

great flame blazed forth like the fire at end of the Yuga. In that same way, that 

astra of fierce tejas of Drol_la's son blazed forth and took the shape of a greatly 

blazing ball of tejas. Numerous hurricanes appeared and thousands of meteors 

fell, and a great fear was produced among all creatures. The heavens became a 

its mountains, forests, and trees trembled. Thereupon, two great r~is who were 

nearby saw the presence of those two a_stras, causing the worlds to burn with 

tejas. Narada of the lawful soul and the grand-father of the Bharatas [Vyasa] acted 

to neutralize both the heroes Bharadvaja and Dhanaiµjaya. Those two seers, 

knowing all the law, desiring the welfare of all beings, and possessing supreme 

tejas, stood between those two blazing astras. After going between them, those 

two invincible and celebrated r~is, thereupon, were like two blazing fires. With a 

desire for the welfare of the worlds, being invincible to living creatures, and 

renowned among Devas and Danavas, those two sought to neutralize the tejas of 

the astras. 

To neutralize the tejas the sages place themselves in the colliding path of 

the astras, but not before the text makes it clear that the two possess "supreme 

tejas" (paramatejas-: MBh.10.14.13). The two sages highlight the severity of 

the situation by saying (MBh.10.14.16); "Even those great charioteers of the past 

who died and knew various weapons, never used this astra among humans 
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[manu~ya-]." As the two sages are considered divine then the divya astras must 

be threatening the human spectators, e.g., the retinue of r~is stationed nearby. 17 

Clearly the warnings given to both Arjuna and Asvatthaman have been 

disobeyed, as both divine weapons now have access to a continual fuel source. 

The universe is in dire straits as it is once again threatened by the same fate posed 

by the Naraya,:za astra. 

There is a second theme implicitly at work in the episode, the fact that the 

two astras must not strike each other. For some reason these astras are not 

going to go through the same process of neutralizing each other, and in a 

supreme act of martyrdom both the sages are willing to risk being destroyed by 

the astras, so they can be contained and neutralized with their own tejas. Even 

though they are described as invincible (anadhr~ya-: MBh.10.14.15) a greater 

energy source can still kill them (see Dhundhu and Kuvalasva). As far as I can 

sunriise the epics have only one other episode in \x;hich a similar danger arises, 

i.e., when two astras strike each other and do not neutralize each others' tejas. 

The battle is between two of the most powerful heroes who appear in t_he epic 

literature - the grand-sire Bhi~ma and the axe-wielding Rama (parasurtima). 

Bhl~ma previously captured the princess Amba and then rejected her. For her 

sake the legendary hero Parasu-Rama decides to engage Bhi~ma in battle. The 

battle that issues between them involves many divine weapons. As an example 

Bhl~ma relates the following (MBh.5.182.4-9): 

"When his astras were repeatedly neutralized by my astras, Bhargava of 

great tejas became furious and careless of his life in battle. Thereupon, the great

souled Jamadagnya, besieged by my astras, hurled a fierce lance, like a blazing 

meteor with a flaming tip released by Time after filling the worlds_ with tejas. 

Then, coming at me like the blazing fire at the end of Time, I caused it to fall on the 

earth, after cutting it into three pieces with flaming arrows. Then, a beautifully 

fragrant breeze blew. With that one shattered, Rama blazed with wrath and then 

17 See MBh.10.13.13. In their general appearance, r~is are considered to be mere humans in 
the epic and post-epic literature, see Danielou, pp.316-317. 



hurled twelve other fierce lances. Their form is impossible to describe because of 

their speed and tejas, 0 Bharata. What could I do? After seeing them I was 

distressed, they all were like great meteors of fire from the sky. Their multiple 

forms burned with fierce tejas, just as the twelve suns at the destruction of the 

world. Thereupon, after seeing that net of bolts spread out, I interrupted them with 

a net of bolts, 0 king. I released twelve arrows in the battle and those fierce lances 

were destroyed." 
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In other parts of the battle BhI~ma's Vayavya ("Wind-weapon"18) and 

Agneya astras are respectively neutralized by Parasu-Rama's Guhyaka19 and 

Varufia astras (MBh.5.181.11-12). In this episode, as with all others, _the divine 

weapons are neutralized in battle. For this reason the final combat sequence 

between Bhl~ma and Parasu-Rama is perplexing, as two of their divine weapons 

(both Brahma astras) do not neutralize each other. Bhl~ma narrates the story 

(MBh.5.185.15-19): 

"Revived, Rama of the great vow, filled with anger and impatience, made the 

supreme Brahma astra appear. For the purpose of neutralizing it I employed the 

ultimate Brahma astra, and it blazed as if displaying the end of the Eon. Both those 

Brahma astras clashed in mid-flight without reaching Rama or myself, 0 best of 

Bharatas. Thereupon, the sky became a vast manifestation of tejas, and all 

creatures were afflicted, 0 lord. The ~is, Gandharvas, and Devas were tormented 

by the tejas of the astras, and were overcome by an intense.searing agony, 0 

Bharata." 

Bhi~ma continues the onslaught by invoking his Prasvii,pa 

("Sleepmaker"20) astra, but Narada tells him to withdraw it, as Parasu-Rama 

18 It is important to note that the five cosmological elements, and the respective deities who 
preside over them, all possess tejas. Hence, Gonda (1952), p.30, notes tliat wind (vayu) is 
"endowed with boundless energy (anantatejiiti}". 
19 This astra belongs to Kubera, the Hindu god of wealth. 
20 Note only Bhi~ma knows the counter weapon - the Smµbodhana astra or "Awakening
weapon" (Mbh.5.184.15). It will be recalled that according to Ayurveda the pitta do~a 
governs the correct functioning of the mind. Thus, those astras that target the mind of the 
victim can be seen to be functioning due to tejas. The two other "mind" astras are the 
Mohana astra or "Confusion-weapon", and its opposite the Prajnii astra or "Lucidity-weapon" 
(cf.MBh.3.21.37, MBh.3.273.lff., MBh.4.61.8-14, and MBh.6.73.42-49). There is also the 
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should be honoured in the battle, and not be defeated. BhI~ma obeyed the 

command, and said (MBh.5.186.7); "I withdrew that sleep-inducing astra in the 

battle, and made the Brahma astra blaze in that combat as was appropriate."21 

The text is ambiguous about what happens to the amalgamated astras, but 

because the universe is not destroyed it can be assumed that Bhi~ma's statement 

means he successfully withdr~ws one, if not both divine weapons. 

The joining of both divine weapons in mid-air is a highly irregular process 

in divine weapon combat.22 Could this be the danger that is going to occur 

between the two Brahmasiras astras of Arjuna and Asvatthaman? If so, then the 

two sages are not going to let these two ultimate weapons strike each other, 

because no one will be able counter the amalgamation, considering that the 

astras would embody the combined tejas of Arjuna, Asvatthaman, and Siva 

(not to mention the other deities who have passed on their energy to the heroes). 

The withdrawal ( or "recontainment"; smJihara-) of the astra is stated to be 

difficult (du~kara-: MBh.10.15.5), even for the gods. Only Arjuna and Indra 

are said to be able to achieve this feat. If one Brahmasiras astra is said to be 

difficult to withdraw, how much more with the tejas of two? 

The text itself offers the following reason why the astras should not 

counter each other. Vyasa ( one of the two sages prepared to sacrifice 

themselves) began to chastise Asvatthaman for his foolishness in battle 

(MBh.10.15.19-24): 

"O Child, Partha Dhanarpjaya understands the·Brahmasiras astra, and has not 

released it with anger, nor for your death in battle. However, to cause your astra 

to be neutralized by his astra in battle, it was released and withdrawn by Arjuna 

again. Even after obtaining the Brahma astra from your father's instruction, the 

great-armed Dhanarpjaya was not shaken from the duty of a warrior. Thus, why do 

Tva~{ra astra and the Gandharva astra, both of which affect the minds of their opponents by 
deluding them with illusions (cf.MBh.7.18.11-15, and MBh.7.44.21-24 respectively). 
21 tatasca pratisa,µhrtya tadastralJl svapanalJl mrdhe, brahmastralJl dlpayii.lJlcakre tasminyudhi 
yathavidhi. 
22 As far as I can tell this does not occur in the epics again. 



you want to cause the destruction of that one, who is steadfast, righteous, knows all 

astras, and honest, together with ail his brothers and kinsmen? Where the 

Brahmasiras astra is neutralized by another supreme astra rain does not fall on that 

region for twelve years. For this reason, and for the desire to do good to all 

creatures, even though possessing the power [saktiman], the great-armed Pa99ava 

did not neutralize that astra of yours." 
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The divine weapon's ability to severely damage the atmosphere is 

reminiscent of the destruction an astra can cause to the earth. It seems both 

astras will strike each other, similar to the process that occurs in BhI~ma' s battle 

with Parasu-Rama, and an excess of energy will remain unneutralized. As the 

atmosphere (iikiisa) acts as a primary container of energy,23 it can be postulated 

that an excess of tejas, although contained, is still a threat to the surrounding 

environment. The logic suggests that a drought is an excess of sustained 

atmospheric energy that remains for a long period of time. Countering an astra 

of such magnitude may cause its immediate containment, but not a complete 

neutralization of its energy. The new container of_ the energy swells to such 

proportions that it cannot help but release the excess, in this case causing a 

drought. Two reasons have been given for why the astras are not allowed to 

touch each other in battle. The first, an interpretation based on the probability of 

imminent universal destruction, and the second, supplied by the text, a drought 

for twelve years, which must have seemed like the end of the world. 

VI.d. The Withdrawal (salfl,- ✓hr-) of the Brahmasiras Astras. 

To continue with the Brahmasiras episode, Arjuna recalls (sarrz- ✓ hr-) 

his divine weapon once he sees the two sages. However, before doing so he 

hesitates, saying (MBh.10.15.3); "If this supreme astra is withdrawn, then the 

nefarious son of DroQ.a will surely burn all of us with the tejas of his astra." 

The text continues (MBh.10.15.7-8): 

For [that astra] was created from brahmatejas, and when released by one 

23 See Marriott (1990), pp.21-22. 



whose soul is unprepared it is unable to be recalled, except by one who practises 

celibacy. If one who does not practise celibacy recalls it back after releasing it, that 

astra cuts off his head and destroys him with all his equipment. 
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It is only because Arjuna practises celibacy (brahmacarya) that he is able to 

recall his weapon. Asvatthaman is unable to recall his astra, and even admits 

that his "soul is unprepared" (akrtatman-: MBh.10.15.15). Arjuna's practise of 

celibacy is indicating his superior quantity and quality of tejas, as the retention 

of semen (as a potent container of tejas) means sustained energy levels. In the 

words of Peter Hill, "to waste seed in mere sexual pleasure was to lose power, 

while to keep 'the seed drawn upwards' (urdhvaretas) enabled the concentration 

of heat and energy for spiritual salvation. Self-controlled, with his seed drawn 

up the brahmacarin was said to be a burning fire."24 A brahmiicarin 's energy 

(tapas, tejas, etc.) is so powerful he can fill his teachers, ancestors, and the gods 

with it.25 The retention of semen for ancient Indians is thus one of the various 

indicators of potent martial prowess.26 Arjuna's possession of abundant 

quantities of tejas further indicates the reason he can successfully withdraw and 

recontain his own divine weapon.27 

What is alsoimplicit is that Arjuna possesses the correct quality of tejas. 

The divine weapon is made from brahmatejas, and thus Arjuna must also 

possess brahmatejas to control the divine weapon, because a lack of either 

quantity or quality will pose a serious threat to the wielder. Arjuna was born a 

k~atriya, but also fits the mold of a warrior-priest, an inverse replica of the 

24 Hill, p.325. He is here drawing upon MBh.13.74.34-37. 
25 Knipe, p.97. 
26 For a modern study on the importance of celibacy and the retention of semen for Indian 
wrestlers, see Joseph S. Alter, The Wrestler's Body (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1992), esp.pp.129-135. For a detailed study on the brahmacii-rin and his ·relationship with 
tapas or "ascetic heat", see Walter 0. Kaelber, Tapta Marga: Asceticism and Initiation in 
Vedic India (New York: State University of New York Press, 1989). 
27 At MBh.3.41.1-2 Siva informs Arjuna that he is an incarnation of the divine sage Nara, and 
Kf~I).a the incarnation of Narayal).a, and that both practised extreme asceticism in their past 
lives. The deity informs Arjuna that his tejas equals Vi~I).U, and also once supported the world. 
Similarly, MBh.1.114.25-26 contains a prophecy of Arjuna's birth, where the hero is said to 
possess tejas equal to the sun (adityasamatejasam), and to be the abode of all the tejas of the 
warrior class (dhama ¼atriyatejasiim). 
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priest-warrior mold represented by such figures as Droi:ia, Asvatthaman, and 

Parasu-Rama. Arjuna reveals his true nature in a battle with Kafl).a, after the 

latter questions the former about such matters (MBh.1.181.19-21): 

Thereupon, Phalguna [Arjuna] replied to his [Kan:_la's] questions, "I am not 

the science of weaponry, I am not Rama of brilliant heat, 0 Karl).a. I am a 

brahman, the greatest of warriors, and the foremost of all who wield weapons! Due 

to the instructions of my guru I have became adept at the Brahma astra and the 

Paurarµdara astra.28 And I stand now to conquer you in battle: you rn_ust stand 

firm, 0 hero!" However, being addressed thus, Kan:_la Radheya withdrew from 

battle, for the great charioteer understood that brahmatejas was invincible. 

Thus, Arjuna embodies both the energies of brahman and k~atra, and 

their respective tejas. Only for this reason is Arjuna capable of being one of the 

best divine weapon wielders. 29 

The above analysis clearly demonstrates the implicit reason behind ii...rjuna' s 

ability to recall and successfully recontain his Brahmasiras astra, i.e., he has 

enough tejas to do so. For this reason, then, I find little merit in Ruth C. Katz's 

interpretation of how Arjuna performs this task. 30 In her monograph on the 

hero, Katz goes to great lengths to divide Arjuna's character into three distinct 

roles: hero, human, and devotee. For Katz, each dimension of Arjuna's 

personality is resonant in the Mahabharata, e.g., the heroic dimension ("a 

peculiar cross between divinity and humanity"31) is found in Arjuna's birth, 

divine weapon quests and combat, and the burning of the Khai:i<;lava forest. In 

contrast to the martial glorification of the heroic level, is the human dimension, 

which is best displayed by Arjuna's fear and dejection in the Bhagavad-Gztii. 

28 One of Indra's divine weapons and synonymous with the Vajra as-tra, see Monier
Williams, p.651. 
29 Katz, p.50 n.46, states, "In fact, throughout the Mahabharata various kings, including 
Arjuna, tend to be praised as brahmanya, which means either 'brahmanic' or 'friendly to 
brahmins.' " Arjuna is called this at MBh.3.165.4 after obtaining divine weapons from the 
gods. · 
30 See Katz, pp.249-262. 
31 Katz, p.30. 
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Lastly, is the devotional level, which is evident in Arjuna's loyalty and religious 

faith (bhakti) to l(r~I).a. Besides subjecting Arjuna to an extraneous model, Katz 

is convinced that the Brahmasiras episode can only be interpreted from her 

"devotee level."32 What this means is that Arjuna is only able to recall his divine 

weapon because of his devotion to the deity l(r~I).a. As one example of Arjuna's 

"devotion", Katz cites the fact that he only realizes his Brahmasiras astra on 

l(r~I).a's command.33 It seems to me that l(r~l).a is simply reminding Arjuna of 

Siva's original warning that the divine weapon should only be used to counter 

other astras (see MBh.3.163.50) - which is no more than an intuitive 

countermeasure against the danger inherent in divine weapons (sumahiin 

do$alz). 34 This is to say that when a divine weapon is employed defensively it 

can only come into contact with one energy source, rather than multiple ones. 

Katz does suggest that the Brahmasiras astra should be better controlled by the 

brahman Asvatthaman, because, according to her, it is a "brahmanic weapon". 35 

However, it was suggested above that Arjuna is more of a "brahman" than 

Asvatthaman could ever be. In the 'real world', birth into the highest class 

( vart1,a) does not indicate martial superiority. Katz concludes her remarks by 

saymg, 

In context, this weapon is devotional in character, unlike Arjuna's other 

weapons, which may best be understood at the level of heroism; and Arjuna has the 

devotional power to control it. 

Whether "In context" or not, I am unsure of what Katz means when she says 

the astra is "devotional in character" and that Arjuna possesses the "devotional 

power to control it." I fail to see how the Brahmasiras astra is different from 

any other astra under investigation. It is even obtained during what Katz calls 

Arjuna's "heroic" stage;36 it functions accordingly to the principles of tejas; 

32 Katz, p.249. 
33 Katz, p.255. 
34 This' would not be the first time that the deity had to remind Arjuna of a divine weapon. 
See MBh. 7 .57 .1 ff., where Arjuna goes on a ethereal journey to relearn the Piisupata astra from 
Siva, but only after Kr~JJ.a advises him so. 
35 Katz, p.255. 
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and furthermore, the god Kga:ia plays no part in the successful employment of 

the astra at hand. If by devotional Katz means that a god ( or a brahman) has to 

be placated to receive a divine weapon, then all astras are devotional in 

character. In fact, as will be shown below, Asvatthaman is unable to recall his 

astra, and yet he seems to be as equally devoted to Siva as Arjuna is to Kfgia (he 

offered himself in sacrifice to the god by throwing himself on the fire). 37 The 

only "devotional power" Arjuna possesses that is able to control the 

Brahmasiras astra is that which he acquired with blood, sweat, and tears, i.e., 

tejas.38 Therefore, Katz is clearly mistaken in her interpretation of Arjuna's 

ability to recall his Brahmasiras astra. And her extraneous tripartite· model of 

Arjuna's character does not coherently explain this episode.39 

To continue with the episode, as already mentioned, Asvatthaman is unable 

to recall his divine weapon, and he states (MBh.10.15.lSb-16): 

"Besides, I do not have the power to perfouu a recontainment of it here and 

now, for that perilous divya astra was released by me inspired by mantras with the 

tejas of fire,40 while I thought, 'For the death of that PaQ.~ava!', 0 Sage." 

The statement of inadequate power (na ut- ✓ sah-) relates to 

Asvatthaman' s possession of insufficient tejas, and thus his inability to recontain 

the astra. Firstly, Roy's translation of MBh.10.15.11 alludes to this; "Drona's 

son . . . could not by his energy withdraw his own terrible weapon."41 

Secondly, several variants make it clear that to contend with Arjuna Asvatthaman 

releases his "tejas enhanced by anger" (ro~iivi~tena tejasa: MBh.10.15.18), 

where as the critical edition reads cetas or "intellect" for tejas. The exchange 

36 See Katz, pp.29-125. 
37 Strangely, Katz, p.252, even recognizes this point. . 
38 There are indications, which I have already discussed, that Kr~i:ta supplies Arjuna with 
tejas: could this be Katz's "devotional power"? See chapter four. 
39 For a further critique of Katz's book, see Alf Hiltebeitel, "Epic Studies: Classical Hinduism 
in the Mahabharata and Ramiiya7J,a", in ABO RI Amrtamahotsava Supplementary Volume, 
vol.74 (Poona: 1993). . 
40 One variant text qualifies the energy as brahmatejas. 
41 See Roy, vol.7, p.38. 
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of tejas for cetas found in variant readings is not arbitrary, as an equation 

exists between the two (cf.~Bh.10.7.5). Firstly, the mind (cetas, manas, etc.) 

is one of the central sites of tejas (and following from this divine weapons) in 

the body.42 It is further recalled that the pitta do,Ja (i.e., tejas) governs the 

correct functioning of the mind (see chapter three, section III.g.). This can be 

taken one step further as the mind (cit) is a manifestation of universal energy 

(mahasakti), thus tejas is the fiery energy of the mind (cetas). 43 Hence, 

Asvatthaman releases as much tejas as possible in the form of the Brahmasiras 

astra, including all of Siva's tejas with which he was_ infused, and due to the 

release of all his potential energy he once again becomes alpatejas; and thus 

cannot withdraw and recontain the divine weapon. 

Asvatthaman, while not being able to withdraw his own Brahmasiras 

astra, is nevertheless distressed by his indiscretion. He thus decides on the place 

to best contain the astra; In a horrific twist Asvatthaman says to Vyasa 

(MBh.10.15.31-31, 65*1-2): 

''That which you have said to me I will do immediately, 0 Blessed One. Here 

is my gem,44 and here am I, however this blade of grass will fall into the wombs 

of the Pa99ava women: it is unfailing once set in motion. I am unable to recontain it 

once it is set in motion, 0 Blessed One: thus I release this weapon into the wombs 

of the Pal).9ava women." 

To thwart this tragedy, Kr~Q.a prophesies that the PaQ.9avas will have a son, 

42 Besides the locality equivalence tejas is given sentience in the Upani~ads. Gonda (1957), 
p.36, translates; "'It (the only Being) emitted tejas. That tejas thought: I would that I were 
many; let me procreate myself'." · 
43 See John Woodroffe, The World as Power, 3rd ed. (Madras: Ganesh & Co., 1966), esp. 
pp.46-105, and pp.137-213. Woodroffe's study draws on mainly post-epic Indian 
philosophies, but as I have already suggested sakti functions in similar ways to tejas, and in 
the epic literature appears as a general word for energy-substances. Although Woodroffe, 
pp.117-118, does not elaborate on the development of sakti, he nevertheless points to its 
general nature and its various manifestations - once again displaying its similarities with tejas. 
I can only suggest that a study of the relationship between both is needed. 
44 As part of the bargain Asvatthaman had to relinquish a magical gem (mari), which he was 
born with, because Draupadi had previously demanded it as a reparation for the murder of her 
children (besides Asvatthaman's death, see MBh.10.11.20). The gem offered (MBh.10.15.29) 
"protection from weapons, disease, and hunger, and one need never fear Devas, Danavas, or 
Nagas." 
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named Parik~it, born to them by Uttara, the daughter of king Virata. But in a 

focused act of revenge, Asvatthaman unleashes the divine weapon specifically at 

the womb (garb ha) of Virata' s daughter (MBh.10.16.7), which instantly kills 

the unborn Parik~it, the last surviving heir to the royal lineage. With this action 

Asvatthaman kills two birds with one stone: firstly, the rogue Brahmasiras astra 

is neutralized, and secondly, the PaQ.c;iava lineage becomes extinct. 

Horrified by this, Kr~Q.a curses Asvatthaman to a wander the earth for three 

thousand years, while suffering intolerable pain and disease (MBh.10.16.8-12). 

To fulfil his prophecy, Kr~Q.a resurrects the lifeless child, but the process is not 

complete until the deity withdraws the tejas of the divine weapon. 45 The 

following story is addressed to Janamejaya, the son of Parik~it (MBh.14.69.1-3): 

Thus, when the Brahma astra was withdrawn by Kr~l).a, then that dwelling 

with your father was entirely inflamed with tejas, 0 king. Thereupon, all the 

Rak~asas after fleeing that house were then destroyed. In the sky a voice said, 

"Excellent, 0 Kesava, Excellent!" And then that blazing astra returned to the eternal 

Grandfather [Brahma]. Thereupon, your father obtained the life-breaths again, and 

that child began to stir due to his will and strength, 0 lord of men. 

Although Kr~Q.a removes the divine weapon from the dead child, what is 

implicit is that it is first contained by the infant. What is interesting, then, is that 

the unborn child of the royal lineage is cruelly employed to contain the tejas of 

the astra at hand. The sage Vyasa even instructed Asvatthaman to use the foetus 

as a target for the rogue weapon (see MBh.10.15.32). By turning to the 

mythology surrounding royal babies it becomes apparent why such an action is 

undertaken. The Mahiibhiirata contains the story of the birth of the infant 

Cyavana, who saves his mother Puloma from a Rak~asa (MBh. l._6. lff.). When 

Puloma is abducted, her unborn child aborts from its mother's womb and burns 

the demon to death (MBh.1.6.3). When Brahma questions the distressed Puloma, 

45 Note Kr~1.1a states that Parik~it will obtain divine weapons, follow k~atradhanna, and rule 
for sixty years, and he also says to Asvatthaman (MBh.10.16.13-15, 70* 1); "You must behold 
the virility of my tapas and satya ["truth"], 0 vilest man, I will resurrect the one who was 
burnt by the tejas of the astra 's fire." 
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she replies (MBh.1.6.12); "I was set free by the tejas of this son of yours, that 

Rak~asa released me, fell down, and turned into ashes." Clearly the children of 

the royal lineage are born with such quantities of tejas that they are able to 

employ it offensively. It is no surprise, then, to find that other royal children are 

born "endowed with excessive tejas" (atlva tejasa: MBh.1.43 .1246), and 

possess "great tejas" (mahatejafi: MBh.1.44.16). Furthermore, according to 

the Manavadharmasastra "the earthly ruler is formed or constituted of the 

supranormal principle of fiery energy (tejas) of all the gods (1'1anu 7, 11): 'He 

in whose favour resides Padma, the goddess of fortune, in whose v·alour dwells 

victory, in whose anger abides death, is formed of the tejas ofall gods' ."47 It is 

clear, then, that the reason the child Parik~it is chosen as the target for the divine 

weapon is so that the child's innate tejas will contain the astra's own tejas. 

To summarize, like the Vajra astra mythology, the Brahmasiras episode 

elucidates a great deal about the principles of tejas and the operation of divine 

weapons. Just as Indra has to acquire the correct energy for battle, so too does 

Asvatthaman, although Arjuna, being the son of Indra, has none of his father's 

problems. Arjuna is successful in his employment of the divine weapon because 

of his sustained energy levels. On the other hand, while being able to match 

Arjuna in battle, Asvatthaman exhausts himself in this act, and is unable to 

withdraw his divine weapon successfully. Thus, one of the primary themes is the 

maintenance of a warrior's energy pool. 

Unlike the Naraym;a astra episode, cutting off its fuel source is not going to 

neutralize the apocalyptic nature of the Brahmasiras astra. Thus, in a cruel 

twist, an unborn infant is used as a target for the rogue astra. However, Parik~it 

possesses energy levels capable of dealing with the divine weapon, although he is 

destroyed. And only by the intervention of Kr~Q.a, the god Vi~l).U incarnate, is the 

royal lineage of the house of PaQ.<;iu maintained. However, this is only achieved 

by first removing the destructive energy of the divine weapon from the child, 

46 By my calculation this is a translation of sixteen variant texts, as the critical edition reads 
"atlva tapasa yuktal;." 
47 Gonda (1957), p.61. 



much like the curative process involved with diseases in Ayurveda, i.e., an 

Ayurvedic physician restores an imbalance in the do~as by removing any excess. 
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VII.a. The Brahma Astra, Rama, and the Death of the Demon Lord 

Ravana . • 

It has been said that the first and last books of the Ramaya[ta are later 

interpolations, due to the fact that only in these two books is Rama (the hero of 

the epic) said to be the divine incarnation of the great god Vi~1_1u. During the 

middle five books Rama is said to be a mere human (manu~a), never displaying 

his divine nature, as he blunders through much of the epic like a mere mortal 

would. But, in his article "The Divine King in the Indian Epic", Sheldon Pollock 

has shown that the divinity of Rama is an integral component of the whole 

story.48 He has done this by examining the boon that Rama's arch-enemy, the 

demon lord RavaI).a, obtains from the god Brahma. The boon protects the demon 

(rak~asa) from being slain by any creature in the universe, except humans 

(manu~a ), who are omitted from the _list of creatures. It is suggested that 

Ravai:ia did not include humans because he thought of them simply as food. 49 

The boon itself, and references to it, appear throughout the whole of the epic.50 

Here is one example of the boon (Ram.3.30.17-1851): 

It was he who long ago in the great forest had practiced asceticism for ten 

thousand years, and unfliched offered up his own heads to the Self-existent 

Brahma. It was he who had no longer to fear death in combat with any beings -

gods, danavas, gandharvas, pisacas, birds or serpents - any beings but man. 

' Pollock argues that to by-pass the boon Rama has to be some kind of god-

48 Sheldon Pollock, "The Divine King in the Indian Epic", in Journal _of the American 
Oriental Society, vol.104, no.3 (1984). 
49 Pollock, p.509, see esp. n.15. 
50 Pollock, p.509ff. 
51 The following is taken from Pollock's own translations of the Ramayatia, see Sheldon 
Pollock, trans., The Ramii.ya'l)a of Viilmiki, vol.3 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1991). This does not appear in my bibliography (entitled _"Works Cited") as it is part of 
Goldman, R.P., ed. and trans. et al., The Riimaya,:ia of Valmiki, 5.vols (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1984-1996). 
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man; "Not a god, smce the gods have become, so to speak, contractually 

impotent; nor yet a man, men being constitutionally impotent ... "52 To quote 

Pollock at length: 

To my mind it implies that we cannot here be dealing with the simple story of 

a mortal hero, however powerful he may be, struggling with and overcoming a 

demonic creature ... For had that been the conception of the composer of the 

Ramiiym;a, there would have been no reason whatever to include, as a constituent 

component of the story, the motif of the boon. This has no other purpose that I can 

conceive of than to "problematize" the human dimension of the hero ... the boon

motif necessarily raises questions about the nature of the hero that need never and 

would never have been raised unless his nature were itself meant to be offered as 

matter for speculation, interrogation, and wonder. Everywhere the poem indicates 

that Ravar;ia's assessment of man was the correct one. We are continually being 

reminded how impossible it is that a man should slay Rava1,1a and the other 

rak'?asas, and thus, at the same time, we are being invited to conclude how 

improbable it is that Rama is indeed a man.53 

Pollack goes on to suggest that Rama is not a mere human, but some kind of 

intermediate being - a "divine human" or "mortal god" - who is able to 

transcend both realms of existence. Pollock equates Rama's nature with several 

other myths involving divine boons that protect demons from being killed. In 

general it is the deity Vi~l).U who is called upon to save the day. For example, to 

get around a boon that protects a demon even from humans, Vi~l).U incarnates 

himself as a therianthropic half-man half-lion (narasif}1ha), thus being able to 

slay the demon. 54 Likewise, the human king Kuvalasva is required to slay the 

demon Dhundhu who obtained a boon of invulnerability fr~m Brahma -

humans once again being unwisely excluded (see MBh.3.193-19555). Kuvalasva 

52 Pollock, pp.516-517. 
53 Pollock, p.511. The pathetic nature of humans, and their martial prowess in battle, is 
stressed in many separate episodes throughout the Riimaym;a, see Pollock, p.511. 
54 Pollock, p.518. 
55 This myth has been examined in chapter three, section III.c. 
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can only slay the demon, as Pollock points out, by being infused with Vi~i;m's 

own tejas. 56 Thus, Pollock suggests that like the Kuvalasva myth Rama is 

"transformed into the engine of destruction" by his association with the deity 

Vi~I).u.57 Moreover, while equating Rama's divine ability to kill Raval).a with 

this epic motif, Pollock concludes; 

I hope that the primary thrust of these different versions of the same basic 

motif has now begun to make itself felt. The catalogue of the boon does not imply 

that the slayer can be merely a creature that has been inadvertantly omitted from the 

list. If explicitly excluded, he must then be charged with some divine potency; if 

not (and this amounts to much the same thing), he must be an altogether new ·being 

58 

Pollock's primary argument that the divinity of Rama is central to the 

Ramaym:ia as a whole can be reinforced, and further advanced by employing the 
.. ... r .... ... • • T"\ 11 1 • 1 h 1... moae1 or me mvme weapons. rouocJ:C suggests, m genera1, t 1at wuen a creature 

is able to by-pass the internal logic of a boon he is infused with some kind of 

"divine potency". He even suggests in one case that this potency is Vi~I).u' s tejas. 

However, Pollock is content that Rama is simply some kind of thematic replica of 

the same cycle of myths that allow a creature to kill a near invulnerable demon 

by being aided by a superior figure, namely the god Vi~I).U. What Pollock 

causally overlooks is the central role that tejas plays. In the Kuvalasva episode, 

it is the cardinal factor by which the demon is slain, and the actual instrument of 

death is the Brahma astra - the very same weapon that Rama employs to kill 

the demon lord Raval).a. 

Tejas and the divine weapons also play a central role in Raval).a's death. 

According to the model of the divine weapons there is no possibility that Rama 

- as a human (manu~a) - can defeat Raval).a without possessing supranormal 

56 Pollock, p.521. 
57 Pollock, p.510. A view that is completely substantiated by all the books of the epic, see 
Pollock, p.512. 
58 Pollock, p.522. 
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quantities of tejas. Moreover, without supranormal quantities of tejas there is 

no possibility that Rama can wield, let alone possess, the ultimate Brahma astra. 

As I have already stated, the Brahma astra is employed by Rama to slay 

RavaQ.a. Hence, in one of the most profound and exquisite descriptions of a 

divine weapon, the text reads (Ram.6.108.3-10, 15-20): 

Thereupon, reminded by the command of Mlitali, Rama seized an arrow that 

blazed and hissed like a serpent. The divine r~i Agastya, who was powerful in 

battle, had previously bestowed it upon him, and that great and unfailing ~haft had 

been given to him by Brahma. It was originally constructed by Brahma, who 

possessed unlimited ojas, for the use of Indra, and was in the past given to the lord 

of gods, who desired to conquer the three worlds. The wind was in its feathers, 

and the sun and fire in its point. The shaft was made from ether, and [it was the 

mountains] Meru and Mandara in weight. The feathers blazed with beauty, and it 

was adorned with gold. It was made from the tejas of all the elements, and was as 

brilliant as the sun. Blazing like the Fire of Time enveloped in smoke, like a 

poisonous snake, it tore apart hosts of men, elephants, and horses, and was quick 

to act. Capable of tearing asunder gateways, iron bars, and even mountains, its 

body was smeared with copious amounts of blood, and coated with fat: it was truly 

horrific. Like the Vajra in essence, and loud-sounding, _capable of destroying 

various armies, being terrible it horrified all, and hissed like a serpent ... All 

creatures were terrified and the earth shook when that supreme arrow was laid upon 

[the bow] by Raghava. The angered one, after powerfully drawing the bow, 

displayed excessive exertion and released at Rlival)a that arrow, which ripped apart 

vitals. Dreadful like the Vajra hurled by the arm of the Thunder-bolt wielder, and 

inevitable as Death personified, it struck the breast of Rlival)a. Release.d with great 

velocity for the destruction of his body, it pierced the heart of the evil-souled 

Raval)a. Taking the life of Raval)a, that arrow destroyed his body with force, and 

stained with blood it penetrated the earth's surface. After destroying Ravai;ia, that 

arrow was covered in flesh and soaked in blood. Having achieved its purpose it 
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once again entered the quiver [of Rama] in complete humility. 

Although the episode does not explicitly state that the arrow is a Brahma 

astra, it does state that it was given by Brahma. It is also said to be made from 

the tejas of all the elements (tejasa sarvabhiitanarµ krtarµ). Both motifs are 

brought to the foreground in the Mahabharata' s retelling of the death of 

Ravar:ia. In this version Rama unites an arrow with the Brahma astra. The text 

continues (MBh.3.274.27-31): 

Thereupon, Rama released that fierce arrow, which possessed unequalled 

ojas, like an upraised Brahmanical staff, and was to destroy Ravat_1a. Enveloped in 

a fiercely blazing fire, the best of Rak~asas was burnt by it, together wit_h his 

chariot, horses, and charioteer. Then, the thirty [gods], together with the 

Gandharvas, and Carat_1as rejoiced after seeing RavaIJ.a slain by Rama of unsullied 

acts. The five elements departed from the great lord Raval)a, for he was cast down 

in all the worlds by the tejas of the Brahma astra. The physical elements of his 

body, even his flesh and blood, were consumed by the fire of the Brahma astra 

until they disappeared, not even the ashes could be seen. 

In this episode Ravar:ia's death is explicitly from the tejas of the Brahma 

astra. In fact the divine weapon's tejas is so intensely hot (prajajvala 

mahiijvalena agninii: MBh.3.274.28) that not even ashes remained. Thus, it is 

clear that tejas plays a central role in Ravar:ia' s death. 

From the beginning, Rama's use of the Brahma astra should have raised 

questions about his true nature, for the texts imply that humans cannot possibly 

employ divine weapons due to their inherent lack of tejas. Hence, the 

Mahiibhiirata states with regard to divine weapon combat (MBh.4.59.36); 

"Humans would not believe this, for it does not occur among them. "59 To 

return to Rama's own nature he is consistently said to "possess very great tejas" 

and "unlimited tejas" (sumahatejas-, amitatejas-60), and during a fit of rage 

Rama's tejas is said to be able to consume the universe (Ram.3.66.7). In an 

59 neda,p. man~aJ:t sraddadhur na hida,p. te~u vidyate. 
60 cf.Ram.3.3.2, Ram.2.46.18, Ram.3.21.18, and Ram.6.71.26. 
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encounter with the mythic warrior Parasu-Rama, who was the sole destroyer all 

the warriors in a previous age, Rama displays his tejas, defeats him, and further 

stuns all the celestial beings who were watching the proceedings (Ram.1.76.lff.). 

Rama then seizes Parasu-Rama's divine bow and arrows, and proves he can wield 

them. The Narasirµha Purii1:z,a (c.400 C.E.-500 C.E.) expands on this episode by 

stating that Rama also gains all of Parasu-Rama's tejas. While referring to this, 

Magnone writes that Parasu-Rama "was shorn of his vai~r,avatejas by the 

younger Rama come to relieve him from his duty of avatcir_a-hood." 61 

However, the precedent does appear in the Rii.mii.yar,a itself, as the exchange of 

the bow and arrows indicates an exchange of tejas.62 

Ravai:ia is also considered to possess vast quantities of tejas, which is of the 

brahman or highest quality (Ram.7.21.2863). Hanuman is so impressed with 

Raval).a' s levels of tejas that he believes the demon could rule the heavens 

(R!=lm . .:;;_4Q 1ff.). Thus; Ravai:ia has nothing to fear from mere humans 

(alpatejas), whom he considers are like straw (Ram.7.10.20). However, 

Raval).a' s greatest mistake is clearly seen in the following episode. Here, Ravai:ia 

speaks to Rama's kidnapped wife, Sita (Ram.3.55.20-21): 

"I see in the worlds none who can match my virility, neither among the 

Devas, nor the Y ak~asas, Gandharvas, or r~is. What will you do with Rama, who 

has fallen from sovereignty, is a wretched ascetic, travels on foot, is a human and 

possesses insufficient tejas [man~e,;alpatejasii.]." 

Though Rama is technically a human, he does not possess insufficient tejas. 

Raval).a clearly under estimates the power of his arch-enemy, and for this mistake 

he pays with his life. 

There is one last indication of Rama's superiority, which rela_tes to Raval).a' s 

death and the way the Brahma astra returns to Rama after killing the demon 

61 Magnone, p.146. He is here drawing upon the Narasil!lha Purii.1,1a 47.149-150. 
62 There are further indications that Rama gains tejas from other sources. At Ram.1.67 .1 ff. 
Rama strings and breaks a divine bow. Gonda (1952), p.35, notes that when a bow is broken 
its various energy-substances are stolen by the warrior. 
63 Note here that Ravru:ia's celestial mansion, Pu~paka, is protected by brahmatejas. 
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lord. After the divine weapon kills Rava1,1a it enters the earth and returns to 

Rama. The tejas of the arrow is so powerful that Rava1,1a's own tejas does not 

contain it (his body is burnt so intensely not even ashes remained), and neither 

does the earth, but on returning to Rama there is no effort whatsoever on his part 

to control it, in fact it enters his quiver "in complete humility" (nibhrtavat); 

implying the near infinite superiority of Rama's own tejas. 

In summary, just as foam (phena) is able to kill Vrtra, so the preternatural 

Rama is able to slay RavaI).a. Thus, 

the formulation of the boon itself ... inherently entails the counteraction of 

the boon by some previously nonexistent creature or phenomenon, either one purely 

deceptive or else - and this is more frequent - one entirely outside the catalogue 

of natural possibility.64 

Pollock's theory of Rama's divine nature is consistent with the model of the 

divine weapons, and thus advances his theo1y that the divinity of Rama is central 

to the RiimiiyaJJ,a as a whole. Without vast levels of the "divine potency" tejas 

there is no way Rama would have been successful in his quest. The irony lies in 

the extreme amounts of tejas with which the hero is endowed. Rama is no mere 

human and most definitely is Pollock's "superhuman": a new order of being 

endowed with the destructive energy of the universe. Furthermore, while both 

foam and Rama stand outside the categories listed in the boons, each one must, by 

necessity, be infused with excessive amounts of tejas. And this is due to the fact 

that once the formulaic structure of the boon is breached by the 'unnatural' 

phenomena, then the opponent's inherent energy must be overcome. It would be 

pointless for the heroes to possess access to the "Achilles' Heel" and not have the 

fire power to exploit it. However, either is useless without the other: in Rama's 

case man is impotent without tejas, but tejas is impotent without a man to by

pass the boon. 

64 PoHock, p.517. 
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VIII.a. The Loss of the Divine Wea pons. 

The last topic of investigation is Arjuna's loss of the divine weapons after 

the Kuruk~etra war (MBh.16.8.44ff.). There are two central factors that relate 

to the loss of the divine weapons; (1) the change in the yugas or "cosmic ages", 

and (2) the subsequent loss of tejas. 

By the epic period Hinduism developed a complex system to explain 

cosmological time, which is based on four ages of the cosmos (yugas) that make 

up one complete cyclic age of existence (mahayuga). The four ages are krta 

yuga ("perfect age"), treta yuga, dvapara yuga, and kali yuga ("age of 

discord" or "dark age"). One traditional schema states that their duration in 

years are 1,728,000, 1,296,000, 764,000, 432,000 respectively. 65 Thus, the 

four successive yugas are characterized by "progressively decreasing lengths of 

years, which corresponds to a decrease in excellence and virtue among men and 

in the quality of human life."66 Creation is perfect in k,rta yuga (similarly 

called satya yuga or "age of truth"), and deteriorates steadily through the 

successive ages, until at the end of the final age the universe is destroyed, and 

then reconstructed to begin the process anew (mahapralaya). The Ramaym:ia 

takes place in the treta yuga, while the MCl;habharata is set at the end of 

dvapara yuga. At the end of the great Kuruk~etra war, dvapara yuga ends and 

kali yuga begins. The present age of the universe, kali yuga, is characterized 

by the final decline of dharma and a general sense of suffering and impurity. 

Thus, the world and human beings are at their worst in all matters. It is this 

general sense of deterioration in kali yuga that can be specifically correlated 

with the loss of the divine weapons due to a intrinsic decline in the potential tejas 

available to all mortals, including warriors. 

To turn to the loss of the divine weapons: the Kuruk~etra war is resolved, 

and Kali yuga commences. Only the PaQ.9avas, their common wife DraupadI, 

and a handful of others remain alive. The avatara Kr~Q.a is mortally wounded 

65 See Jonathan Z. Smith, "Ages of the World", in Mircea Eliade, ed., The Encyclopedia of 
Religion, vol.1 (New York: MacMillan, 1987), p.132. 
66 Dimmitt and van Buitenen, p.21. 
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by a hunter named Jara or "Old age", and returns to the divine realms. While 

escorting women and children from Kr~1;1a' s city Dvaraka, Arjuna is engaged in 

battle by a thousand bandits (dasyu). Arjuna begins to fight these bandits but has 

trouble stringing his Gii1J,f/,lva bow, and when he summons of his divine weapons 

they do not appear (MBh.16.8.52-53). Due to this Arjuna cannot protect the 

woman from being captured. Arjuna begins to lament his defeat, and blames his 

inability to employ his divine weapons on the nature of fate (daiva: 

MBh.16.8.62-64). 67 The divine sage Vyasa drives the point home when he 

informs Arjuna (MBh.16.9.34-35): 

"He who was once powerful loses that power, and he who was once a lord is 

ruled by others. Your astras, which have accomplished their mission, have gone 

and they will return in the future to your hand when the [appropriate] time arrives." 

Arjuna's loss of the divine weapons is thus due to the workings of fate 

(daiva) and time (kii.la), and one manifestation of time is the yugas.68 

The loss of the divine weapons can also be correlated with a loss of tejas. 

Firstly, before the bandits attack Arjuna's caravan they state that they can only do 

it because the warriors, including Arjuna, are "shorn of ojas" (hataujasafi: 

MBh.16.8.46), while a variant text reads "shorn of tejas" (hatatejasafi). The 

correlations between ojas and tejas have already been discussed, suffice to say 

that the presence of ojas indicates tejas. Furthermore, while the critical edition 

has Arjuna lamenting the "deterioration in the virility of his arms" ( vaikrtya7J1, . 

. . bhujavlrye: MBh.16.8.54), a variant text supplies "deterioration in the 

virility of his tejas" (vaikrtyal'J1, ... tejovlrye). If Arjuna has lost his tejas it 

would explain the reason behind the mysterious disappearance of his divine 

weapons. Without the correct quantity of tejas Arjuna will be unable to control 

67 See Katz, pp.202-203, who translates the entire battle. 
68 Gonzalez-Reimann argues that the yuga theory is a latter addition to the Mahabharata, and 
by the time of the Pura1Jas is taken for granted, since much of the epic blames time (kala) for 
adverse change and suffering. My discussion is based on this latter epic and post-epic 
development, and is therefore only intended to be general. See Luis Gonzalez-Reimann, The 
Mahabharata and the Yugas: The Great Epic and the Hindu System of World Ages (Berkeley: 
University of California, Ph.D. Dissertation, forthcoming, 1998). 
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or employ the divine weapons successfully. Correspondingly, a loss of tejas 

correlates with a loss in physical strength (sarira bala), which is seen in Arjuna's 

inability to string his divine bow.69 The sage Vyasa informs Arjuna that his 

weakness in battle is for the following reason (MBh.16.9.32-33): 

"Power, intuition, tejas, and foresight, 0 Bharata, these exist in times of 

prosperity, and they perish in the opposite conditions. All this has its root in time, 

which is the principle cause of the universe, 0 Dhanaipjaya. Time thus 

unexpectedly takes it all away again." 

Vyasa's statement is further clarified in the following (MBh.1.57.72): 

Knowing in yuga after yuga that the natural law [dharma] is crippled in one 

foot, and that the life expectancy and energy of mortals follow the rules of the 

yuga.70 

Thus, power (bala), intuition (buddhi), tejas, and foresight (pratipatti) 

all decline due to a change in time (kiila, yuga), and this consequently causes a 

loss in the potential life expectancy (iiyus) of humans. The Sanskrit word sakti 

or "energy" is employed in the second passage as a general word for all energy

substances. 71 

The epic authors are suggesting that in the world in which they live (kali 

yuga) no one can own or employ divine weapons of the calibre portrayed in 

dvapara yuga. This is because of a decline in the potential amount of tejas any 

given individual can acquire. If the divine weapons are left in Arjuna's 

possession, his de-energized state would put the universe (not to mention 

himself) in jeopardy, since the divine weapons will not be able to be controlled. 

Thus, the divine weapons are withdrawn from circulation, so to speak, and 

returned to their divine owners. This is illustrated by Arjun~' s inability to 

employ his astras and occurred when the Brahmasiras astra returned to 

69 For the connection between tejas and sarlra bala see chapter three, section III.d. 
70 I would like to thank Luis Gonzalez-Reimann of Berkeley University for informing me of 
this passage. · 
71 In the epic literature sakti rarely conveys its latter connotations of a primarily feminine 
energy-substance, which is closely associated with the Goddess. 
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Brahma after being removed from Parik~it (see MBh.14.69.1-3). Furthermore, 

after the incident with the bandits, Arjuna and his brothers encounter the god of 

fire, Agni, while travelling near an ocean on their way to the Himalayas. Arjuna 

still carries his Ga,:z,¢[va bow and the two inexhaustible quivers. Agni proceeds 

to tell the Pal)<;lavas the following (MBh.17 .1.37-40): 

"Your brother Phalguna [Arjuna] should only go to the forest after giving up 

this supreme weapon, the Gii1:zfl,iva. He has no need of it anymore. That jewel of a 

discus, which stood next to the great soul Kn9a, has gone. When the times 

comes, it will return to his hand. For Partha's use it [the Gar¢iva] was procured 

from Varu9a by me. Thus, that best of bows, the Giirffiva, must be given back to 

Varu9a." Thereupon, all those brothers urged Dhanaip.jaya, and thus he threw into 

the ocean those two inexhaustible great quivers [and that bow].72 

Therefore, the divine weapons of the calibre portrayed in the epics can only 

be safely issued in the framework of a more powerful age. Moreover, because of 

a natural decline in the potential amounts of tejas anyone can acquire, those very 

divine weapons can no longer be owned or successfully employed, and must be 

returned to their owners to protect the universe from the cataclysmic danger 

inherent in their nature. 73 

72 At MBh.5.96.18-20 the Sudarsana discus and the Gii~fl,iva bow are s~id to reside in a 
lake of fire, and are always guarded by the gods. When he proper time arrives, the Gii~1¢iva is 
said to possess the power of a hundred thousand vital breaths (prara) and is created to destroy 
the uni verse. 
73 There are suggestions that the relative power of an astra is contingent on a specific yuga. 
At MBh.13.14.131 Kf~9a has a divine vision of the Piisupata astra, which is said to be the 
most powerful divine weapon. Yet next to the Piisupata astra stood the divine Silla or spear 
employed by Lava9a in the Riimiiyara, and is said to be equal to or even more powerful than 
the former divine weapon. Kf~9a's vision takes place in dviipara yuga, while the Riimiiyara 
is set in tretii yuga. 
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The original aims of this thesis were to clearly depict the divine weapons of 

the two Hindu epics and to clarify how they operated, a topic that has been 

previously passed over as fantasy and magic. Pursuit of these goals consistently 

led me in one direction - the principles of tejas. The consistent appearance of 

tejas in the divine weapon episodes and the coherent application of its principles 

indicate a long and nurtured development in ancient .Indian thought. I have 

demonstrated that without an appreciation of the principles of tejas, the divine 

weapon episodes cannot be_ adequately understood. Furthermore, the completed 

model paints a clearer picture of the epics in general. This appreciation 

highlights the lucidity and skill of the epic poets and the implicit knowledge they 

drew on to create the divine weapons. \llhen the divine weapons are considered 

in the context of ancient Indian ontology they appear as rational creations based 

on a clear internal logic, rather than fanciful creations of an overactive 

imagination. Study of the Indian epics may thus better impart to the reader 

something of the scope and meaning of the divine weapons as a whole. 

The major claims of this thesis are simple. Divine weapons are created 

from, embody, and function due to the principles governing tejas or "fiery 

energy." Firstly, tejas must be neutralized, and tejas is the active ingredient 

required to do this. This is seen explicitly in Visvamitra' s battle with Vasi~tha, 

and is apparent in every other episode. Secondly, the process of neutralization is 

affected by concerns of quantity (e.g., mahiitejas over alpatejas), and tejas is 

itself ranked in a qualitative hierarchy, which further affects the neutralization 

process, e.g., brahmatejas over k~atriyatejas, watery tejas over fiery tejas, 

etc. Throughout the epics, heroes are concerned with acquiring maximal tejas 

and in the most potent forms. One need only recall Kuvalasva's battle with 

Dhundhu, and Indra's battles with the three-headed Visvarupa and the dragon 
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Vrtra. Thirdly, the neutralization process takes two forms; either (1) greater 

tejas bestows the relative rigidity of an object, and thus resists and repels weaker 

tejas; or (2) greater tejas absorbs and contains weaker tejas. The former case 

is illustrated by Atikaya's armour, while the later is demonstrated in 

Visvamitra' s battle with Vasi~tha. However, when contained the energy 

naturally expands, and can burst its container and move into other sources. 

When this occurs on a cataclysmic scale, such as the Naraya,:za astra episode, 

then the only option is to remove any potential sources of energy which it can 

assimilate. The Narii.ya,:za astra leaches the tejas of its victims and swells to 

cataclysmic proportions, and only by the intervention of the deus ex machina -

Kr~J).a - is the imminent destruction of the Pa1).9ava army avoided, and the 

universe saved from the Doomsday fire. Fourthly, Pollock's theory reveals the 

conditional nature of invulnerability (avadhya), as a greater energy source can 

slay those considered to possess this boon. This is one of the leitmotifs of the 

RamayaJJ,a, as the human Rama is not only the key to by-pass RavaJ).a's boon of 

invulnerability, but also possesses devastatingly powerful levels of tejas. 

Fifthly, any warrior who acquires divine weapons must also possess the adequate 

quantity and quality of tejas to control and employ them. This is evident in the 

battle of the two Brahmasiras astras. While Asvatthaman is a desperate figure 

who prays to Siva for temporary stores of energy, Arjuna is the epitome of a 

warrior concerned with the maintenance of his own energy pool. He not only 

acquires vast amounts of the energy substance through asceticism, celibacy, and 

divine weapons themselves, but he also possesses the most potent quality. Lastly, 

it is the loss of tejas due to a change in the yugas that causes the divine weapons 

to be withdrawn from Arjuna. The divine weapons are one of Hi~duism's richest 

examples of the workings of these principles of fiery energy. The consistent 

application of the principles is evident throughout all the divine weapon episodes. 

The completed model can be used to examine any given divine weapon episode. 

Above all, it should now be apparent to the reader that the question of 
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translation is central to understanding the divine weapons and the principles of 

tejas. If the translation is intended for a general audience then concessions 

occur between accuracy and readability. However, if the trade-off completely 

obscures certain principles that govern the intelligibility of the episodes the 

translation's worth is questionable. Obviously, a general translation's intent is to 

introduce a non-specialist audience to Indian mythology. However, in the case of 

the divine weapons, tejas needs to be left standing in the Sanskrit. Accurately 

conveying Indian thought is a difficult task, and the process is only hindered 

when the text is subjected to non-Indian concepts and non-literal translations. If 

the nature of the readership of an English translation demands numerous 

compromises to convey the episodes, the full context and correct meaning is 

attenuated. In the case of the divine weapons the "intrinsic laws" of tejas are 

veiled, and the general audience is never given the opportunity to make the 

connections themselves. Moreover; this obscures the rationality and coherence 

of the divine weapons, and does no more than place them back in the realms of 

"magic" - so embarrassing to the historians of everything Indian. The divine 

weapons are not magic. They are explicit and amplified examples of ancient 

Indian physics - the principles of tejas - which are believed to permeate all 

forms of life, encompassing both the animate and inanimate worlds, linking the 

two together by a common property, which charges them, giving value, 

functionality, and power - and is based on empirical, intuitive, and inherited 

forms of knowledge. 

As I see it, the real problem of translating the epics is taking Indian ontology 

seriously. When Arjuna is said to be "mahatejas", this should be takeri as a 

unequivocal statement about Arjuna's possession of great quantities of tejas. To 

give any other reading, such as "supremely glorious", obscures the real nature of 

the hero in question. This extends further to statements like "You must 

neutralize the tejas with· your tejas", "he was burnt by the tejas of the astra", 

or the Brahma astra "was made from the tejas of all the elements." In all of the 
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above incidents the texts themselves are not obscure, This thesis has shown that 

the concept of tejas displays a far greater consistency than what scholars have 

previously attributed to it. It is for this reason that its ontological status in the 

mythology needs to be taken more seriously. Similar attention needs to be paid 

to the other energy-substances that appear throughout the texts. However, the 

evidence clearly demonstrates that in the epic period, tejas is the base essence of 

many of these energies, and thus has priority. 

I am not the first, nor will I be the last, to insist that the texts should be 

allowed to speak for themselves. To reiterate Proudfoot'-s point: 

the analyst imposes upon himself the healthy discipline of giving the text -

read in its plain sense and construed in the context it provides itself - the 

presumptive power of interpretation.1 

This point is crucial for an understanding of the divine weapons and their 

reiationship with tejas. It is only by taking ancient Indian ontology seriously 

that a clearer understanding of the texts can be attained, or else the epics are in 

jeopardy of being misunderstood, misinterpreted, and worst of all, 

misrepresented. The divine weapon episodes and the principles of tejas are 

straightforward. The simplicity of the episodes and their underlying principles 

does not indicate a deficiency on the part of the authors, in fact, it indicates the 

exact opposite, highlighting the attention to detail and forethought given to the 

epics. Supplying English translations of tejas, only obscures its principles, and 

creates a complexity that does not exist in the texts. 

Scholars have long noted the importance of fire in numerous ancient 

warrior cultures.2 I have demonstrated one aspect of this phenomenon in the 

ancient Indian context. When one keeps in mind the translation• "fiery energy" 

for tejas, then one begins to understand the metaphors, symbols, and 

relationships between warriors and divine weapons, normal weapons, fire, heat, 

1 Proudfoot, p.58. 
2 See, for example, Eliade, esp. pp.81-102. 
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light, anger, courage, physical strength, rigidity, and spiritual power - which 

all culminate in the notion of tejas in the epic period. There is a final moral 

contained within the epics: it is not better for a warrior to bum out, for he will 

fade away. 
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Appendix One. 

IX.a. Te;as, Semen, and Divine Births. 

The fact that tejas is inherently contained in semen means that it is the 

central principle involved in the process of birth. Hence, one ancient Indian text 

states: 

In a person, this one [the atman] first becomes an embryo. That which is 

semen is the luminous power (tejas) extracted from all the parts [of the i;nan]. In 

the self, truly, one bears another self. When he emits this into a woman, he then 

begets it. This is one's first birth. 1 

The father is considered to incarnate in his son, and the former passes on to 

the latter his energy in a quintessential form. The son is the continuation of the 

family lineage, and preserves the very essence of his father and forefathers. The 
.. , '1 1,1 L' .c1• £ 1. • 1. L.l? son 1s mus cons1aereo me acuve power 01 us 1atuer m tue worm.-

Procreation occurs when the male's tejas, being his condensed totality, is 

transmitted to a female, and united with her own seed or egg (garbha). 3 

However, it is believed that an actual female need not be present for the process 

to be successful. Mary Carroll Smith, in her appropriately entitled article "Epic 

Parthenogenesis",4 focuses on the subject of birth "without a conjunction of 

sexual gametes". 5 She cites examples of parthenogenesis such as the Buddha, 

the Pal).gavas, and Indra, and then turns her focus onto the births of Krpa 

(MBh.1.120.lff.), Drol).a (MBh.1.121.lff.), and the war god Skanda (or 

Kartikeya: MBh.3.213-218, MBh.9.43.lff., Ram.1.36-37). As Smith points out, 

"All three myths are concerned with the conditions surrounding the physical 

birth of heroes who will possess spiritual endowments that result.in superhuman 

1 From the Aitareya Upani~ad 2.4.1, quoted in Smith ( 1989), p.84. 
2 Gonda (1957), pp.9-14. 
3 Smith ( 1989), p.84. 
4 Mary Carroll Smith, "Epic Parthenogenesis", m A. Sharma, ed., Essays in the 
Mahabharata (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1991). 
5 Smith (1991), p.84. 
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military prowess."6 All three figures become masters of divine weapons and 

teachers of those instruments of death. Smith demonstrates that their military 

supremacy is intrinsically related to their avoidance of the birth canal, or any 

connection with a female at all. All the father's of the three heroes have their 

asceticism interrupted, and KrPa' s father's semen falls into a reed bed, as with 

Skanda' s father's semen, while Droi:ia' s father's semen is placed in a pot 

(dr01:,,a). To remain consistent with the principles of tejas, it is the containers 

of the semen (reeds, and a pot) that have to be capable of handling the energy of 

the children. 7 From birth all three immediately _master the science of 

weaponry (dhanurveda) and divine weapons.8 Smith aptly writes, 

The three male parthenogenic myths bring together an interlocking pattern: (1) 

ascetic austerity which creates and intensifies energy (tejas) or heat (tapas); (2) the 

sexual and creative potency of that hot energy in itself; and (3) the extraordinary 

prowess in military exploits that the harnessing of the energy can produce. 9 

Smith theorizes that the primary reason behind the success in obtaining and 

mastering divine weapons is the heroes lack of contact for the polluting influence 

of females. Thus, she states, "Male birthing can be seen as the ultimate statement 

of total power in the universe."10 It is of no surprise then that Hinduism's 

primary female war deity - the goddess Durga - is created from the tejas of 

all the gods, and her divine weapons are replicas of the originals (see Mark.82-

83).11 Tejas is thus the raison d'etre of the goddess, her birth is from it and 

6 Smith (1991), p.85. 
7 The reed (fora, ai~lka) is used to make arrows (saras), while the ai~lka is used as an 
appropriate container of divine weapons, and becomes a divine weapon in its own right (see 
chapter three, section II.c.). 
8 Droi:ia specifically gains the Agneya astra from the sage Bharadvaja (MBh. l.121.6), while 
Skandha obtains the whole science of weaponry (dhanurveda) and (divine) weapons 
(sastragriima-: MBh.9.43.21-22). . 
9 Smith (1991), p.94. 
10 Smith (1991), p.96. 
11 The Miirkmxl.eya Purii,:,.a 's account of the creation of the goddess has each part of her body 
formed by various deities' tejas, e.g., Siva's tejas becomes her face, Yama's tejas forms her 
hair, Vi~t_1u's tejas forms her arms, etc. (Mark.82.8-17). Each god then proceeds to extract 
from his own divine weapon a replica weapon, plus she is given various ornaments and a lion 
to ride on (Mark.82.18-31). 
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her sole function is to employ it in battle. To use Thomas B. Cobum's phrase, 

she is the "crystallization" of all the Hindu pantheon's tejas .12 Thus, the 

exceptional powers of fertility that those of great tejas possess is evident in their 

ability to produce offspring asexually. And furthermore their children are 

themselves exceptional mortals. 

12 See Thomas B. Coburn, Devi Miihiitmya: The Crystallization of the Goddess Tradition 
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1984), p.229. 
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Appendix Two. 

X.a. Te;as and Blood. 

Blood inherently contains tejas because it is one of the physical elements 

(dhiitus). 1 Due to its inherent tejas blood can be highly destructive. At 

MBh.4.63.44-47 king Virata throws some dice at Pa1_1<;iava Yudhi~thira's face, 

and his nose begins to bleed. Yudhi~thira quickly catches the blood in his hands 

before it hits the ground. His wife Draupadi fills a golden bowl wit4 water after 

sensing the imperative, and she proceeds to catch the blood in it. What is 

important in this episode is that a golden bowl (sauvan:zarµ piitrarµ · kiirµsyam) 

filled with water is used to collect the blood (s01:zita-). The text is making sure 

that the blood of a king is contained by gold and water, the two most potent 

sources of tejas in the mineral and elemental spheres. Virata is warned that he 

will be burnt by "fierce brahman poison" (brahmavi~wrri ghorarµ: l\tIBh.4.64.5) 

if the Pa.1_1<;lava is not placated, as Yudhi~thira is likened to a "fire covered by 

ashes" (bhasrnacchannamiviinalam: MBh.4.64.6). Furthermore, Yudhi~thira 

reveals the implicit reason behind his and Draupadi' s actions in the following 

(MBh.4.64.8); "For if that blood from my nose had fallen on the ground, you 

would have perished with your kingdom without a doubt, 0 great king." The 

imperative here is to avoid any contact of blood, i.e., tejas, with the ground 

(bhumi), or else its destructive power will be unleashed.2 At Ram.6.22.32-39 

the Brahma astra causes an immense amount of damage to the earth upon 

impact. Similarly, although not blood, when a brahman's wife cries over his 

death, her tears hit the ground and create a blazing fire (see MBh.1.173.15). 

O'Flaherty has shown that blood, sweat, and tears are all associat,ed with semen, 

and thus, by implication, tejas.3 Hence, the bodily fluid need not matter, what 

1 See chapter three, section III.g. 
2 See Hiltebeitel (1988), esp.pp.300-301. Hiltebeitel connects this episode with modern 
Tamil folk tradition, in which Draupadi causes Bhima to bleed, and from his blood five 
Rak~asas are born. Thus, for Hiltebeitel, in an inverse motif Draupadi actions prevent the five 
Pa9c;lavas from destroying Virata's kingdom. 
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is important is the fiery energy contained therein. Yudhi~thira does tell Virata 

that his brother Arjuna had previously taken a vow to destroy anyone who 

harmed him (MBh.4.63.53), although, no matter how pertinent this vow is, it is 

only secondary to the damage the blood will cause the earth. Yudhi~thira, as the 

son of the deity Dharma or Yama, possesses so much tejas that one drop of 

blood will be enough to destroy a kingdom, if not contained. 4 

XI.a. Teias, Light, and Eye-sight. 

As I have already pointed out, heat and light are_ both manifestations of 

tejas.5 Thus, according to Ayurveda's rules of temporal and spatial continuity 

the eyes are able to perceive light because they contain tejas.6 It is the black 

area of the pupil that is said to radiate with tejas. It is thus only natural that 

tejas can be transferred through eyesight. Hence, the ritual viewing of a god or 

a guru (darsana); in Collins' words, "allows 'particles' of the god's or guru's 

nature, as it were, to flow into the worshipper or disciple. "7 While Collins may 

not have been referring to tejas when he used the word "particles", the 

similarities will become evident. As would be expected ocular transference of 

tejas is not just beneficial. At MBh.3 .106.1-3 the sage Kapila, who is described 

as an "unsurpassed mass of tejas" (tejorasimanuttamam: MBh.3.105.25), is 

rudely confronted by sixty thousand Sagara warriors, who are also said to 

possess "unmatched tejas" (apratimatejasafi: MBh.3.105.2). Angered by their 

disrespect, Kapila (MBh.3.106.3) "opened one eye and released at them his 

3 See O'Flaherty (1973), pp.271-273. 
4 Smith (1989), p.114, notes "A person who reviles, strikes, and draws blood from a 
Brahmin 'will not see the world of the ancestors for as many years as are grains of dust on 
which the [Brahmin's] blood falls.' " Katz, p.34, discusses Yudhi~thira's ability to burn 
people with his eyes, and the spilling of his blood. She wants to make this.a unique magical 
power that only Yudhi~thira possesses. She goes on to say, p.44, that Arjuna's "magical 
powers [referring to his divine weapons] remind one of Yudhishthira's, yet are very differently 
exercised." They maybe differently exercised, but are essentially the same. For Yudhi~thira's 
ocular powers see below, this section. 
5 Dash, p.13, notes that "heat and light represent the obverse and reverse of the same coin 
viz., tejas." 
6 See Trawick Egnor, p.30. 
7 Collins, p.152. 
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tejas, and possessing very great tejas he burnt down the slow-witted Sagaras." 

It is for this reason that PaI_19ava Yudhi~thira travels with his eyes covered when 

exiled into the forest, because he is so furious (lit. "burning with fury": 

krodhasa1J1,tapta-) at the deceit of the dice game, which cost him his kingdom, 

that his "evil-eye" (ghore,:ia cak$U$ti) will bum down anyone he looks upon (see 

MBh.2.71.10-11). 8 

The transference of tejas through visual means causes one of the greatest 

dangers in Hindu mythology. After slaying his primordial opponents Visvariipa 

and Vp:ra, Indraabandons his sovereignty and takes refuge in the ocean.9 The 

gods are in dire need of a ruler, so they ask the human king Nahu~a to be their 

sovereign (see MBh.5.11.lff.). Nahu~a replies that he does not possess the 

adequate power to rule the universe, so the gods grant him a very rare boon 

(sudurlabha1J1, vara1J1,). The gods tell Nahu~a (MBh.5.11.6): 

"If Devas, Danavas, Y ak~asas, r~is, Rak~asas, ~A;a,ncestors, Gandharvas 7 or 

Spirits come within range of your eyesight, just by looking you will steal their 

tejas, and then you will be powerful."10 

8 For a detailed study on vision and substance transference in modern India see Lawrence A. 
Babb, "Glancing: Visual Interaction in Hinduism", in Journal of Anthropological Research, 
vol.37 (1981). Babb discusses similar themes (although not directly connected to tejas) in his 
survey of modern devotional worship and cinema. 
9 In the Markart(/.eya Puriirta it is learnt that Indra loses his tejas after killing Visvarupa, his 
bala after slaying Vp:ra, and his rupa ("beauty") after raping Ahalya. Hiltebeitel (1976), esp. 
pp.229-237, analyses this myth by employing the tripartite model first suggested by Georges 
Dumezil, Destiny of the Warrior, trans. by Alf Hiltebeitel (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1970). Dumezil also pays close attention to the above myth, esp. pp.74-77. Dumezil 
studied Indo-European mythology by employing a tripartite model, which related to three 
commonly appearing functions of warrior gods and heroes. The first pertained to the sacred 
realm, the second to physical force, and the third to abundance and fecundity. In brief, warrior 
initiations, trials, and sins often revolved around these three functions. Hence, Dumezil's 
model illustrated a common thread in "world" mythology, which was consistently employed by 
ancient cultures and their poets. For Dumezil and Hiltebeitel Indra loses his tejas because he 
commits brahmanicide, thus violating the first function; his bala for breaking a warrior's 
contract and acting cowardly; a violation of the second function; and his rupa for adultery, a 
violation of the third function. Hiltebeitel (1976), pp.215-222 provides a table and discussion 
on the related "virtues" ( or energy-substances) that pertain to the three functions. I wish to 
tentatively suggest here that tejas is the base ingredient of many energy-substances, and thus 
the loss of tejas in the "first function" would imply a loss of other substances. Hiltebeitel, 
p.217, even recognizes this point while referring to MBh.12.124.42ff., cf.p.157. Thus, 
Indra's loss of tejas will entail a loss of bala, and rupa, as both physical strength and physical 
beauty are subject to the correct functioning of tejas. 
10 At MBh.5.16.24 Nahu~a pre-empts the gods' boon by telling them to give him tapas and 
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This ability has the most devastating affects, as Nahu~a gains so much tejas 

that he oppresses the gods. It is only when Nahu~a touches a brahman's head with 

his foot that he forfeits his tejas and ,frl ("fortune": MBh.5.17.12). Nahu~a's 

boon may be rare (and devastating), but its functioning parallels the workings of 

the divya astras. Firstly, the Pasupata astra can be released by the mind, the 

eye, a word, or a bow (MBh.3.41.16). Secondly, any astra can produce the 

same desired effect as the boon, i.e., an opponent's tejas can be stolen. Thus, 

Nahu~a's boon may have been no more than the gift of an astra, which is itself 

said to never occur among humans (see MBh.4.59.36), and as Nahu~a is a human 

it would thus be very rare. 

This introduces a new dimension when interpreting episodes in which a god 

grants divine vision to a lesser being, so that that creature may look upon the 

deity (cf.MBh.3.40.54, and MBh.3.42.17). The god is not bestowing any 

abstract "n1agical" eye-sight that would allow visual access to the "divine" 

realms. The recipient need only receive more tejas to be able to handle the 

radiant energy of the deity. The point here is that the eye is a container of tejas, 

and thus follows the principles of containment. At Ram. 7 .13 .22-24 the text 

demonstrates what happens when a divine messenger looks at the goddess without 

an adequate ocular energy pool. He looks upon the goddess without permission, 

so to speak, and due to her divine power (divyaprabhaveria) he has one eye 

burnt and the other badly injured. 11 Clearly, if the messenger possessed 

adequate ocular tejas he would have avoided any ill-effects, i.e., his inherent 

energy would handle the intake of any excess. This is evident at Ram.5.38.34, 

where Rama neutralizes his Brahma astra by directing it into a crow's eye 

(cf.Ram.5.67.16). Obviously, the crow's eye is considered to p~ssess extreme 

tejas. Nahu~a•s ability to steal tejas by looking at other beings is further reinforced at 
MBh.5.13.19, MBh.5.15.13, MBh.5.15.18, MBh.5.15.19, 106*1-2, MBh.5.16.21, 
MBh.5.16.26, and MBh.12.329.30. In this last line Nahu~a is said to have "ruled the three 
heavens with five hundred blazing suns on his forehead, which stole the tejas of everyone." 
nahu~a[i pancabhi[i satair jyoti~a,µ lalafe jvaladbhifi sarvatejoharais trivi,Jfapa,µ palaya,µ 
babhuva. 
11 Only after this does he practise tapas, which causes Siva to appear before him. The great 
deity bestows upon him the name Ekak~apingaH or "he of the tawny-eye". 
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amounts of tejas, capable of neutralizing a Brahma astra. In a similar episode 

Brahma tells the female Tilottama that (MBh.1.204.23) "none shall look upon 

you with your tejas." 12 Furthermore, according to Ayurveda, physical beauty 

is itself contingent on the correct functioning of t e j as .13 Thus, at 

MBh.12.311.2 the celestial nymph (apsaras) GhµacI is endowed with excellent 

beauty due to her own tejas. This argument can be further extended to standing 

in the proximity of a greater energy source. At MBh.3.43.17 Indra's chariot is 

unable to be looked at, touched, or ridden by one who has not practised tap as. 

Thus, without sufficient stores of heat energy (tejas c:,r tapas) even standing 

near an object of intense heat can cause injury. This would help to explain the 

sacred, yet dangerous nature, of many artifacts in the ancient world. 

12 tejasii ca sudr~!iilJi tvam na kal#yati kascana. 
13 Dash, p.33. 
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